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PREFACE
The ethnographic literature on the Indian peoples of north
western Mexico is extremely uneven in its coverage. Very little has
been published about certain indigenous groups who possess viable
cultural systems quite different from,those of the surrounding nonIndian populations. This is the situation with regard to the Lower
Pinas of eastern Sonora. The Lower Pimas, or more specifically the
Mountain Branch of the Lower Pimas, probably do not number more than
2000 persons, most of whom live on snail, isolated homesteads scattered
over a large range of rugged mountain country. Others reside on the
periphery of ranching towns or congregate at sawmills where they stay
so long as work is available and conflicting responsibilities to family
and community do not arise. Occasionally, individuals labor in the
agricultural industries of the lowland on a seasonal basis, and more
rarely an entire family moves to a lowland city or town for an extended
period of residence. By virtue of their small numbers, secluded habi
tat and scattered distribution, the Lower Pimas have attracted little
anthropological investigation. Admittedly, their culture exhibits few
of the dramatic differences which set off other Indian peoples from
their non-Indian neighbors. They possess neither the conservative
material culture of the Tarahumaras, nor the highly articulated social
organization of the Yaquis. The way in which they constitute a dis
tinctive social and cultural entity is at first difficult to recognize,
iii
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although even superficial observation reveals their spatial segrega
tion as a group. It is to be expected, therefore, that persons wishing
to study a very 'Indian-like' culture with many apparent integrating
mechanisms are unlikely to choose the Lower Pimas. This is not to say
that the Lower Pimas are a fully integrated part of Mexican society
having a somewhat special subculture, as we might describe a rural
Sonoran ranching community or a class structure within an urban com
plex. The Lower Pimas are set apart both by the special nature of
their internal organization and the character of their relations with
outside groups.
I was first introduced to the Lower Pimas by Dr. Kenneth L,
Hale, with whose encouragement I carried out research on the Mountain
dialect of Lower Pima during the Summer of 1965 at Y^cora, Sonora.
This study was made possible by a grant from the Comins Fellowship
Fund. While gathering linguistic data, I visited the various types
of settlements in the Sierra Madre Occidental where Pima Indians
worked and lived, viz., small homesteads or ranchost ranching towns,
and sawmills. I was also informed at this time that a number of Pimas
had gpne to the lowland to seek employment in and around Ciudad
Obregpn, a rapidly expanding city of about 80,000 which draws its
wealth primarily from surrounding agricultural industries. Obviously,
the Pima Indians were residing in a variety of communities, and en
gaging in markedly different economic pursuits, ranging from subsis
tence farming to specialized wage labor. It then occurred to me that
here was an excellent opportunity to study the acculturation of a

small indigenous population whose members have made differential work
adjustments with important implications for change in other aspects of
their culture.
Thus, X returned to the field in June of 1967 in order to study
Lower Pima acculturation from the point of view of occupational adapta
tion. Financial support was provided me by the National Science
Foundation in the form of a doctoral dissertation research grant.
Additional aid contributed by the Doris Duke Foundation made it pos
sible for me to collect some indispensable oral histories. My base of
operations was set up at Y^cora, where I had already established good
working relationships with Indians and non-Indians alike. From Y^cora
I could reach most easily other locations where Pimas worked and lived.
During the next 14 months, I visited Maycoba and its satellite Pima
ranchos on four occasions in order to observe important ceremonial and
secular functions of the Pimas. A long period of residence in Maycoba
would have allowed me to collect important data on Lower Pima social
organization not otherwise obtainable, but such a stay was impossible
because of the friction that existed between the Pimas and the Blancos
(non-Indians). A large part of my time was spent at Los Pilares help
ing several informants prepare fields, plant and harvest crops, gather
wild plants, hunt game, and perform other tasks important to the Pima
econony. I nade a number of trips to sawmills where Pimas were em^
ployed on a full-time basis, and conducted interviews with Indians who
passed through Y^cora, Los Pilares a«d Maycoba on their way to or from
localities where wage labor was open to the indigenous population.
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Also, regular contacts were maintained with Pima families living in
and around Ciudad Obregdn. The amount of time actually spent in the
field was reduced by monthly trips back to Tucson, Arizona in order to
be with my family, who were unable to stay with me in Mexico. In all,
I spent about eight months out of 14, from June 1967 to August 1968,
collecting data by participant observation and by interviewing both
Pimas and non-Picas. Additional time was devoted to research in docu- .
ments on the history of the Lower Pimas.
During the initial few months of work, I continued to believe
that the most salient fact about the Mountain Branch of the Lower
Pimas was the dramatic manner in which changes were being effected in
their culture, and even in their societal identification. This seemed
to be a result of two factors: (l) heavy economic pressures exerted
by the Blanco or non-Indian ranchers, and (2) lucrative alternatives
to traditional occupations provided by operators of sawmills, mines,
ranches and modern farms in need of wage laborers. Because of their
politically disadvantaged position, the Lower Pimas are losing out in
competition with non-Indians over land and land-based resources such
as cattle and tinber. This process has been going on for several
generations, necessitating an ever greater reliance by the Lower Pimas
on wage work. This, in turn, has exacted new role behaviors and con
formities to non-Indian ways of doing things, which have carried over
into other areas of role fulfillment.
Preliminary data on demographic movements and occupational
mobility tended to bear out these hypotheses. But as more facts

became available, the first problem of any culture emerged as one of
paramount interest, namely, the survival or persistence of traditional
cultural patterns in the context of new physical and social environments.
There was then a shift in ltjy point of view as X realized that the high
degree of acculturation and assimilation among the Lower Pimas was more
apparent than real. Adaptation to changing ecological conditions was
certainly taking place. Yet, when measured against what was happening
in the non-Indian sector of the Sierra population, this proved to be
adaptation with considerable culture inertia. Although somewhat at
tenuated, traditional mschanisms of integration still obtain, while new
ones are emerging. These mechanisms promote group solidarity and slow
the rate at which Lower Pimas are assimilating into the larger Sonoran
social structure.
It was obvious that I needed a better understanding of the
boundary-maintaining processes that separated Pima and non-Pima society.
More basically, the total social organization of the Lower Pinas re
quired investigation. To this end the hypotheses guiding iry research
were rephrased so that the nain focus fell on the patterns of inter
action that obtained within the indigenous community. Contracts with
outside groups were of importance primarily in that they showed quali
tative differences which demarcated important social cleavages. These
patterns of interaction were studied in terms of an exchange paradigm
suggested by Marshall D. Sahlins. Major emphasis continued to be
placed on occupational adaptations as they tended to influence other
interaction patterns. Particular attention was given to modes of land
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use and the supporting systems of ideology, ceremonialism and kinship.
The occupational roles provided by outsiders and participated in by the
Lower Pimas were studied not only as factors which might promote
assimilation into non-Indian society, but also as possible inhibiting
influences which allow for and even propagate the integrity of Lower
Pima social organization.
To those who assisted in the completion of this study, 15y~debt
is great, Br. Edward H. Spicer, chairman of coy dissertation committee
and dissertation advisor, was always available for consultation, ready
to provide the intellectual and emotional support that a neophyte
anthropologist requires* The other two committee members, Drs. Thomas
B. Hinton and Keith H. Basso, were also very generous with their time.
Dr. Getty deserves special thanks for the way he guided me through the
many and complicated administrative requirements of degree getting.
Nor would any of this have been possible without the considerable help
afforded by Dr. Bernard L. Fontana and the backing of Dr. Raymond H.
Thompson, Head of the Department of Anthropology, who has continuously
assisted me throughout my student career at The University of Arizona.
Certainly, the greatest investment was made by my family which, after
seeing me through the years of classroom instruction, had to put up
with a father's absence for long periods of time. As for my many
friends in Mexico who helped the American student find out whatever
it was he wanted to know, I marvel at their patience and good will.
Of particular help were Professors Gonzalo Aguirre Beltrrfn, Director
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of the Interamerican Indian Institute^ and Xng. Luis G. Alcerreca*
Secretary General of the Department of Agrarian Affairs and Coloniaacion.
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ABSTRACT
A typology of reciprocity suggested by Marshall D. Sahlins
was used to analyze exchange patterns among the Mountain Pimas of
Sonora, Mexico. An attempt was made to determine whether reci
procity type could be predicted from the amount of social distance
separating exchange partners. Because the subjects have few formal
groupings and do not exhibit social inequalities which allow for
hierarchical ranking, reciprocity proved to be the best measure of
sociability. Variations in patterns of reciprocal exchange were
more successfully related to three major features of Mountain Pima
subsistence: (1) occupational orientation (subsistence agriculture
vs. wage labor); (2) location of residence; and (3) level of compe
tition with non-Indians over land resources. The processes of
Mountain Pima acculturation are outlined and compared with other
Indian populations of the Sierra Madre Occidental. It was concluded
that, like many Sierra Indian groups, the Mountain Pimas would
probably be displaced by non-Indians and individually absorbed into
the larger Mexican society.
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CHAPTER 1

AN APPROACH TO THE EXCHANGE ANALYSIS
OF SOCIAL SYSTEMS

The Problem
My general purpose is to analyze in exchange theory terms
some of the dominant patterns of social interaction among the Lower
Pima Indians of eastern Sonora, Mexico#

These patterns of social

interaction involve the reciprocal flow of material and non-material
goods between persons who occupy complementary status positions as
members of specific social groups. The crucial issue to be decided
is whether, depending on the social distance between the particular
statuses represented in the interaction situation, the modes of
exchange vary in predictable ways.
In order to carry out such an analysis, the field of investi
gation must be extended beyond the indigenous community. Severe
acculturative pressures have forced the Lower Pimas into a close and
almost symbiotic association with certain sectors of non-Indian
society. Without a thorough examination of these external contacts
so as to determine the types of exchange they imply, it would be
difficult to say just how the indigenous social system is bounded,
or exactly what the significances of these limits are. Therefore,
both the intra-group interaction patterns of the Lower Pimas and their .
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outside relationships with the neighboring Blancos (Whites) are
treated within the exchange paradigm.
Two Categories of Exchange:
Reciprocity and the Self-Hegulating Market
That the structural components of social groups stand revealed
by the reciprocities that bind them together has long been recognized
by ethnographers, particularly those who have studied societies
organized on the basis of kinship. One of the clearest expositions
of how social relationships in kin-based societies entail transactions
in goods is found in Marcel Mauss1 influential work The Gift (195U)»
As Kauss observes, the distribution of goods in "archaic societies"
is not channeled through a self-regulating market system established
among individuals.
For it is groups, and not individuals, which carry on ex
change, make contracts, and are bound by obligationsj the
persons represented in the contracts are moral personsclans, tribes, and familiesj the groups, or the chiefs who
are intermediaries for the groups, confront and oppose
each other. Further, what they exchange is not exclusively
goods and wealth, real and personal property, and things of
economic value. They exchange rather, courtesies, enter
tainments, rituals, military assistance, women, children,
dances, and feasts.... (Mauss 195U: 3).
While these exchanges take the form of gifts and counter-gifts de
livered as though they were voluntary, they are "in essence strictly
obligatory and their sanction is private or open warfare" (Mauss 19$h:

3).
The system of prestations described by Kauss actually includes
several types of exchange.

An important distinction has been made by
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Pclanyi (Polanyi, Arensberg and Pearson 195>7: 2$Q) between (l) the
reciprocal movements of goods between "correlative points of symmet
rical groups," and (2) the redistributive or "appropriative movements
toward a center and out of it again."

To these may be added a third

type of exchange, which Smelser (19^9) calls the mobilizative economy.
Here wealth is accumulated by a central authority through taxation,
draft labor, or some other means for the purpose of undertaking major
projects.

Reciprocity, redistribution, mobilization, and a fourth

type of exchange commonly referred to as the self-regulating market
economy constitute the major analytic categories used in the compara
tive study of distribution systems. Only the first and the last
mentioned apply in any important way to the subjects of this study.
The importance of the principle of reciprocity in social
group relations has been emphasized by Malinowski (1922: 1?6) in his
study of the Trobriand Islanders. The ..iany different kinds of re
ciprocal exchange found among the Trobriand Islanders Malinowski
attempted to characterize in terras of a continuum which ranged from
free gift to pure barter.
I have on purpose spoken of forms of exchange of g? r4:s and
counter-gifts, rather than of barter or trade, because,
although there exists forms of barter pure and simple, there
are so many transitions and graduations between that and
simple gift, that it is impossible to draw any fixed line
between trade on the one hand, £.nd the exchange of gifts
on the other. Indeed, the drawing of any lines to suit our
own terminology and our own distinctions is contrary to
sound method. In order to deal with these facts correctly,
it is necessary to give a complete survey of all forms of
payment of present. In this survey there will be at one end
the extreme case of pure gift, that is an offering for which
nothing is given in return. Then, through many customary
forms of gift or payment, partially or conditionally
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returned, which shade into each other, there come forms of
exchange, where more or less strict equivalence is observed,
arriving finally at real barter.
A more formal characterization of reciprocity in its various

forms has been worked out by Marshall D. Sahlins (1965: 147-148)• At
one end of the total spectrum of mutual exchange, according to Sahlins,
lies generalized reciprocity approximating Malinowski's notion of pure
gift. Here a donor contributes valvie to someone also in the absence of
any expectation, or at least any absolute requirement, of an equal
return.
The material side of the transaction is repressed by the social:
reckoning of debts outstanding can not be overt and is typically
left out of account. This is not to say that handing over
things in such forms, even to 'loved ones', generates no
counter-obligations. But the counter is not stipulated by
time, quantity, or quality: the expectation or reciprocity is
indefinite. It usually works out that the time and worth of
the reciprocation are not alone conditional on what he will
need and when, and likewise what the recipient can afford and
when. Receiving goods lays on a diffuse obligation to recipro
cate when necessary to the donor and/or possible for the
recipient. The requital thus may be very soon, but then it
may be never (Sahlins 1965: 147)•
Opposing such unselfish beneficence, which usually marks a high degree
of social solidarity between giver and recipient, is what Sahlins calls
the unsociable extreme of negative reciprocity, a relationship indica
tive of contention rather than solidarity.
The participants confront each other as opposed interests,
each looking to maximize utility at the other's expense.
Approaching the transaction with an eye singular to the
main chance, the aim of the opening party or of both parties
is the unearned increment (Sahlins 1965: 148)•
The strategies employed by the contending parties in order to insure an
outcome representing the greatest possible gain to themselves range
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from straightforward haggling over the terms of exchange to the use of
guile and even force.
If generalized and negative reciprocity define the limits of
what is a continuum of exchange types, then the logical midpoint falls
where the advantages of value transfers are intended to be mutually
equal. The two-way flow of goods is exactly balanced and is generally
carried out with minimum delay. Unlike generalized reciprocity, Sahlins
explains, there is an intolerance of a prolonged one-way flow of goods,
and relations between people may be seriously disrupted by a failure
of one party to requite adequate counter-value within established time
limits. In the case of negative reciprocity, the material side of the
transfer is of paramount consideration since the social relations mini
mally necessary to conduct such exchanges cannot survive the realization
by one or both parties that the immediate tangible benefits of their
dealings are no longer to their advantage.
As it stands, Sahlins1 scheme of reciprocities appears to have
considerable utility in understanding the patterning of social rela
tions among groups. There are, however, certain points concerning the
differences between exchange types which need amplification. For
instance, it is frequently quite difficult to classify an empirical
case of reciprocity because the goods transferred are of such a charac
ter that the notion of equivalence admits of no easy application.
There are nany ways to define what constitutes an exchange of goods or
value, and this may be done in so broad a fashion as to make less
clear the distinction between generalized and balanced reciprocity as
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thus far conceived. At the level of individual motivation, the possi
bility of attaining a more personal relationship with congenial
companions, or a simple desire for the esteem, accorded by one's bene
ficiaries may prompt a person to distribute considerable tangible
wealth, inasmuch as the immediate revfards are seen as commensurate with
the expenditures, Sahlins (1965: 147) refers to the diffuseness of
counter-obligations in the situation of generalized reciprocity, but the
very existence of such obligations, however diffuse, nay in itself
represent adeqrate compensation to the donor, as in the form of new
prestige gained or the security which such obligations provide against
the uncertainties of the future. "Whether requital in kind actually ever
occurs may be unimportant from the donor's point of view. Conversely,
the failure to enter into certain prestation relationships, even when a
person does not stand to realize any repayment in hard gpods, sometimes
brings on negative sanctions imposed by the group (see Wolf 1953kand

1957). The avoidance of such sanctions could itself be considered a
good. What I am pointing out is that we should always be mindful of
the full implications of Mauss1 observation that almost all giving is
anything but disinterested. Both the carrot and the switch are a part
of any exchange relationship, and the ilow of 'goods' is, at one level
of analysis, always a two-way affair.
The question to be posed, then, is whether the continuum of
reciprocities suggested by Malinowski and Sahlins has sufficient defi
nition to be a useful analytic tool. Since it was intended as a means
for typologizing the norms of exchange as articulated and acted out by

groups, X believe the answer to be a definite "yes."

These norms per

tain to total social contracts. They lay down guidelines as to what is
considered.by the social body to be a just and balanced exchange. They
indicate when giving is appropriate, or even required, in what manner
repayment is to be nade, and under what circumstances the contract is
to be fulfilled. From this standpoint, there is a beginning and a
theoretical termination to each act of exchange. It is true that the
latter may never come about, but it exists as a potentiality and must
be considered a significant dimension in establishing exchange types.
Moreover, until such termination is realized, the process of exchange
is continuous by virtue of the fact that a bond of obligation exists
between the participants, and this in turn influences their behavior
toward one another. Thus, Sahlins' remarks about norms of generalized
reciprocity can stand as accurately reflecting their relatively unrestrictive character, especially with regard to the obligations of the
recipient. The donor is not expected to keep careful account of the
recipient's indebtedness, nor to exact payment in kind on a scheduled
basis. The donor has responded to a general imperative of meeting
another's need with the expectation that full reciprocity will be in
definite. In fact, the norm may exist whereby the termination of such
a contract iq scrupulously avoided by the participants so that the
social relationship involved in the exchange can continue (Foster 1967).
Because the norms of generalized reciprocity tend to be vague,
there is considerable variation from case to case. General agreement
usually exists within a society as to which persons and groups are
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obligated to mutual giving, and in what form(s) it should occur.
Whether these commitments are actually honored, and to what degree, is
dependent on such factors as the resources of the donor, the need of
the recipient, the positive and negative sanctions enforcing the rela
tionship, etc. The rules of generosity articiliated by a social body
must always be interpreted in the practical situation.
In order for exchange to become evenly balanced, the partici
pants must agree exactly on their respective commitments. Norms
stipulating value equivalences and scheduled payments are requisite.
This also means that the things exchanged -must allow for careful
accounting. Usually, they are reducible to a common standard of value,
or permit reciprocation in kind. In our ovm society, it is not expected
that we repay with identical favors the very personalized hospitalities
shown us by our near kin (generalized reciprocity), whereas we nay feel
obligated to swap cocktail party for cocktail party with mere social
or business acquaintances (balanced reciprocity).
In extreme cases of negative reciprocity, there need be consen
sus on aims and strategies only within the individual contending groups.
More than general agreement on a few basic ground rules could not be
expected since the contracting parties are at cross-purposes with one
another. The types of goods exchanged may differ little from those
that enter into balanced reciprocity, although the very reason for
resorting to such transactions is frequently to obtain a commodity not
otherwise acquirable.
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In the case under consideration, that of Lower Pima social
organization and its articulations with non-Indian society, this scheme
of reciprocities does not cover some significant examples of exchange
participated in by members of the indigenous community. I am referring
to forms of wage labor and commercial buying and selling regulated by
a market econoiny. Supply and demand, as influenced by the activities
of a large aggregate of anonymous individuals, determine the terms of
individual market relations. These terms vary according to conditions
not dependent upon the social attitudes of groups vis-^-vis one another.
Universalistic rather than particularistic criteria obtain. The parties
entering into such transactions do so not as representatives of specific
groups, but as individuals. I am, of course, describing an ideal type
which is almost never realized in experience. Universalistic and par
ticularistic considerations (market economy vs, reciprocity) are present
in most exchange relations to varying degrees. One of the descriptive
problems to be considered here is whether pronounced shifts from one
set of criteria to another mark major cultural cleavages, while varia
tions in the modes of reciprocity indicate the intracommunal social
boundaries of the Lower Pimas.
The Negative Sanctioning of Exchange Obligations

The important function of negative sanctions in insuring the
fulfillment of exchange obligations has already been mentioned. (The
terminology of social sanctions used here is that of Radcliffe-Brown
1965.) Reprobation by the group can be a more powerful inducementto honor
the terms of an exchange agreement than the positive benefits of compliance.
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If we know whose responsibility it is to enforce these contracts and by
what means this is accomplished, we have a good indication as to which
persons and groups have a direct or indirect interest in the different
kinds of exchange.

The degree of sanctioning reflects the extent of

total group involvement.
A minor breach of etiquette between near kin tends to elicit
mild diffuse sanctions primarily from the wronged party immediately
involved. An appropriate example would be a brother receiving tempered
criticisms from his alter for failing to deliver his full investment of
labor at planting time. Flagrant violations toward the wider social
body on the part of a person or group will likely call forth stringent
organized sanctions applied by the whole community or its appointed
representatives, as when an individual is ostracized for stealing from
his neighbors. Since the Lower Pimas have lost much of their political
autononiy to outside agencies, it becomes an interesting question as to
what extent the application of organized sanctions provided by formal
penal and civil law is in the hands of non-Indians, and to what extent
these sanctions are used solely for the latter's purposes.
It would appear that certain kinds of negative sanctions are
associated with particular modes of exchange and, ipso facto, demarcate
the same social divisions. Generalized reciprocity is supported by a
diffuse and narrowly based authority, while balanced and negative reci
procity imply a more organized authority underwritten by larger groups.
As the outer boundary of indigenous society is reached, a major shift
takes place in sanctioning, just as in exchange types. Exchanges
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between Pinas and Blancos are regulated in two ways. First, there are
informl sanctions which nay be employed by one or both parties. These
are prinarily of an economic nature,, and the Blancos, because of their
greater economic power, enjoy an advantage in such transactions.
Secondly, penal and civil codes of law prescribe penalties for failure
to adhere to exchange agreements. Expectably, the use of legal sanc
tions is at the discretion of the dominant group.
The Concepts of Group, Status and Role
Thus far I have spoken of certain types of exchange as being
indicative of specific group relationships, but I have not yet clarified
the intended use of the term 'social group.1

My definition, as implied

by previous remarks, observes the three criteria mentioned by Merton
(1957i 285-286), viz., enduring and morally established (sanctioned)
patterns of social interaction, self-identification as a member, and
the same definition by others.
First of all, it is generally understood that the socio
logical concept of a group refers to a number of people who
interact with one another in accord with established
patterns...
A second criterion of a group...is that the interacting
persons define themselves as "members," i.e., that they
have patterned expectations of farms of interaction which
are morally binding on them and on other "members," but not
on those regarded as "outside the group..."
The correlative and third criterion is that the persons in
interaction be defined by others as "belonging to the group,"
these others including fellow-members and non-members. In
the case of formal groups, these definitions tend to be ex
plicit; in the case of infornal groups, they are often tacit,
being symbolized by behavior rather than expressed in so
many words.
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This definition of social group presents a tautological danger.
Some very important forms of interaction, the exchange of hard goods,
hospitalities, courtesies, etc., are proposed to correlate with group
structures. At the same time, social groups are defined in terms of
interaction. One way out of this difficulty is to select a.population
wherein the component groupings are quite formal and can first be desig
nated according to some other definitional idiom such as kinship (see
the example of Sahlins 1965: 14S-149). The task would then be to show
how the different categories of exchange relate to the groups so de
fined. To some extent this is possible with the Lower Pimas, but as
in the case of the village studied by Foster (1967) the kin and
assjociational institutions which are explicitly symbolized provide
only "a panel of candidates with whom to interact." From these are
selected associates who nake up smaller groups, sometimes simple dyads.
Although the formation of these groups can in a sense be predicted on
the basis of shared memberships in other fornal organizations, their
definition remains a tacit one based on exchange behavior.

And while

the purposes of these associations are socially recognized, the forma
tion of the particular alliances is to a great extent determined by
such idiosyncratic factors as opportunity, temporary need and compati
bility of personalities. In cases such as these, the analytic task will
first be to discover how such infornal associations are influenced by
participations in kinship, residential and other groupings definable by
more than purely exchange criteria, and secondly to detail how the pat
terning of exchange within the smaller groups both reflects and effects
a wider social organization.
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As indicated, the emphasis in this study is on patterns of ex
change that obtain between individuals occupying statuses indicative
of certain group memberships. Following the lead of Goldschmidt (i960),
Service (1962: 19) issues this injunction against confusing a network
of statuses with an arrangement of social groups.
Inasmuch as the most important, formidable and long standing
problems in studies of kinship and social organization have
to do with the relationship, lack of relationship, or degree
or kind of relationship between the configuration of society
and its integration of groups, on the one hand, and the
nature of the status network on the other, it is necessary
to distinguish clearly the one from the other in the very
beginning.
I do not question the benefits of iraking this strategic distinction
in some cases. Depending on how they are defined, statuses can refer
to collectivities and social categories, which are only potentially
interaction groups (see Merton 1957: 299-300). X do question the possi
bility of speaking to the integration of groups without at the same
time considering the network of statuses which actually tie them to
gether. Groups are integrated through the interaction (role behavior)
of their intermediaries. Further, interaction' patterns within a
group cannot be described unless reference is made to the criteria of
membership, i.e., the basis of admittance and the consequent rights
and duties incumbent upon the members.
The idea of status invoked here is essentially that developed
by Linton (1936: 113-131)* a collection of rights and duties accruing
to an individual once he has acceded to a particular position within
the social system. When the incumbent of a status position puts into
effect these rights and duties vis-a-vis other statuses, he is said to

Ik

be performing a role. The combined status-role represents the minimum
of attitudes and behavior which a person must exhibit if he is to
appropriately participate in the social system from the point of view
of the group. In the words of Kerton (195>7: 368), "status and role...
are concepts serving to connect the culturally defined expectations
/attributed to social positions/ with the patterned behavior and re
lationships which comprise social structure."

'

It follows from Linton's definition that everyone occupies

multiple statuses due to their participation in a number of social
structures. As the social context of interaction changes, and new
status criteria emerge, different roles must be enacted. A conceptual
difficulty arises, however, when we tend to associate with each status
position a single role. Rather, every status implies an array of
interaction patterns. Such an array is called by Merton (1957J 369)
a role-set and is defined as a "complement of role relationships which
persons have by virtue of occupying a particular social status." If,
for example, we were to discuss the status crew leader of a group of
men assigned to fell trees at a lumbering operation, mention would
have to be made of the patterns of interaction exhibited by the
leader in his dealings with subordinates, peers and superiors of
various grades and job descriptions. Our concern would be with not
one but a number of relationships which interconnect at the locus of
crew leader. The individual fulfilling the requirements of one status
is also expected, though not necessarily in the same circumstances,
to act in a manner appropriate to other statuses. In addition to
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being a crew leader, he may also be the head of a nuclear family,
member of a particular lineage, functionary in a ceremonial group,
etc. This is to say he possesses a complement of social statuses,
i.e., a status-set, each of the statuses having its distinctive roleset. It is conceptually possible to further analyze the status crew
leader into a number of component statuses ultimately referring to
irreduceable relationships. This approach I find unacceptable because
the position of crew leader suggests for me an integration of inter
action patterns not implied by the notion status-set.
In the empirical situation, the participant'3 role and rolesets are not separately compartmentalized. Rather, they are articu
lated one with another, often in ways so subtle as to make adequate
description difficult. For instance, it will be shown that contrac
tual responsibilities involved in a temporary alliance between two
individuals for the purpose of planting a small plot of maize or
beans vary considerably depending on more critical relationships,
such as identification with a cultural group (Pima vs. Pima as opposed
to Pima vs. Blanco), the presence and degree of consanguineal, affinal
or fictive kin ties, the sharing of associational interests, and so
on. It is the task of the contractants to resolve any dilemma pre
sented by their separate status obligations and their mutual
responsibilities to each other. Conflicts can of course arise, and
some commitments have to be honored before others. This means, to
use the terminology of Merton (I9$7t 371), one's role-involvements
may be differentially intense. "Which role-involvements take
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precedence over others is difficult to predict in any precise way.
It is expected that the subjects of this study more readily adhere
to relationships within the indigenous group and especially to those
shared with near kin, even when there are attendant economic disad
vantages. Just as "the material side of the transaction is repressed
by the social" in cases of generalized reciprocity among closely
related individuals (Sahlins 1965I: li;7), the need to fulfill contrac
tual obligations of generalized reciprocity will seldom be violated
in the interest of balanced reciprocity or market transactions that
obtain between persons less intimately associated.

The Problem Recapitulated
Regarding the problem of predicting when certain forms of
exchange will be transacted, Sahlins (l$6$: l£6) makes the following
assessment.
Simply to demonstrate that the character of reciprocity is
contingent upon social distance...is not to traffic in
ultimate explanation, nor yet to specify when exchanges
will in fact take place. A systemic relation between reci
procity and sociability in itself does not say when, or
even to what extent, the relation will come into play. The
supposition here is that the forces of constraint lie outside
the relation itself. The terms of final analysis are the
larger cultural structure and its adaptive response to its
milieu..,. Supposing it true that close kinsmen would share
food, for example, it need not follow that the transaction
occur. The total (cultural-adaptive) context may render
intensive sharing dysfunctional and predicate in subtle
ways the demise of a society that allows itself the luxury.
The total cultural-adaptive context, and particularly those aspects
attributable to the incursions of outside groups, are of undoubted
importance in imposing constraints on Lower Pima exchange relations.

Insofar as these incursions have taken the form of severe pressures
for the Lower Pimas to surrender their land resources, the exchange
relations immediately influenced have been those most instrumental in
the indigenous occupational structure, a structure oriented toward
subsistence agriculture#

The changes wrought in basic subsistence,

in turn, have ramified beyond the strictly economic sphere into the
social. As already suggested, obligations of generalized reciprocity
signify enduring relationships not easily set aside even in the face
of conflicting demands arising out of Pima involvement in the market
economy.

But such persistence has its limits, and as the traditional

resources of subsistence become scarce, and alternative work oppor
tunities are made available, far-reaching adjustments in the Pima
network of exchanges necessarily follow. Thus, when I asserted in
the introductory statement that this was to be a study of the domi
nant interaction patterns among the Lower Pimas, by "dominant" was
meant those patterns most directly involved in and affected by sub
sistence activities.
In order that proper emphasis be given subsistence activities
insofar as they exert determining influences on other parts of the
Lower Pima social (exchange) system, a sequence of exposition will be
followed which covers the following topics. First, the limits of
the sample are defined, limits encompassing not the entire population
of the Lower Pimas but only selected subpopulations with certain occu
pational orientations. Next to be discussed are the research methods
employed and the nature of the data collected. This completes the
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'Introduction.' The second chapter sketches the bistoiy of the Lower
Pimas as recorded both in documentary sources and indigenous oral
tradition. By reviewing what appear to be the important events of
Lower Pima acculturation, some of the reasons for present economic
adaptations are made clearer.

In the third chapter, the most apparent

social groupings of the Lower Pimas are described. These include
ethnic, kin and associational structures defined primarily in terms
of self-identification and identification by others. It is in the
fourth chapter, the main part of this study, that the significance of
these structures are identified according to the exchange paradigm
and correlated with the occupationally defined subpopulations. The
elements of the exchange paradigm have already been set forth, viz.,
the parties involved, the mode of reciprocity, the type(s) of goods
involved in the exchange, and the sanctions which induce compliance
with the terms of the contract. It should again be pointed out that
not only are certain aspects of the indigenous social order being
analyzed, but also articulations between the Indian and non-Indian
communities. The fifth and final chapter is one of conclusions which
relate to three critical questions; (l) the nature of Lower Pima social
organization viewed as a system of exchange, (2) the adequacy of the
exchange paradigm itself, and (3) the implications for future changes
in the Lower Pima social system.
The Sample
Until now I have referred to the subjects of this study as the
Lower Pimas (the equivalent in Spanish being la tribu Pima Bajo).
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This is an imprecise designation usually applied to the descendants
of all Pima Indians indigenous to the Mexican State of Sonora from
just north of Hermosillo to below Nuri in the south, and including a
small portion of east-central Chihuahua, Actually, the data presented
here were drawn from a smaller population, the members of which speak
a particular sub-dialect of Pima, and come from communities located
in mountainous eastern Sonora.
According to Sauer (193U: 38), the Lower Pimas were originally
made up of three populations: (1) the highland Ye'coras living between
t*
/
the Rio de la Trinidad and the Rio Tutuaca on the western slopes of
the Sierra I-'adre Occidental, (2) the lowland Nebomes on both sides of
the middle Rio Yaqui from Onabas south to Nuri, and west as far as
San Jos6 de Pimas on the Rio M^tape, and (3) the 'ires inhabiting the
flood plain of the Rio Sonora as well as the lower reaches of the Rio
San Miguel in the vicinity of Korcasitas (Fig, 3, see page 3U). Some
.confusion has resulted from the distinction mentioned by P^rea de
Ribas (1564: 1U7) in which certain Pima settlements east of the Rio
Yaqui were referred to as belonging to the Nebomes Altos, while those
west of the Rio Yaqui were said to be of the Nebomes Bajos.
Estas naciones, con sus pueblos principales, de las cuales
se nombran, una de Nebomes Altos, otra Nebomes Bajos; y en
los altos pueblos que llaman Nobas (Movas), Onabas y Nures
(Nuri); en los Eajos, Comoripe (Cumuripa), Tecoripa y
Zuaque (Suaqui)...
Sauer (193U = 38) maintains that this distinction merely points to the
fact that the first-mentioned pueblos were situated in mountainous
country, and the latter in low, wide basins. This may be true, for
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east of the Rio Yaqui begin the rather precipitous foothills of the
Sierra Kadre Occidental, but the pueblos of Onabas, Kovas and Nuri are
themselves located in low river valleys in the tierra caliente. In
any event, the Nebomes Altos and Nebomes Bajos should not be identi
fied with the Upper Pimas and the Lower Pimas (Pima Bajo in the wider
sense).
The present status of the Nebomes and the Ures is not fully
known. Hinton (19$9' 26) tells us that there are still probably be
tween 200 and 2f>0 Pimas in the Ures area of the middle Rio Sonora,
and that additional Pima descendants are mentioned by Sonorans as
living around 3an Miguel de Horcasitas, Despite their numbers, the
indigenous language of this ^ruup is fast disappearing if, indeed, it
is not already extinct,

VJhen I visited Onabas in the Spring of 1966,

only two aged individuals could be found who remembered substantial
amounts of Nebome Pima. This was out of a total population of 125
(census figure given by Hinton 19!?9: 26). Those speaking the Y^cora
dialect, on the other hand, have been estimated to number as many as
2^00 (Escalante 1962: 3U9)«

The dialect of the Onabas Pimas is quite

similar, at least in its morphonemic aspects, to that of the Upper
Pima-Papago of southern Arizona and northern Sonora (Hale 196£), but
is markedly different in both phonology and syntax from the Pima
dialect spoken in the mountains around Y^cora, Maycoba and Yepachic.
These two dialect groups, the Nebomes and the Y^coras, have but slight
knowledge of one another, although they do recognize their linguistic
affinities*
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It should be pointed out that there appear to be at least two
subdialects of highland or Ye'cora Pima, The Pimas residing at Y^cora
and Maycoba characterize the speech of those living in the vicinity
of Yepachic, Chihuahua as an intelligible version of Pima, i.e., of
1(job

rfo'ttk, but one that is articulated "en vozes mas altas y mas

bajas."

Moreover, several Maycoba Pimas remarked to me that they,

the people of Yepachic (yj-pis or y^psarn in the Kaycoba dialect)
"tienen algunas palabras que no son las mismas (como las nuestras)."
It is also said of a Pima woman, presently living in Y^cora but for
merly of Yepachic, that she now converses in good Pima.
Just as the Onabas or Nebome Pimas have almost completely
replaced the indigenous language with Spanish, so too have they adop
ted non-Indian cultural patterns to the point where their life ways
are little different from those of the neighboring mexicanos or .jifakam,
A felt common identity as descendants of Pimas and their ejido status
as a communal landholding unit are the primaiy factors which set the
Onabas people apart. The Lower Pimas located in the mountains to the
southeast constitute a much more distinct ethnic entity separated
from the non-Indian population of the Sierra by both social and cul
tural boundaries.

Brugge (1961: 6-7) refers to the highland Punas

as the "Pima Bajo of the mountains" or the "mountain Pimas." These
are much less ambiguous terms than others used by Brugge such as
Lower Pima and, simply, Pima Bajo, Qualification seems necessary to
indicate that major cultural and linguistic divisions exist between
the Lower Pimas of the hot lowland and those of the mountains.
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Sauer's (1931;) "Y^coras" is inappropriate for the latter group inas
much as the original inhabitants of Y^cora are no more. The primary
concentrations of highland Pirnas are at Maycoba, Sonora and Yepachic,
Chihuahua, As already indicated, the two communities speak different
but mutually intelligible dialects. The inhabitants of these commu
nities identify themselves in the indigenous language as '(Sob, whereas
the Onabas Pimas, like the Upper Pimas, call themselves 'o'odham.
Since the word

1 dob

occurs in Upper Pima as meaning 'Apache1 (the

traditional enemy of most Pima groups), this is also rejected as a
proper ethnographic designation for the highland Pimas of Sonora and
Chihuahua, I am proposing, therefore, that the highland groups be
designated as the 2'ountain Branch of the Lower Pimas as distinct from
the Desert Branch of the Lower Pimas (Nebomes). To what extent the
more general distinction between the Upper and Lower Pimas is any
thing more than geographically convenient has not been fully estab
lished (see Spicer 1962: 118-119),
The present range of the Kountain Branch of the Lower Pimas
has not been adequately established, principally because of the diffi
culties involved in thoroughly canvasing a population which is grouped
into many small and widely separated clusters, each consisting typi
cally of a few closely related nuclear families. The scattered
distribution of the Mountain Pimas is necessitated by their reliance
on subsistance agriculture and by the scarcity of cultivable land.
The greatest number of Pima homesteads or ranchos are found in the
vicinity of Kaycoba and Yepachic, although the in-town residents show
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a predominance of non-Indian ranching families. From the Haycoba and
Yepachic areas (Figs. 1 and 2), Pimas have moved in recent times to
Yecora, Mulatos and other non-Fiman communities situated in that
region of the Sierra Kadre Occidental drained by branches of the Rio
Mulatos and Exo Tutuaca, affluents of the Rio Yaqui. Once a focus of
Pima settlement, the Yecora Valley experienced heavy exploitation by
Blanco ranchers at the close of the 19th century, which caused a total
decline in the indigenous population soon afterward. A few Pima
families are known to be living in the general area of Moris and
Ocampo, Chihuahuan ranching communities on the upper branches of the
Rio Kayo. There is also an unsubstantiated report of Pimas located
to the south at the headwaters of the Rio Fuerte, but most likely
these are Warihios who have been mistakenly identified as Pimas (Eeals
1932: 1U8)•
Another factor impeding census work among the Mountain Branch
of the Lower Pimas, in addition to their geographic isolation, is the
frequency with which they shift about the Sierra in search of work.
For instance, the Chihuahuan communities listed by Escalante (1962:
3h9) as having resident Pimas are Yepachic, La Junta and Talayotes,
The last mentioned does not now (1967-68) have Pima inhabitants.
Lumbering operations closed down at Talayotes in July of 196f>, with
the result that the Pima workers moved away in search of other employ
ment or returned to their ranchos of permanent residence.

The same

is to be said of Trigo, a Sonoran mining town east of Yecora where,
unlike in times past, opportunities for Indians to find work are quite
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limited.

An hour's walk away, however, is the Pima rancho of Los

Pilares where about four families live year-round and still others
plant on a regular basis.
Keeping in mind the questionable validity of census figures
pertaining to the Mountain Branch of the Lower Pimas, some published
data are presented here. The only population estimate we have speci
fically for Yepachic is that of Lumholtz (1902: 128), who visited the
area in 1891 and encountered about 20 Indian families. After reconnoitering the area, he concluded that "There are probably not more
than 60 Pima families within the State of Chihuahua, unless there are
more than I think near "Dolores."

As best I can determine, not having

visited Yepachic, many more Pimas now live in the area, possibly twice
as many as had been reckoned by Lumholtz. Hinton (I9f>9•' 29) reports
that a group of Pimas, probably an offshoot of the Maicoba group, is
located in the gorge of the Rxo Aros at La Junta and on the adjoining
Kesa Blanca northwest of Dolores, Chihuahua. Official census figures
on the indigenous populations of Chihuahua for 19U0 (Fassin 19kU: lU7j
Plancarte 19$ht 101) place the total number of Pimas residing in the
vicinity of Moris, Ocampo and Guerrero at 86 individuals.

By 19h&

their number had increased to 10!? (Plancarte 195U: 102). It is
doubtful whether very many identifiable Pimas are still locatable in
these places, for the Kaycoba Pimas with whom I talked were unanimous
in the opinion that all but a few families had been absorbed into the
Mestizo population.
As for the Mountain Pimas of Sonora, the Departamento de
Asuntos Agrarios y Colonizacion in Mexico City commissioned a census
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of Maycoba which was taken on February 20, 1914; (see Appendix B). The
result was

individuals counted, including 133 "legal persons'" (the

heads of households and unmarried people older than 16 years of age).
No reference is made to the racial or cultural identification of these
people, and it is not known whether only Pimas were counted. Dean
Saxton of the Summer Institute of Linguistics made a brief survey of
the area in 1956, counting lUO Pimas at Yecora and 17? more at Maycoba.
At the time the survey vias made, ~a large sawmill was operating at
Ydcora, and many Indians had congregated there in order to find work.
Four years later, after the sawmill had shut down, Roberto Escalante
(MS.) of the Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia made a
census of the two communities, and found only 30 resident Pimas at
Yecora. Two hundred seventy-nine Pimas were listed as living in
i^aycoba, including its satellite ranchos. Little data are available
for Hulatos whore an undetermined number of Pima families live.
of January, 1?68, approximately

As

Pimas could be said to maintain

some kind of residence at Yecora, but 22 of these were temporarily
located at La Tijera, a sawmill about 12 miles away to the northwest.
Later in the year, when work cutbacks at the mill were put into
effect, the Pima families left to look for employment elsewhere. Some
returned to Yecora while others applied for work at a nearby sawmill
named Las Guevitas. Still others journeyed to the Ciudad Obregtfn area
to labor as agricultural field hands.

Four other families numbering

16 individuals had, prior to this time, scattered to distant parts#
The genealogical data that I obtained indicate that the Indian
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population around Kaycoba is very close to or slightly in excess of
the 279 recorded by Escalante. In April of 1968, the then Gobernador
of the Maycoba Piraas (see Chapter 3) claimed that the local indigenous
population was 570 plus. To these figures should be added three Pima
families of Tarachi totaling about 20 persons. The founders of these
families, a man and his three sons, originally hailed from Maycoba.
There are also a number of very mobile families amounting to about
50 persons which move from one location to another as the opportunities
for wage work arise.

Additionally, li5 Piraas from the Sierra have

known to have established residence in the lowland, principally in the
Ciudad Obregrfn area where large farms and construction projects in the
city afford opportunities for wage labor. The present total number
of mountain Pimas in Sonora and Chihuahua, as I have indicated, is
extremely difficult to estimate. The 2500 figure mentioned by Esca
lante (1962: 3U9) seems exaggerated even if it is taken to include
the Desert Branch of the Lower Pimas. Possibly there are still 1500
persons whose ancestry can be identified as Mountain Pi/nan.
In view of the impracticalities of adequately sampling all or
even very many segments of the Mountain Branch of *hs Lower Pimas, I
have attempted to study only representative occupation types and
residential arrangements. It is first of all important to understand
something of Maycoba and its satellite ranchos.

As will be explained

below, the very symbol of the Maycoba Sjido unites the Sonoran fac
tion of the Mountain Pimas in their concern for the Homeland, a
concern shared by those who live as far away as Ciudad Obregon in
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the hot lowlands.

In fact, ranoho life and its articulations with

central Kaycoba directly involve what is probably the largest socially
and culturally unified group among the Mountain Pimas. It was to
sample these aspects of Pima social organization according to the
guidelines outlined in the first part of the 'Introduction' that I
decided to spend a good deal of my time (about four and a half months
out of the eight devoted to in-the-field research between June 1967
and August 1968) living with Pima informants at the ranch0 of Los
Pilares. Here I participated in the yearly agricultural round and
shared in such ancillary activities as visiting, hunting and tesquino
drinking (see page 192), Traveling in the company of Pimas from Los
Pilares, I visited Kaycoba on a number of occasions for one of three
purposes: (l) to observe and participate in fiesta ceremonies which
drew Pimas from near and distant communities, (2) to observe important
political functions where, again, Pimas congregated from many parts,
and (3) to witness the negotiating of economic compacts between Pima
and Pima, or Pima and Blanco. In order to have some basis of com
parison, trips were also made to other ranchos where directed inter
viewing had to take the place of observation. Los Pilares was a
particularly good choice for study because those economic activities
which support a majority of the Kountain Pimas were represented there.
Another and quite different community where I had ample
opportunity to study interaction patterns among a number of Pima
families was Y^cora, a ranching town of about 1$00 inhabitants with
a small indigenous population in its periphery.

Counting my three
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months stay in the Summer of 1?6£, I compiled about six months total
residence in this community. There the occupational patterns varied
from sporadic wage labor coupled with seasonal planting within the
Maycoba Ejido to complete reliance on whatever unskilled jobs are
offered by Blancos for pay. More than 50 percent of the indigenous
population may be absent at any one time working at nearby sawmills
or laboring in the lowlands.
Slightly more than two weeks were spent contacting Pima
families at two sawmills, La Tijera and Las Cuevitas. The proportion
ately small and fluctuating indigenous population was also fairly
heterogeneous as to work patterns. During the time when the demand
for labor was great, job turnover was high among the Pimas, since
residents of Maycoba and Y^cora could work short stints and then
return home to follow other pursuits.

Otherwise, the Pima labor

force was made up primarily of those committed to wage work as a
primary occupation. If a shutdown occurs, they may then return to
their mountain homes or move to the cities and agricultural campos
(work camps) of the lowland. Of those who seek the latter course,
many plan to revisit the Sierra when new jobs open up which offer
long-term employment.
Finally, throughout this study, contact was maintained with
several resident Pima families of Ciudad Obregon. The members of
these families, particularly the older unmarried males, are quite
mobile, and will travel some distance across Sonora and into neigh
boring states following the progression of growing and harvest
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seasons. In off-seasons, some seek part-time work as menial helpers
on construction projects, and a very few have steady jobs#
Such is the range of communities and occupational patterns
for which data were obtained#
in subsequent chapters.

More complete statistics are provided

Obviously, coverage is unequal, and it is

rancho life within the Maycoba Ejido which receives the greatest
attention. This is justified when we consider that, at least in terms
of origins, an entirely Maycoba population is being studied#

More

importantly, the Maycoba Ejido is an important focus of Pima social
organization. The exploitation of its lands is of interest to all
but a few, and among those who have severed all economic ties with
the home community the social bonds linking them to relatives in the
Sierra continue to be strong.
A Note on Research Limitations
The principal object was to gather by direct observation as
many cases as possible illustrative of exchange relationships among
the Mountain Branch of the Lower Pimas. The need for on-the-spot re
cording to supplement descriptions provided by informants subsequent
to the interaction situation imposed a limitation on data quantity.
General patterns could be ascertained from information derived by
following interview schedules, but significant variations, as well
as a number of very important features not consciously salient to
the interactants, became apparent only after repeated observation.
And, of course, deciding what constituted an important question often

required some direct experience in particular types of exchange. The
descriptions given in Chaptar U of planting a medlas, for example,
are largely based on five cases where I had the opportunity to see
firsthand the entire sequence involved.

These cases are compared

with 19 others where the parties, or at least one of the interested
Pimas, supplied me with step by step descriptions.

Twelve of these

descriptions were presented in the context of life histories, and
referred to previous years when social and physical conditions were
different. Taken together, these cases are but a small percentage
of the total number that occur in a single year. I believe, however,
that they exemplify the critical features of this important institu
tion. In other instances where the data are insufficient to c!raw
very firm conclusions, this will be pointed out.
Another difficulty never completely surmounted in the course
of njy field research was in obtaining information from some non-Pimas
concerning the bases of their contracts with members of the indigenous
population. Close acquaintances were veiy cooperative, but the some
what strained relations between the two groups over land rights and
working conditions prevented my probing deeply into these matters
with other than Pima informants. To do otherwise might have compro
mised my position with one or both groups whose continued good offices
were necessary to the completion of this study.

As a consequence,

the Pima side of inter-ethnic exchanges is better documented, particu
larly the attitudes which the indigenous community share in respect
to these contracts.

CHAPTER 2
HISTORY OF THE MOUNTAIN PIXAS

The Mission Experience
The distribution of the Lower Pimas in the first part of the
17th century, when missionaries, miners and other representatives of
Spanish culture began entering the area, is uncertain. Documents
pertaining to this period frequently fail to give adequate cultural
or linguistic identification of the aboriginal populations, and in
some cases provide contradictory information.

A case in point is the

mission of Nuri. Following the example of Sauer (I93h t 193$) t I have
designated Nuri as a Nebome pueblo (Fig. 3)> but Pe'rez de Ribas (l?6U:
160) has stated that:
Sste pueblo de ^Jures, es de naciin y lengua diferente de los
n^bomes altos y aunque no muy distantes de ellos, esta
poblado msfs la sierra asentado a orillas de un arroyo de
cuyas aguas goza.
Bannon (19$$'. 33) describes the same community as follows:
Higher up the Rio Chico, above Kobas, lived the Nures,
seemingly a stray group of the C^hita family, for they were
friendly with the Yaquis and spoke a language different
from that"of the N£bome3.
Bannon (1955s 131) also provides the following information from a 1678
document dealing with the missions of Sonora.
Southward from Onabas was the Rifo Chico, on which were
situated the pueblos of Mobas and Nure. Ifobas was another
of those villages in which some of the people spoke Pimas
and other Hegue /a. language said to be closely related to
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0pata7.... Farther up the river is Nure, still a rather
small village. The padre, Alonso de Vitoria, also had a
language problem. 'The language proper to the people is
called Taparantana, but it is seldom used, instead some
of the folk speak Hegue and other C^hita.1
"Whatever the actual identity of the Indians living at Nuri in the
early 17th century, it is highly probable that the small indigenous
population reported for this pueblo in modern times was made up pri
marily of Nebonies. Several Pima informants from Maycoba told me
that the Indians who lived in the area of Nuri up until about ten
years ago spoke the language of those at Onabas.
Two reasons for this inadequate documentation have been sug
gested by Spicer (1962: 91).
There is probably a significant characterlessness about the
Lower Pimas in the Spanish records. After initial approving
references to their peaceful industriousness, there was
little Spanish interest in them--in contrast with the very
considerable preoccupation with, for example, the Yaquis and
the Opatas. Part of this is undoubtedly due to the fact
that the Lower Pimas were a relatively small group; pax't is
also probably due to the fact that their territory was not
so fruitful to the Spaniards as either Opata or Yaqui.
With the Mountain Branch of the Lower Pimas there is the additional
problem of isolation. Ensconced in a mountainous region relatively
difficult of access, they were not subject to so intensive a mission
izing effort as were the lowland Indians. Thus, historical records
for this and subsequent periods of Mountain Pima acculturation is,
understandably, quite-incomplete. Nonetheless, the approximate geo
graphical limits of the Mountain Pimas at time of contact have been
ascertained by Sauer (193U: iiO-Ijl) from mission reports.
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The true mountain Pima were confined to the margins of the
Sierra liadre between the Papigochic and the upper Mayo
rivers, on the Chihuahua-Sonora boundary. Toma's de Guada
lajara and Jos4 Tarda in 1676 reported Tutuaca at the
western limit of the Tarahuir.ar and at the beginning of the
"Tepehuin of Sonora" (Pima)# One day's journey from Tutuaca
in one direction, were Guasapar and Yhio (Hio)j by another
route one reached Y^cora in two days (l)j by another lay
Yepachic and, beyond, Maicoba. Zapata noted Tutuaca as
Tepehu^n in 1673, but Guendulain in 1725? asserted it to be
Tarahumar. Padre Velarde said in 1716 that "a multitude of
Pima appeared as by magic from Yepache in the Sierra Madre
(later rendered Yepachic, in Tarahumar form) and in all the
missions of Y^cora, Onapa, Koris, Onavas, Tecoripa, and
Ures." The Rio Tutuaca and the pueblo of Moris marked the
Pima boundary against the Tarahumarj Pima held and in part
still hold the upper course of the Kulatosj Cnapa and
Tacupeto were Pima villages on the upper Sahuaripa River;
and others mentioned were the old Nebome pueblos. The
Franciscan College of Zacatecas in 1737 (Californias UO,
Exp. ii) claimed Koris, Maicoba, and Yepachic as occupied
by Pima, but two years later (Relacidn de Missiones de
Durango, 178?) the Indians of Moris were reputed as speaking
both Pima and Tarahumar, Yepachic still being listed as of
nacidh Pima. There appears to have been, therefore, in
colonial times, a slow expansion of the Tarahumar frontier
from Tutuaca westward.
That Pimas were to be found even farther east than Tutuaca in the
17th century is indicated by Dunne's (19U8: 18U) account of the Tarahumara uprising of 1697 in which a Pima Indian of M^tachic, which is
located on the Rio Papigochic, won a bounty of 5>0 crowns from Captain
Juan Fernandez de Retana for killing two brothers of Yeprfmera, both
of them caciques, who were promoting the rebellion.
Sustained penetration of the homeland of the mountain Pimas
by the Spanish had to await developments in lowland Sonora.

By the

third decade of the 17th century, thriving missions had been estab
lished at Onavas, Movas, Nuri and other locations along the Lower
Yaqui drainage (see Bannon 1Spicer 1962). Santa Rosalia de
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Onapa was set up as a vislta of Arivechi in 1627, and later became a
mission with visitas at Tarachi and Tacupeto, Almada (1952:

8140

claims that San Ildefonso de Yecora was first established as a mission
in 1673 by the Jesuit missionary Alonzo Victoria, He (Almada 1952:
k56) also states that San Francisco Javier de Maycoba was founded
three years later by another Jesuit, Pedro Mati'as Goni. That these
were the actual founding dates is doubtful, for Bannon (1955: 130)
tells us that Father Juan Ortiz Zapata, serving as visitador general
de las .'lisionesj traveled to the two "new Pima.Bajo pueblos of Ye'cora
and Maicoba" in 1678, and found that in the former place some baptis
mal records dated back six years to 1672; those of Maycoba to 1675#
It is further likely that, sometime before the mission field had been
extended south from Sahuaripa and Arivechi in the early 1670"s,
Jesuits from Chinipas, Chihuahua were traveling north to convert
Indians at Yecora and Kacoba,
A estas fechas (1939) segrfn instucciones del P. Provincial,
P^rez de Rivas, el P. Visitador Lorenzo J^tino, crec/ el
nuevo Rectorado de San Francisco de Borja, agrupando en dl
a las misione3 de Sahuaripa, Arivechi, M^tape, Batuc,
incluso las del rifo de Sonora, m'^s la.-3-de Tecoripa, Cumuripa,
Suaqui, Ilovas y Onavas, segregadas del de San Ignacio, y a
cuyo Rectorado se anox</ postepiormente a la misicfn de San
Ildefonso de Yecora, que habia venido dependiendo de las de
de Chinipas (Chih). Tuvo como cabecera, regularmente, a la
misirfn de San Javier de Arivechi, y a toda esta jurisdiccidh,
excepto los pueblos del rxo de Sonora, fue a lo que se le
di'o el nombre propiamente, de provinria de ostimuri (Calvo
Berber 1958: 82).
As indicated by the above quote, the mission of San Ildefonso
de Yecora lay within the Province of Ostimuri, which took its name
from a famous mine located on the Rifo Mulatos south of Sahuaripa and

northeast of Yecora.

Founded in 1630 by the Governor of Sinaloa,

Pedro de Perea, this discovery led to the building of a road which
opened up the area by connecting Arivechi and Sahuaripa, as well as
the San Ildefonso de Ostimuri Kine, with San Jos/ del Parral in the
Province of Nueva Vizcaya to the south (Acosta 19^9: 71)*

Hoca (1967

303-30Jj), after Alraada (1952: !&3-£Vl), gives a different and much
later founding date for the Ostimuri Mine, that of l673»

Unfortun

ately, Almada seldom mentions the sources of his facts, and is
frequently in conflict with other historians. It is possible that
1673 marks the reopening of this area to mining after the Spaniards
had been driven out two decades earlier.
The marauding of the Tarahumara and unconverted bronco Pimas
made life precarious for the early missionaries and mine workers.
The situation became critical when in l61|8, under the leadership of
Teporame, the Tarahumaras began raiding along the frontier of Nueva
Vizcaya and into the Rectory of San Francisco de Borja.

On several

occasions, the missions of Ye'cora and Kaycoba suffered assaults,
making it extremely difficult for priests to travel to these pueblos.
In l6£3 the Ostimuri Mine and other mines in its immediate vicinity
were forced to shut down because of the constant harassment (Acosta
19h9s 70-71).
If Acosta's information is correct, the 1670's saw renewed
missionary activity in this part of the Sierra,

Ydfcora was re

established by Alonzo Victoria as a visita of Onapa in 1673. In

1676 Y<fcora became a cabecera (mission center) with Matias Gdni as
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its resident priest, and Maycoba as its visita (Ocaranza 19h2: 11;
Almada 1952: U56 and Qhhi Eckhart 1?60: 175 and 152).

By 1676

several friendly contacts had been made by the Jesuits with the
Indians of Yepachic and Tutuaca, and these pueblos became regular
centers of conversion (Dunne 19^8: 115)*
Mining also had a resurgence, and this probably was one of the precipitating factors, together with opposition to the teachings
and high-handed actions of the missionaries, which caused certain
Pima factions to join forces with the Tarahumara in the revolt of
l6?0. The center of resistance appears to have been at Yeprfmera and
Cocomorachic at the edge of Pima Bajo country.

According to Spicer

(1962: 32), this movement had strong nativistic overtones and was
evidently connected to the hundreds of deaths resulting from European
diseases. The Spaniards quickly put down the revolt by marching to
Y^cora and forcing the Pima leaders to surrender the pueblo (Almada
1952: 592; Dunne 19U8: 167-171). In 1697 and 1698, a number of Pimas,
in consort with Tarahumara groups, again rebelled and began raiding
missions in the Sierra, Maycoba and Onapa were destroyed, and the
resident priest was forced to withdraw from Tutuaca and Yepachic.
Captain Retana made several military expeditions into the mission
districts where trouble had occurred. On the second expedition,
Retana implemented a plan conceived by Governor Larrea which involved
the rounding up of rebellious Tarahumaras and Pimas and sending them
to Naniguipa where they could be merged into a peaceful group of
Tarahumaras (Dunne 19^8: 187). Brugge (1961: 1) has found that the

ho
Pimas of Maycoba still have a dim recollection of a revolt against the
Blancos.
From mission records it appears that the Mountain Pimas suf
fered a marked decline in population in the 17th century*

Indicative

of this fact are the census figures supplied by Sauer (1935: 2f>).
The Anua of 1953 gave the new mission district of Yecora,
in the border of the Sierra I-ladre, as having l;00 house
holds,... Zapata found, in 1679, 119 families in a radius
of from three to four leagues about Yecora, and others,
still heathen, beyond in the hills. Maicoba, in the same
vicinity, had at that time h$ Christian families and
others still gentile.... At Tecoripa, Zapata found 55
families....
Dunne (19U8: 236) also cites the I67Q report made by Father Juan Ortiz
Zapata in which Tutuaca, primarily a Tarahumara settlement with some
Pima families, is listed as having 126 persons and Yepachic just 1;0
persons.

Alegre (i960 IV: 500-501) has recorded a document pertain

ing to the mission district of Yecora for the years 1716 through 1720,
wherein the total number of families is placed at 179. Altogether,
no more than 200 families were living at the four missions of Onapa,
Tarachi, Ostimuri and Matori in 1716 (Alegre i960 IV: 500-501).
Natori was primarily a Jova, not a Pima, settlement.
The task of making "good Christians" of the Mountain Pimas
was extremely difficult, as is apparent from the remarks of the mis
sionary Pedro Prothro, who was stationed at San Udefonso de Yecora
in the 1710's.
Nuebos convertidos no hai, porque no hai gentiles; malos
christianos si, que prejudican mucho la christiandad y
para la conversion de esos se necessita el calor y cuidado
de los ministors reales, que suelen dissimular y descuidar
por rezelo de que los indio, corrigiendoles, no se alze y
rebellen (Alegre i960 IV: 500).

la
Complaints about alleged witches poisoning the Indians' minds against
the missionaries were quite frequent. The process of conversion was
further impeded by the Pima stratagem, of withdrawing to more isolated
areas where the authority of the padres did not extend. In 17U0
groups of Mayos, Yaquis and Desert Pimas applied themselves in an
attempt to forcibly remove the Spaniards from their land. The fight
ing that ensued caused some missionary priests and converted Indians
to take refuge in Ye'cora, which was now considered a safe and
Christian pueblo (Alegre I960 IV: 392).
From 1761 to 1763* the Jesuit Inspector General, Father
Ignacio Lizason, visited the missions in northwestern New Spain,
including those of the Mountain Pimas,

Contained in the accounts

of his travels is the following information (Brugge 1961: 8).
He^ (Lizasoin) visited Kaicoba and 'Tarache as visitas of
Yecora and Yepachic as a visita of Moris. He gave Father
Julian Beli as the missionary at Moris. At a later date
this name was crossed out and that of Father Luis Valcumbeli entered. Father Joseph Valiek is entered as mission
ary for Ydcora, but in different handwriting. It may be
that these changes represent changes in missionaries
during the period of inspection.... The villages varied
in size from 160 families at Yepachic to ill at Tarache.
Cattle raising wa3 apparently more important at Tarache
than at Yecora and ?laicoba, since he states that Tarache
possessed £60 head of cattle while Tecora and Maicoba,
with a total of 98 families, possessed only 300 head.
The churches at these villages were described as in good
condition and well cared for...
At the time of the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1767, Father
Juan Ssteb was at Moris, Father Jose Batezk at Yecora, and Father
Antonio Castro at Onapa (Ocaranza 1939: 3U8 and 3$0). Records quoted
by Ocaranza (1939: 331 and 336), show that in I7QI4 these same missions
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were under the care of Fathers Pedro Macica, Nicolas Zagui and Antonio
Texerio. Census figures for this period reveal that Onapa, Tarachi
and Ostimuri had 33, 19, and eight families respectively. Sixty-six
families resided at Moris ana 150 at Yepachic. Maycoba appears to
have increased the number of its Christian families to 61, but only
bS remained at Y^cora. The tribal extraction of those at Onapa is
difficult to determine.
,.,ca3i todas las familias indigenas /o£ the Rio Sahuaripa7
habian huido sin que fuese posible averiguar sus paradero.
ISsto mismo dia lugar a que se unieran con los indios que
restaban—en Onapa muy principalmente—, multitud de
familias 'mulatas1 y otras castas (Ocaranaa 1939: 78).
The effects of raids by roving bands of Apaches vrere also seriously
felt at Y^cora, which lay ruined and deserted in the 1790's (Brugge
1961: 8), Around 1810 only 15 Pima3 and four VJhite families remained
at Y^cora, making a living by small scale dry faming and by gleaning
ore from abandoned mines nearby (Brugge 1961: 3). During the period
of Apache raiding, missionary activity practically ceased in the
area.

By the late l380's, judging from the testimony of Pima oral

history, the Apache threat had completely subsided. Contacts between
Pimas and Franciscan missionaries were reestablished, but unsettled
conditions created by the Mexican Revolution of 1910 caused them to
be suspended once again.
Starting before the Revolution and continuing up until about
19U0 or so, the territory of the Mountain Pimas was invaded by
Blanco ranchers. The effect of this immigration was to displace
entire Indian populations from settlements such as Moris, Yecora
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and Tarachi. Long time residents of Yecora report that around 1900
many Indians still lived on the outskirts of town, where they culti
vated small plots of land and grazed a few head of livestock. Gradu
ally, the ranchers fenced the entire valley, after first pushing the
Indians off the land. So far as I know, there are no Pimas who trace
their ancestry to the original inhabitants of Yecora. In those towns
where the Pimas remain in numbers, as at Maycoba and Yepachic, the
Blancos have become the more important group so far as the formal
Church is concerned.

They provide for the upkeep of the town church

and its santos, finance the visits of the priests, and contribute
heavily to the expenses of the fiestas. The Pima investment in all
this is much smaller, and their influence is correspondingly weaker.
Moreover, the core of orthodox ceremonialism is carried out, and
participated in, by the 31ancos, while the Indian population largely
pursues its ovm religious traditions established during the early
mission period.
The Impact of fining on Mountain Pima Culture
The latter half of the l?th century saw a resurgence of gold
and silver mining near settlements of the Mountain Pimas, The most
important mines were located at Rosario, Mulatos, Santa Ana, Trinidad
and Guadalupe, Pimas provided much of the labor for Mulatos and
Santa Ana, and are reported .to have occasionally worked in the other
mines. During this time, Pima contacts with mining life were more
prolonged and intense than in previous centuries. Some of the effects
of mining on Pima material culture have been described by Lumholtz
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(1902: 127), who traveled through the eastern part of Mountain Pima
country in 18?1.
Everywhere here /Tepachic, Chihuahua7 betrays the nearness
of the mines, with the characteristic accompaniment of
cheap cloths, cheap, tawdry jewelry, and a slight influx
of iron cooking utensils.
Pima oral traditions mention the former existence of tunnel and placer
mines which were owned and operated by the Indians themselves.
Exactly how important these mines were is difficult to ascertain.

One

woman is said to have amassed considerable wealth by extracting gold
from an extremely rich placer mine.
After nearly a decade of inactivity following the Revolution
of 1910, mining operations were reopened at Mulatos and Santa Ana.
Somewhat later, new workings were set up at El Pilar, Chihuahua and
Trigo, Sonora. A number of smaller strikes were also made in the
same region, but most of these soon had to be abandoned because of
poor showings. At all these mines, there was heavy reliance on Pima
labor drawn chiefly from Maycoba and Yepachic.

Twenty-four of $0

work histories provided me by male Pimas from Maycoba aged 35 or over
(35 to 90 plus years) indicated some mining experience. Only five
of 30 informants below the age of 35 (18 to 32 years) reported that
they had worked in the mines.

The difference in occupational ex

perience according to age-group can be explained by the fact that
most of the mines had played out or suffered a decline in productivity
before the younger men were old enough to engage in this kind of work.
Over the last 15 years or so, the demand for Pima mine labor has been
sporadic. Wot only are there fewer mines than previously, but those
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that exist have more mechanized operations and employ a greater pro
portion of non-Indians,- both skilled and unskilled. Thus, there has
been a marked reduction in the number of jobs, particularly for the
Pima worker.
In the past, when jobs were more plentiful, aggregations of
30 or more Mountain Pimas could be found on the edge of mining settle
ments such as Trigo, Mulatos, and El Pilar, These consisted primarily
of adult male workers, and sometimes entire nuclear families, who had
collected from outlying ranchos in the general areas of Kaycoba,
Moris, Yepachic and probably other communities.

A desire for the

large wages paid for this kind of work (large when compared to the
income from subsistence agriculture) was undoubtedly the primary
motivation for Pimas to seek jobs in the mines, Moreover, pressures
were being exerted by the 3lanco ranchers on the Indian community for
more land. The Pimas claim that the size of the indigenous popula
tion 2$ years ago was already taxing the capacity of their traditional
economy, which was, and is, based on subsistence agriculture. The
mines drew off some of the excess manpower, and provided jobs for
some of the full-time agriculturalists whose labors in the field could
be confined to a few brief periods of intensive cultivation.
Despite the amount of money that could be earned, mine work
remained an adjunct occupation.

There were a variety of jobs per-

fonned by the Pimas at these mines, each with its particular rate of
pay. Pimas were employed as domestics in the houses of the Blancos,
tended their gardens and orchards, hauled firewood in from the hills
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and cut it into measured lengths. They also labored on road construc
tion crews, tended machinery, moved ore and rubble from the mines,
vieilded picks, shovels, hammers etc. The more menial jobs usually
paid just food and shelter, while as much as 25 pesos could be earned
in a day for skilled work within the mine. (Current exchange rates
are 12#!?0 Mexican pesos for one U. S. dollar.)
The basic Indian livelihood was derived from plow and hoe
agriculture, and from the raising of livestock, mostly cattle.

Over

the short term, mine wages paid to the individual exceeded any product
that he could have realised from the land. However, such jobs were
impermanent, sometimes lasting as long as four years but with fre
quent layoffs and long periods between employment. The average
length of stay at any one mine, as calculated on the basis of my
limited sample, was a little less than two years.

The range was a

few months to six years. The time actually spent working, as I have
said, was usually not continuous over the full stay. If a mine
closed down or reduced operations at a time when employment oppor
tunities were lacking elsewhere, the Pima workers were forced to
move back to their ranchos. The transition between mine and rancho
was made easier by the fact that most Pimas, all through their terms
of work at the mines, had maintained economic partnerships with those
who had stayed behind in order to plant.
several ways.

Such partnerships worked in

A common pattern was for a father, who had one or

several sons employed at the mines, to be assisted by the entire
family during peak times of vrork in the yearly agricultural round,
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as when land had to be cleared, plowed or sown, or the crops harvested.
Movement from the mines to the fields and back again on the part of
the sons was more likely if they were doing piecework, that is, if
they contracted on a temporary basis to provide so many cords of wood,
build so many meters of stone fencing, construct a corral of certain
size, and so on. Such work could be planned to avoid conflicts with
one's planting activities. If the mine job required a steady appli
cation of time throughout the growing season, a person could, plant by
proxy. This involved capitalizing part of the agricultural operations
by sending back money to buy seeds and food for those actually en
gaged in the work of the rancho.

VJhen it was at all possible, the

family gathered on the rancho at harvest time and stayed so long as
the produce from the land sustained them.

The workers then returned

to the mine in order to obtain income for the continued support of
the family. Thus, there were income pooling units whose members
worked at several kinds of jobs. These income pooling units were
also units of production to the extent that all participated directly
or indirectly in a common agricultural operation, and they were units
consumption in regard to the products of their agriculture.
This kind of economic cooperation was not restricted to the
father-son relationship. Married brothers with independent land
holdings, brothers-in-law, the off-spring of brothers, paternal
uncles and their nephews, as well as a number of other affinally and
consanguineally related persons regularly entered into similar
arrangements. A man would sometimes seek as a partner the godfather
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of his child or the husband of his child's godmother, "Where persons
not of the same nuclear family were involved, the partnerships tended
to be less permanent, lasting one or several seasons on the average.
Also, a somewhat more strict quid pro quo was observed. The contri
bution derived from mine work, or its equivalent in labor, was rewarded
with just half the crop. Cooperation in these ventures extended only
through the growing season, and it would be inaccurate to speak of
the partners as constituting an income pooling unit or even a unit
of consumption.

As we shall see in regard to the present-day sawmill

workers, these partnerships still flourish among the Mountain Pimas,
and are an important aspect of their adaptation to the worsening land
situation.
Not all Pimas who worked the mines, possibly not even a
majority, participated in cooperative ventures in subsistence agri
culture with those permanently located on the ranchos. I-'any of those
who went to the mines did so out of necessity.

They had lost what

land and livestock they once controlled, and were without close per
sonal ties to other members of the indigenous community which would
have provided a basis for extensive economic cooperation. Some Pimas,
by their own statement, simply preferred the alternative of wage
labor to subsistence agriculture.

Most of the later group never

again resorted to subsistence agriculture as a source of income.
After the mines, employment was sought in the newly established saw
mills — beginning about I9I4.8 ™ and some even traveled to the lowland
in search of work. Thus, the mines were important in weening some of
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the Mountain Pimas off the land and putting them permanently in the
wage labor market.

The Expansion of the Blanco Hanching Complex into the
Maycoba Area
Takeover of the Yefcora Valley by Blanco ranchers began in the
latter half of the 19th century, and was fairly completed by the
second decade of the 20th century.

Blanco settlement well east of

Ye'cora occurred mostly after the Revolution, although a number of
families were established in the vicinity of I'iaycoba before 190$,
By 19h$ at least lh families with siaeable holdings were located
within an area traditionally considered as belonging to the Maycoba
Pimas. In addition, other non-Indiana moved into the Kaycoba region
as employees of the ranchers, and a very few as farmers.
Initial contacts between the Blancos and Pimas were friendly,
or at least without marked conflict.

The ranchers did not at the

outset attempt to fence off for their own use land exploited by the
Indians. On the positive side, they made it possible for the Pimas
to earn additional income as herdsmen, drovers, plowmen and general
laborers.

Blancos also provided a small market for Pima crafts such

as baskets woven of beargrass, ceramic oilas (water jars), petates
(sleeping mats), and other utility items.

However, the demand for

land on the part of the non-Indians gradually increased to a point
where Pima pasture and crop lands were being invaded.

The situation

then changed from one of mutual tolerance between Blanco and Pima to
one of extreme hostility.

It is the contention of the Pimas that they lost most of their
land and cattle to the Blancos through illegal seizures. In some
cases, the ranching faction acquired vibat had belonged to the Indians
by means which created the illusion of legality. One strategem,
according to the Pimas, was for a rancher to advance money or goods
to a Pima in exchange for the latter's use rights in land. After the
contract remained in force for a generation or more, the rancher
would claim that he had purchased the proprietary rights and not
merely the usufruct. Sometimes titular heads of the indigenous com
munity could be persuaded to sign away portions of land, even though
their authority to do such was questionable.

Many Indians lost their

cattle and land through the piling up of debts created as the result
of conspicuous consumption at fiestas. For some, the continuous
desire for alcohol caused them to sell their cattle at a few liters
of mescal per head. The Pimas also cited many other persecutions
allegedly perpetrated on them by the Blancos, including beatings and
even killings.

Unfortunately, the Blancos' version of what transpired

is not so well documented in my interview data, and I am unable to
say, except in a few specific instances, how the Indians might have
contributed to a worsening of relations between the groups. The
Pimas are said by non-Indians to have constantly raided the herds of
the Blanco ranchers, slaughtering the animals for meat and hides, or
selling them outside the area to other ranchers. It is difficult to
determine to what extent these acts were the result of the Indians'
straightened condition brought on by the erosion of their economic
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base, and to what extent they merely tried to exploit the Blancos.
The former explanation seems more plausible since once the process of
Indian displacement from the land had started, the Fimas also began
losing livestock to their less fortunate relatives.
The conflicting claims to land made by the Blanco ranchers
and Kaycoba Pimas are based on quite different assumptions about the
nature of land tenure. When the ranchers came to the area of Maycoba,
they found what to them was obviously free, unsettled land for homesteading.

Much of the country was open range, but the Pimas needed

access to this land if their livestock was to have sufficient pastur
age.

Because of the poor nature of most soils in the area, cultiva

tion sites had to be frequently shifted, and this meant that quite a
few hectares were needed for the support of an Indian family. (One
hectare is equal to 10,000 square meters or 2.ii71 acres.) Unfor
tunately for many Pimas, they soon found themselves restricted to
small patches of land by fences put up by the ranchers. Now that the
ranchers have made a considerable investment in establishing them
selves, they are understandably reluctant to relinquish the land
under their control. A frequent rationalization of the Blanco posi
tion is that only the big ranchers can make the best use of the land.
The Indians are unable to do this because of their reliance on sub
sistence agriculture and the small sise of their herds. Therefore,
the Sonoran economy as a whole, and the ranching industry in particu
lar, stands to benefit by a continuance of Blanco control of the
lands of Maycoba.
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The Pimas counter the assertions of the Blancos by pointing
out that the territories surrounding Kaycoba have been the domain of
the Pimas for centuries. Individual families, by virtue of their
patrimonies, have had exclusive rights to certain portions of land
for planting and pasturing animals. The rest is considered public
lands open to any member of the indigenous community who has need of
its use. These rights, in the view of the Pimas, have been further
legitimized by their mission experience, by their defense of the area
against the Apaches, and by their contribution to the Revolution of
1910. Although these arguments carry little weight with non-Indians,
they are reckoned as being very important by the Pimas,
Some Pima Traditions and Attitudes Concerning the
Lands of Haycoba
Life in Haycoba before the coming of the Blancos is believed
by the Pimas to have been almost idyllic.

Each family had its draft

oxen, horses, mules, and burros, as well as numerous chickens and
turkeys. Flocks of sheep and goats are said to have been numerous
and large,

A herd of 100 or more cows was not uncommon. Homecrafts

long since abandoned, such as the weaving of wool garments, are said
to have flourished, while the sale to outsiders of beargrass baskets,
petates, woven palm hats, and ollas produced greater income than today.
The harvests were more bountiful, and there was generally greater
prosperity, Whether the Pimas enjoyed greater real income in this
time is not certain, but they did have the advantages of an economi
cally and politically autonomous community. The addition of wage
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work has increased the real income for some families, but others are
probably much poorer today than they would have been previously. The
point to be made is that most Pimas perceive their condition to have
deteriorated with the advent of the Blancos.
The aboriginal political system of the Kaycoba Pimas, so far
as it can be reconstructed, conformed to a type which the Spanish
called the rancherxa (see Spicer 1962: 12-13, 37U-379). The word
rancheria translates as a small group of huts, and was applied to
Indian groups in northwestern New Spain whose predominant settlement
pattern was one of widely scattered households rather than densely
settled villages. (The term rancheri'a is not in the vocabulary of
the Mountain Pimas, and is only being used here as a type label for
the purpose of cross-cultural comparison.) A Kountain Pima rancherxa
typically consisted of an aggregate of separately named ranchos which
recognized some common authority. Each rancho, in turn, was made up
of one or more (usually just a few) households linked by ties of
kinship. The Pima equivalent of rancho is 'oijig (plural form is
'(^'oijig), which may mean a field or farm, but is usually intended
to denote the residential structures as well as the cultivated land.
In the case of I'aycoba, Yepachic and Yecora, where there were many
small satellite ranchos distributed around a somei?hat larger and
centrally located settlement, the latter was referred to as

1

(big) 'oijig.
The governing of a rancheri'a like Maycoba required little
formal structure other than that already provided by the organization
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of kinship. Disputes were usually resolved as a result of negotia
tions carried out by the individuals immediately involved or by their
close relatives. The more serious cases, such as those having to do
with conflicting land claims or personal injury, needed the mediation
of an outstanding personality. For this purpose there was a headman,
vrho could be consulted as to the proper course of action. The native
term, often given for el jefe de los Pircas was mo'otker. However,
there v;as some disagreement on this point, and I am not entirely con
vinced that mo'otkar refers to a peacetime office. The office of
headman was elective and non-hereditary. His function was primarily
advisory, and it appears that real decision making power lay with an
informal group of older and highly respected men. It is entirely
possible that the headman of the I'aycobefios fulfilled all the duties
ascribed to leaders of other rancheria groups (see Spicer 1?62: 37ii—
37%)j but the Pima traditions are not sufficiently explicit to make
this determination.
Under conditions of war, the political structure of Maycoba
became elaborated and more formalized.
Pima Bajo fountain Pima7 organization for war was based in
part on the Spanish milTtary system. The leader was called
kaaplsh, from Spanish capitifn, and ranked above all other
officers. Second in command was the heenrar, his title
deriving from Spanish general. Another important officer
was the sh^fahaj 1 uushigam, "wartime staff-bearer," who had
the two seemingly irreconcilable duties of bringing up the
rear to prevent desertions and of beginning the battle.
The k^avQ, from Spanish cabo (corporal), was charged with
assembling the people in time of war. The first two
officers had staffs of office about twelve inches long
and made of red wood (Brugge 1961: 13)•
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Unfortunately, the military traditions of the Maycoba Pimas do not go
back beyond the Spanish colonial period, and are concerned primarily
with the middle 19th century when the Apache threat was so great.
Accounts of battles fought with the Apaches are part of the
general lore of the Haycobefios. Details of some of the engagements
are recorded in Brugge (l?6l: 13-15), and substantially agree with
the information I was able to obtain. Even the names of some of the
Pima warriors who played prominent roles in the conflicts are remem
bered.

According to these accounts, the Apaches at first attacked

only small groups of Pimas who could be caught unawares while culti
vating their fields or traveling across country.

As the amount of

raiding increased, it became necessary for the residents of outlying
ranchos to resettle in Ilaycoba proper, which could be more easily
defended. This meant that for an undefined period several hundred
persons were congregated in the village. Each morning during the
planting season and at harvest time, the Pimas returned to their
fields under armed escort. Sentries were posted through the day,
and at night a picket was set up in Maycoba to insure the village
against a surprise attack.

On one occasion, the Apaches actually

attacked Maycoba in a large body, but were driven off. In this en
counter, as in others involving troops on both sides, the Pima version
lists many Apache deaths and very few casualties of their own.
Allowing for an understandable amount of exaggeration, the evidence
is that the Pimas fared much better against the Apaches than did the
Blanco families which had begun to move into the Ye'cora and
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Sahuaripa valleys. The Pimas point to this fact with great pride, and
claim to have secured the area against the Apaches,
It is unknown whether Maycoba was always a major rancho for
the Pimas, but the fact of its location in one of the larger valleys
in the area indicates that this was so. The central position of
Maycoba became further emphasized as a result of Spanish missionary
activities.

About 1676, Maycoba was designated a visita of Y^cora,

and some time afterward a church was constructed in the village. The
missionaries may have attempted to establish a formal administrative
structure in Maycoba, for several informants offered the opinion that
the modern office of Pima Gobernador had its origin in the mission
period. (It is also likely that the position of Gobernador, or
kov^aiy in Pima, is a continuation of the aboriginal status of head
man or mo"'otkar. Several Pimas give mcft otkar as a synonym for kovdaiy.
The modern office of Pima Comisario is sometimes translated into the
indigenous language as 1ifusigam, one who holds the baton of authority.)
The presence of the church, as well as the images that were eventually
housed there, provided an additional focus for a community of ranchos,
and it was in Maycoba that the important feast days were celebrated.
The village's most important saintly patrons or santos, San
Francisco and San Jose!', figure prominently in the legends of the
Maycoba Pimas, The statue of San Francisco now displayed in the new
Blanco church at Maycoba is said to have been brought to the Sierra
during the mission period from a lowland town called Magdalena, which
several of my informants associated with the modern central Sonoran
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community of the same name. Hagdalena, like Xaycoba, has a special
devotion to San Francisco, which it celebrates on the same day, Octo
ber Uth. Supposedly, the Spaniards -who brought the statue first tried
to sell it to several other Pima villages such as Moris and Yepachic,
t

but the price could not be met.

The Kaycobenos gathered together many

of their cattle, sheep, goats and other possessions, and successfully
negotiated the purchase of San Francisco. To both San Francisco and
the smaller San Jose' are attributed a number of miraculous acts which
helped the Pimas defeat the Apaches. In more recent times, some
Blancos from Koris tried to "kidnap" San Francisco from the church
at Maycoba. The statue was successfully removed from the village,
but some of the Pimas pursued its captors and returned San Francisco
to his proper place.

The statue presently stands in a new church

under the control of the Blancos. Some of ny Pima informants ex
pressed a feeling almost of disaffection for their santo, which is
now in the camp of the enemy. I!any Pimas strongly associate the loss
of their land with the loss of their saint. One Pima even remarked
that when they kicked the Blancos off the land, they were going to
get another San Francisco that was darker complexioned (mas prieto)
like themselves.
Once the Apaches stopped raiding in the area, non-Indian
ranching families began returning to the Sierra.

By the last decade

of the 19th century, Blancos predominated in Ydcora, Moris and Yepa
chic, and very few Pimas remained in the Sahuaripa Valley.

Maycoba,

however, remained relatively untouched by serious Blanco encroachment

until the Revolution of 1910- During the time or the Revolution,
several troop contigents (unidentified by my informants) passed
through Haycoba where they requisitioned supplies and induced some
of the Pimas to enlist in their cause. The loss of needed food worked
a hardship on the Pimas, and some families, fearing further molesta
tion, fled into the recesses of the Sierra. They led a difficult
existence until the hostilities ended. It is said that, of those
Pimas who went to war, many never returned. "They are fighting still
(under the sod)."
The Maycobetios believe that their struggles against the
Apaches and their participation in the Revolution fully justify all
Indian land claims against the Blancos, Several of my older Pima
informants (past £5 years of age) explained that Benito Juarez,
former President of the Republic of Mexico (18£7-1Q63; 1863-1867, in
exilej 1867-1372), had rewarded the Kaycoba Pimas for their succcesses
in controlling the Apaches by a grant of land, which the community was
to hold in perpetuity as a corporation. This story is held to be true
by most Pimas, except that the details vary.

A number of younger men

told me that, indeed, a Mexican President (a synonym for the Federal
Government) had awarded them ejido lands for the part they played in
the war, but when asked which war, they were unsure. Most seemed to
feel that it was the Revolution of 1910.
The older generation is also more positive about which terri
tories belong to Maycoba. The original grant is said to have included
an area demarcated by the following geographic locations (certain of
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these locations are indicated in Fig. 2): the Cebadilla Ranch to the
west of Kaycoba, the mountain pass known as Puerto Colorado located
between Yecora and Ilaycoba, the ranches of Chuchupate, Polvoso and
Frijolar to the southwest and south of Haycoba, a prominant mountain
peak called Santa Barbara, the ranch of Piedra Atravasada and another
pass named Puerto Donito to the east, ana the two ranches of Pinito
and La Aguajito on the north of Maycoba*

The older Pimas further in

formed me that, subsequent to the original grant, there was another
determination of the Sjido boundaries, which resulted in the area
allotted to Kaycoba being reduced*

On the west, the limits were set

at the ranch of San Miguel (east of Vallecitos) and El Trigo. The
boundaries were also contracted on the south well short of Chuchupate,
Polvoso and Frijolar, and extended east only as far as Los Alamillos
(Fig. 2).
The second set of boundaries conforms to that shown on a copy
of an official plan of the Haycoba Ejido, the copy being in the pos
session of a Pima family now residing in Ciudad Obregtih (Fig, U).
This plan was dram up in 1905 during the regime of President Porfirio
Diaz, and is sealed with the stamp of the Secretari'a de Fornento,
Secion de Colonizacion y Agraria.

The Pimas of Maycoba are well aware

of the plan's existence, and often refer to it in order to show that
they have more than a moral claim to the lands around Maycoba. The
total area indicated as belonging to the Ejido is 17,556,096»U square
meters or, roughly, 1756 hectares. The fundo legal (village proper)
covers approximately 101 hectares, while the lands set aside
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specifically for public use amount to only 35 hectares. The rest is

divided up into separately numbered parcels of varying sizes. Some
of these parcels were evidently in the possession of particular fami
lies, for a later report compiled by the Departamento de Asuntos
Agrarios y Colonizacion (Appendix B) records 122 hectares as being
the private property of ten persons, at least four of whom are Blancos.
This same report mentions that the remaining land (1^33 hectares in
cluding the 'public lot') had not been legally adjucated, and lists

it as being in common use.
On April 3, 1<?1i3 representatives from Maycoba applied to the
State of Sonora for an additional allotment of land.

A census was

taken of Kaycoba in order to determine who had rights in the old
Ejido of 190£. The livestock was also inventoried so as to determine
the need for new grazing lands. The Comisirfn Agrari'a then decided
on August 16, 1914; to amplify the Maycoba Ejido to 392o,J?9 hectares
from the original 17!?6 hectares, the additional lands to come from
federal holdings.

The Cuerpo Consultivo Agrario (Agrarian Advisory

Body) subsequently decided to further increase the Haycoba Ejido to
17,200 hectares, and its judgment was approved by the Comisitfo
Agraria on December 1966. It now remains for the Comisi<&i to survey
the boundaries of the new ejidal grant. Delegates have already made
initial contacts with the Pimas and Blancos of Maycoba preparatory
to conducting the necessary survey work.

The Pimas are buoyed up

by the prospect that they will at least have their lands returned
to them, while some of the Blanco ranchers appear threatened by such

a study, the exact, status of their holdings never having been pre
cisely established by law.
Over the last 20 years, the iiaycoba Fimas have attempted to
send a niunbsr of delegations both to the State Capital in Hermosillo
and to Mexico City for the purpose of pleading the Indian case.

On

such occasion, some of the Blanco ranchers regarded such acts as pro
vocations, and applied economic sanctions against the Pimas.

Good

relations between the two groups have waxed and waned in accordance
with the threat, from the Blanco point of view, of outside interven
tion in the land issue. The developing situation in regard to the
new ejidal grant is likely to exacerbate inter-ethnlc frictions.

CHAPTER 3

MOUNTAIN PIMA SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
Introdaction
The position of the family among Indian peoples of Middle
America has been described by Wolf (1967: 300-301) in the following
way:
.••the nuclear family appears to be present everywhere in
Indian communities, though it is usuklly embedded in a
constellation of friendly families related through ties of
descent, affinity, or ritual kinship. In most parts of
Middle America, these constellations of families form bi
lateral non-corporate kindreds...
The same generalizations apply to the Mountain Pimas. The nuclear
family constitutes the basic social group, but is greatly dependent
on the linkages it has with other families. These linkages, which
are primarily of a kinship nature, provide a basis for the many
different kinds of exchange relations so necessary to the family's
survival. Which families will actually associate for exchange
purposes is to a large extent determined by a combination of bi
lateral descent and affinity, although ritual kinship, common ethnic
identification as a Pima (usually regarded as a kin tie), or even
simple friendship can be decisive in some cases. The following is
an analysis of how the Mountain Pimas are organized into social
groups according to these different relationships.
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6h

Kinship Groups
The terms used to refer to consanguineal kin vary signifi
cantly between different segments of the Mountain Pima population.
Generally, the younger informants (under forty years of age) and
those living in predominantly Blanco communities were more apt to use
terminology considerably modified in the direction of the Blanco
model. This modification has occurred in two ways. First, there has
been a reduction in the number of kin categories normally recognized
in speech and, secondly, Spanish words have been extensively substi
tuted for Pima terms. The use of indigenous, modified indigenous, or
Spanish kin terms by Pimas representing different generation levels
and different community populations would appear, upon superficial
examination, to be a good index of a more general acculturation to
non-Indian culture patterns. However, there are difficulties in
seriously developing such an index. It was not always clear to me
whether certain of my Pima informants reported simplified kinship
terminologies because some of the native distinctions were outside
their knowledge. I tended to assume the former where the individual
had been raised in Pima society. In many instances, when the context
of elicitation was changed (as by my suggesting terms to the infor
mant, or by other Pimas mentioning the same in casual conversation),
the informant was able to recall the specifics of the native termi
nological system. However, there is an increasing number of very
young Pimas growing up outside Pima society, and for these persons
Pima kinship terms are largely meaningless. Regarding the reduction
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in native categories, a majority of Pimas tend to use lineal termi
nology for parents' siblings, rather than the bifurcate collateral
classifications utilized by some of the older people (Fig. $). The
Pima word jxsk, which occurs in some vocabularies with the specific
meaning of 'mother's younger sister,1 has been extended to include
the same relations as Spanish tia ('aunt'). In the same way, t^tiiy
may refer solely to 'mother's younger brother,' but is most often
applied in the sense of Spanish tio ('uncle'), d^tad was given by one
informant as 'mother's older sister,' although it was frequently used
in a way synonymous with Pima d3?'& ('mother1)• kiius may carry the
meaning of 'father's older brother.'

Yet, I noted many instances

where ktius was used interchangeably with tatily and kumil^. The terra
kitnily was rarely given as 'father's older brother.' Most often it
simply meant 'parent's brother.' kCtmiiy may be an early borrowing
of Spanish compadre with further phonetic modification from kompgfaiy.
Papago has a term krfmilj which means wedding sponsor.
Ego refers to bis brother or sister as hddin. An older sib
ling is sijis, while a younger sibling is sh&pij. The offspring of
parents' brothers and sisters are h£din (plural hihadin) or priim
h^din, paralleling Spanish primo hermano for 'first cousin.' Another
form of 'cousin' is h^diln ti'am, which literally translates as 'like
a brother/sister.'

Male Ego may call his sister ' riv.jig. and the

sister refers to her brother as joojig. As with the term hadIn, male
ego calls the daughter of parents' sibling 'uvji^ ta'am. The reverse
relationship is j^ojig ta'am.
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Afc the grandparent level, considerable variation also exists
regarding terminology, bstab usually denotes
or imftuiy

1 grandmother.'

1 grandfather,1

and mi?1 ily

These terms are restricted by the more con

servative Pimas, to mother's parents. For them, 'father's mother' is
kstak, and 'father's father1 v^sk.
Almost all of the Pima kinship terms have Spanish derived al
ternatives#

The most important are tj?i for Spanish tio or tia, and

tat& for tatita, a Spanish term meaning

1 grandfather.'

Among the

younger Pimas, pap^Ca (Spanish papa) has almost equal status with
'dog*-, while prifim (Spanish primo) is often applied in the general
sense of 'cousin.' Other Mountain Pima terms for 'father' are 'aiin,
possibly for Spanish amo meaning 'boss,' and mrfam, which occurs in
Upper Pima-Papago as the father term of the msfcirikam or Buzzard sib.
The kinship terminology of the Mountain Pimas is obviously
undergoing rapid change. This change, as I have already suggested,
is part of a larger process whereby Pimas are acculturating to Blanco
patterns. It is also likely that these innovations in terminology
reflect the bilateral character of Pima kinship relations. Within
the broad range of his bilateral descent group, a Pima selects cer
tain individuals or, to be more accurate, members of particular
families with whom to establish social and economic alliances. Pref
erence may be given either father's or mother's consanguineal kin
depending on circumstances external to the fact of kinship itself.
A majority of Mountain Pimas regard subsistence agriculture
as their primary occupation, and for them a critical factor in
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determining which families ally themselves, at least economically, is
the distribution of rights of land. These rights depend both on an
ideal set of rules governing inheritance, and on an ancillary set of
rules covering some of the contingencies that arise when inheritable
property actually changes hands. The latter rules are less easy for
the native to articulate, but are very important in validating in
heritance claims. Land and livestock, the principle resources of the
Pima agriculturalist, will be the only items of inheritance considered
here.
The father apportions land, and in some cases part of his
livestock herd, among his sons and daughters when they marry. Final
division of land and livestock occurs when both parents die. The
children receive equal shares, but land remains integral within the
sibship, and there is no alienation to persons outside the family.
To the extent that these ideal rules are observed, contiguous lands
tend to be worked by brothers and their male offspring, and by the
husbands of women in the same cognatic line together with their male
offspring.
Since land has become scarce for the Fimas, adjustments in
inheritance procedures have had to be made. If land and cattle are
scarce in relation to other male siblings, daughters frequently come
away with very little at marriage. They go to the ranchos of their
husbands, and not until later, when final division of the parents'
property is made, can they expect some share in the movable goods.
The daughters' rights to land exist in principle, but can be
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exercised only if their husbands enter into planting partnerships with
the brothers holding the land (see Chapter U on planting a mediaa).
If a father has only daughters or has surplus land, one or more of
his sons-in-law may help work his fields, which they later inherit
through their wives. "When landholdings are small, one or several
sons may continue to stay with the father, while other brothers seek
wage work at sawmills, ranches, or in Blanco towns. Planting arrange
ments are similar to those described above for the Pimas who once
worked at the mines. At the death of the parents, the sons and
daughters must negotiate with one another for what remains to be in
herited, since the land will not support them all. Frequently, some
of the siblings have made adjustments elsewhere in wage jobs or are
earning a living from the property of their fathers-in-law, and these
usually have no interest in the inheritance. Theoretically, they
retain rights in land but, as we shall see, these rights have no
force in fact unless legitimized by continued occupancy and use of
the land. It is usually up to those still in actual possession of
inheritable property to decide its distribution.
In order to illustrate the rules of inheritance among the
Mountain Pimas, I relate the following case involving three genera
tions of families. During the Mexican Revolution of 1910, Leonardo
Duarte and his wife Martina Rodriguez left Maycoba to live at Los
Pilares on land owned by Martina's father Lorenzo Rodriguez. After
the cessation of fighting, Leonardo returned to Maycoba along with
his family, including six sons and a daughter. He continued to plant
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in Los Pilares until his death about 30 years ago. Leonardo had the
use of certain fields in Maycoba which had come to him from hi3
parents, Antonio Duarte and Lola Lau. However, the amount of land he
actually controlled was greatly reduced by Blanco encroachment, so
that it became necessary for all his sons to move back to Los Filares.
Each of the brothers staked out a territory where they planted and
grazed their herds of cattle, which ranged in size from 20 to about
90 head. Two of the brothers, Chico and Antonio, gradually sold off
their cattle to the ELancos and left their fields to fallow while they
pursued wage employment elsewhere. Juan and Feliciano, also sons of
Leonardo, stayed on at Los Pilares, where they engaged in subsistence
agriculture until their deaths about a decade ago. As for the other
two brothers, Lorenzo eventually returned to Maycoba to cultivate the
remaining Duarte lands there, and Juan Bautista continued to plant at
Los Pilares with occasional stints of wage work outside the area.
Felicita, the only daughter of Leonardo, married Jose Lau and lived
for a time in Maycoba. For a number of years, Jose Lau traveled
regularly to Los Pilares in order to plant in areas left to him by
his father-in-law. Eventually, he moved the entire family to Los
Pilares and set up residence there. Before leaving Maycoba, Jose Lau
agreed to turn over hi3 better fields to the godfather of his son's
child to hold until such times as he returned.
Using their kinship connections, a number of new families
established themselves at Los Pilares, viz., that of Jose Lau, his
son Manuel, and his son-in-law Luz Sierra. The lands which were taken
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over by Jose and Manuel were not sufficient to sustain them, and so
Leonardo's son Antonio permitted Jose to cultivate some of his fields
while he labored at various jobs away from Los Filares. Antonio, to
gether with his brothers Chico and Lorenzo, also gave Luz Sierra
permission to use their lands on a temporary basis. It should be
pointed out that Luz Sierra was also the son of Chico's wife by a
previous marriage, and had not been raised by his foster father.
Today, all of Leonardo's sons have male heirs who, at least
in terms of ideal prescriptions, enjoy all rights to lands worked by
Luz Sierra, and parts of those used by Jose Lau. In point of fact,
Leonardo's grandsons have no more than a very weak moral claim to
these lands, which will undoubtably pass to the descendants of the
Laus and the Sierras, The two families have maintained possession
for too long, and cannot be dislodged.

Moreover, they have put in

capital improvements such as house structures and cattle fencing which
they are naturally reluctant to surrender. Even Antonio, who has in
recent years returned to the practice of subsistence agriculture, pre
fers to work in partnership with his brother Juan Bautista, or borrow
land from one of bis nephews, a son of Feliciano called Leonardo,
rather than present Luz Sierra or Jose Lau with a request for the
return of his property.

On the other side, Jose Lau has tried to

regain possession of his territory in Maycoba, and to this end he
obtained a court order in Hermosillo, the capital of Sonora, requiring
that his son's godfather relinquish his claim. The latter declined
on the basis that he had made too many valuable investments in the
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property (houses, fruit trees, fences, etc.). Without the means of
enforcing this order, the land was still not reverted to its original
owner.

As for those parts of Los Pilares originally given Jose Lau

by Leonardo Duarte as part of his daughter's (Felicita's) patrimony,
there seems to be some disagreement concerning their present status*
The sons of Feliciano, Antonio and Chico all consider Jose Lau's
claim to land as husband of Felicita (now dead) to be questionable.
The same applies to the direct descendents of Felicita. It would
appear that the rights of the sons to inherit preempt those of the
daughters, particularly when there is a land shortage, as is now the
case in Los Pilares.
The holdings of Feliciano were at one time adequate for his
family of six sons and a daughter, but the fences of Blanco ranchers
gradually incorporated more and more of his land. At the time this
was happening, several mines opened at nearby Trigo, and two of his
sons were able to earn incomes there. The oldest son was Lorenzo
Jimenez, who was actually the child of Feliciano's wife by a previous
marriage. Lorenzo adjusted completely to wage work and never returned
to plant at Los Pilares, even though his status as a foster son of
Feliciano gave him the right. Over the past 30 years, his claims to
land have atrophied to the point where he can no longer easily command
land. Antonio Eresmendez, another foster son of Feliciano, stayed
with his father at Los Pilares until marriage, and then went to the
rancho of his father-in-law who was without sons. Because he had
lands to plant elsewhere, Lorenzo did not figure in the patrimony
left by his parents. Another son of Feliciano, Leonardo, worked at
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the mines and later at various sawmills, as well as in the Blanco town
of Ydcora, He also spent short periods working in the lowlands. Un
like Lorenzo, however, be planted most seasons at Los Filares, and
thereby kept his claim to land active. Leonardo's twin, Cruz, was in
early childhood given to Chepa Coyote and Julian Duarte, a childless
couple who had both fictive kin ties and a distant blood relationship
with Cruz's parents. The land of Chepa and Julian became the patri
mony of Cruz, which he shares with another adopted brother, Chico
Sierra. For this reason, Cruz was left out in the distribution of
Los Filares land. After the death of Feliciano and his wife Hermina
Ortiz, another son named Ziquel began selling off the cattle to
Blancos for drinking money. Leonardo, his brother, was distressed
to see the valuable herd lost in this way, but agreed to give up his
i.

share of the cattle on the condition that Ziquel surrender all claims
to his father's land. Regarding the two remaining children of
Feliciano, the daughter Leonor married a poor Blanco and migrated to
the State of Sinaloa. Chano, the youngest son, was born with a mental
disability which prevents him from independently exploiting his divi
sion of Los Pilares land. He usually works at menial tasks given him
by Blancos, or labors for his keep with Leonardo or some other close
kin. Thus, inheritance of land and cattle is not a simple matter, but
is dependent on many variables which are not precisely weighted by
any set of ideal rules.
As in the case of inheritance just presented, descent and
affinity have important interactive effects on land tenure. Descent

through the agnatic line is somewhat emphasized, possibly as a result
of present land shortages. However, the joining of families through
affinal bonds also causes a redistribution of land rights, and brings
about new alliances for the purpose of cultivating land. As will be
discussed in Chapter U, ties of descent and affinity among the Moun
tain Pimas provide a vehicle for many kinds of exchange.
Due to the small size of the Kaycoba population, the process
of establishing affinal ties between Pima families has become highly
involuted. The non-corporate bilateral kindred of the Pimas typically
consists of families which have repeatedly married into one another
to the point where many members of the kindred share both an affinal
and a descent connection, although the latter may sometimes be vague
or difficult to trace. It was not possible to extract from the many
genealogies collected from Pima informants any definite pattern or
strategy of marriage statable strictly in terms of degree of relation
ship. On the basis of a much smaller sample made up of cases where
the exchange of spouses between families resulted in a redistribution
of land rights and the establishing of partnerships for the working
of that land, the critical determinant in such alliances appeared to
be the need to keep land wealth within a small group and prevent its
disperson into plots of unworkable size. In a broader sense, the
question of land represents for the Kaycoba Pimas an important justi
fication for communal endogamy. Their continued (legal) possession
of the territories of Maycoba depends on the Pimas continuing as the
only descendants of the original subscribers to the Ejido.

1$

The degree to which the Kaycoba Pimas marry among themselves
may be judged from the following data. It is not meaningful to dis
tinguish conjugal from concubinal relationships on the basis of
whether they are recognized according to civil and canonical law.
The non-Indian idea of buen casado, i.e., 'well married' in a civil
and, possibly, religious ceremonies, is not an important consideration
for the Pima. Where a free union has been sufficiently long lasting
to produce one or several children, I have called it a conjugal re
lationship. Maycobenos rarely marry Pimas from Yepachic and Moris
(ny records show only four such cases), although a number of Mulatos
families have intermarried with those of Maycoba, As an estimate.,
not more than five percent of the adult Pimas, mostly women have at
some time entered into a conjugal relationship with a Blanco. A
common pattern is for the Pima woman to reside with her Pima relatives
and raise her children in Pima society. The Blanco husband visits his
Pima spouse from time to time# Should he decide to withdraw from the
relationship, the Blanco has the option of continuing to support his
family, or of denying all responsibility to thera. Eventual desertion
is the more usual occurrence, especially where the husband enjoys a
superior social position in the Blanco community, e.g., is the son of
an important rancher. Such unions are all the more fragile, at least
in the view of the non-Indian, since they are very seldon legitimized
by a civil or religious ceremony. There are instances where Pima
women have married poor, landless non-Indians, most often in free
union, and have been able to establish a perduring relationship.
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According to my records, which are probably not complete, there are at
present seven examples of what appear to be lasting marriages between
a Pima woman and a Blanco, three of which were joined by a civil judge
or
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With only three exceptions, such families have tended to

associate primarily with the Indian relatives of the wife. The iso
lation of ethnically mixed families from their Pima relations is
almost certain where the Indian partner is the husband. A Pima male's
chances of marrying a woman outside the indigenous group (I know of
just four cases) would appear to depend on bis having already assimi
lated into non-Indian society.
Besides ties of affinity and descent, a Pima shared with a
number of persons strong bonds of fictive kinship known as compadrazgo.
The term compadrazgo refers to a complex of relationships established
between individuals through their participation in the ritual of
Catholic baptism. Every Pima child is sponsored in baptism by two or
more adults. At-a minimum, the initiate (vak mar) has one godfather
(vak 'dog) and one godmother (vak ddfad). This sponsorship institutes
a spiritual bond which later may be made more concrete by the passing
of goods and favors between an individual and his godparents. More
important, however, is the compact formed between the godparents and
parents of the child. Compadrazgo or co-parenthood is an appropriate
term since, as is the case for most Latin American groups (see Mintz
and Wolf 19$0), emphasis is placed on the complementary statuses of
sponsor and parent. The kinship one has with his komp^aly (Spanish
compadre, 'co-father) and his kom^aiy (Spanish corcadre, 'co-mother')

is much more salient than the relationship that exists between the
initiate and his sponsors. In the course of collecting lists of coparents from Pima informants, several persons had difficulty in re
calling the names of some of their godchildren who had died only a
short time ago. Moreover, the death of a godchild did not appear in
any way to effect the special bond between the co-parents, as it might
in our own culture. All the interaction patterns that had developed
out of the relationship continued as before,
Compadrazgo serves, in most instances, to intensify ties which
already exist through descent and marriage. Baptismal sponsors are
primarily selected from close blood relatives and affines, but a cer
tain number will be drawn from a wider circle of relatives and
friends. Twenty-four of 82 co-parent dyada (between the father of
the initiate and each of the godparents) involved Pimas who either
could not state the exact nature of their other kin ties ("he's some
sort of a cousin to me," "she's like an aunt to my wife") or they
disclaimed being related except as co-parents. About five percent
of the Maycoba Pimas, mostly those living outside Maycoba proper in
predominantly non-Indian settlements, had one or more sets of Blanco
co-parents. These were store owners, ranchers, mill bosses and other
who had first established friendly relations with the Indians as
their employers. In about one half the cases, the Blancos were only
one of several sets of godparents chosen as baptismal sponsors for a
Pima child. The others were selected from Pima acquaintances of the
parents. The vertical linkages established between Pimas and Blancos
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through the rite of baptism are potentially very beneficial to the
former, as Kill be shown later. Yet, these linkages are still not
sought by a majority of the Mountain Pimas, no matter what their com
munity of residence.
The ritual of baptism has an added significance for the Maycobenos in that it represents a sort of tribal initiation. Every year
on the feast day of San Francisco, October the Uth, the parents bring
their unbaptized children to Maycoba, sometimes from great distances,
in order that they might be properly christened by the priest and
formally registered as a member of the town. In this way, the Maycoba
baptismal register has come to be for the Pimas a tribal role, i.e.,
a list of those who still have a stake in the Ejido. Unlike the
Blancos, the Pimas seldom marry before a judge or a priest and, con
sequently, there are no official records of these unions. The baptis
mal record is usually the Pima's only legal proof of his community of
j

origin. -Also, the custom of being sponsored in marriage is rarely
exercised, and is relatively unimportant among the Mountain Pimas.
The costs of a child's baptism are not great, so that even
the poorest families may participate. In addition to the expense
involved in traveling to Maycoba, which would include a loss of pay
for those who have to take leave of their jobs, there is a small fee
for the registration of the child and the cost of a few pesos for
candles. It is desirable that the child have a suitable garment, but
this is most often supplied by the godparents, particularly if they
are well-off Blancos. More costly are living expenses while in
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Maycoba. If there are no relatives who can provide lodging because
of already overcrowded conditions, a visiting Pima has the choice of
camping outdoors or renting a room, or part of a room, from someone
willing to relinquish his place. The secular activities associated
with the feast day of San Francisco are the greatest drain on a Pima's
finances. Beer, food, gambling and a variety of goods not usually
seen in the poor towns of the Sierra are dispensed from temporary
stalls. The adult Pima males related by close kin ties, particularly
those of compadrazgo. are expected to treat one another to beer and
illegally obtained mescal until their ready cash is exhausted.
The Physical Environment of the Mountain Pimas
The size and distribution of Mountain Pima residence groups
are to a significant degree products of the physical environment.
The general elevation of the upland country in which the Mountain
Pimas live is about 1600 meters, with the main settlements located
at elevations between 1500 and 1800 meters. The region is broken by
a series of north to south mountain chains which occasionally reach
heights of 2000 meters and above. A few broad and relatively level
valleys occur in the area, but this is the exception. Along the many
tributaries of the Tutuaca and Mulatos Rivers, the two major drainages
in the area, stream dissection has been considerable, creating compli
cated networks of deep, v-shaped valleys. On the flanks of streams
in the valley bottoms occur narrow stretches of alluvium, Pimas have
traditionally located their small, single family ranchos near these
alluvial deposits, but are gradually being pushed out of some of the
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more desirable areas by the Blanco ranchers. Elsewhere, settlement
tends to be quite sparse since the soil, being of a rocky and volcanic
character, is less productive for either agriculture or the grazing
of livestock.
The vegetation types typical for this region are listed in
F^lix Valde's (1966-67: 19-20). In large part, Pennington's (1963:
33-36) description of the western upland of Tarahumara also applies
to the Mountain Pima territory. At the higher altitudes are found
large, valuable stands of pine trees, some of which are still under
the control of the Pimas. The most common species found are Pinus
ponderosa, P. arizonicaa P. chihuahuana, P. ayacahuite, P. reflexa,
P. oetTibroides and P. lumholtaii. Often mixed with the pines are
Arctostaphylos pungens and Arbutus arizonica. These two species
flourish, as does Cercocarpus montanus (mountain mahagany), where
the stands of pine and juniper (Juniperus spp.) have been thinned by
cutting. The aspen (Populus tremuloides) grows in the higher, wellshaded upland, along with the various pinabetes (Pseudotsuga spp.).
The mountain and valley slopes at the lower levels are dominated by
several species of oak, including Quereus epileuca, Q. arizonica, Q.
viminea and Q. emoryi. Also occurring in the lower ranges is a
cypress (Cupressus arizonica) and the capulin (Purnus virens) which
produces edible berries. Where the pines predominate, the grass cover
is sparse. Grasses thrive on the open mesas and on the hillsides
where scrub oak is the primary tree form. They are particularly
adaptable to tbe alluvial soils of the river valleys which have not
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been cultivated for several years. Occurring most commonly are the
genera Bouteloua, Andropogon, Heteropogon, Kuhlenbergia, Eragrostis
and Aristida.
Because of the marked variations in elevation, drainage, soil
quality, sun exposure, etc., the region produces many kinds of plants
that are of considerable utility to the Fimas. The following is a
small sample of the plants used regularly by a majority of my infor
mants, Most of these are valued chiefly for their medicinal qualities.
The leaves and stems of several species of Mentha (Spanish yerba
buena), gathered from marshy soils created by the heavy rains of sum
mer, are used in the brewing of tea for colds and as a condiment
added to beans during cooking. The root of yerba colorada (probably
Potentilla thurberi) is boiled with panoche, or cane sugar, as a
mouthwash for cankers and as a stomach remedy. This plant is harvested
along the lower water courses in the late summer months. Other plants
have a similar distribution and seasonal occurrence are yerbanisa
(Tagetes lucida), maturike (Cacalia decomposlta), yerba de la vlbora
(Berlandiera lyrata var. macrophylla)5 corsionera (scientific name
unknown), and plonia (Zexmenla podocephala). The leaves and stems
of the first mentioned is used for tea. The root of the second is
boiled in water and the liquid taken for bad colds and high fevers.
Yerba de la vibora has a root that, when mashed, emits a foamy sub
stance which is applied to the poisonous bites of snakes and scorpions.
A tea is made from the root of corsionera, and is drunk "for stomach
pains." The root of pionia is cooked with salt as a cure for
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indigestion. Most of the plants listed are known to a majority of
Pimas by their Spanish name or by their borrowed forms in Pima, The
most commonly used plants for which native terms were elicited are the
following: yerbanisa (Pima 'cfop)» yerba de la vibora (krfkoviiy), and
pionia (mdfimatkam). Mentioned below are saravike (tdgokij/), kusi
(siipar), n^n (a Pima term), and sacate or beargrass (miShO).
In the higher mountain meadows, the Pimas collect baubisa de
la agua, the roots of which are brewed to make a tea which is drunk
in cases where there has been a loss of blood from a wound. It is
also thought to be a general stomach curative. Baubisa da la sierra
(Cosmos pringli) occurs on the dryer, high slopes of the mountains.
Its roots are ground and made into a sort of gruel which is taken
for a variety of stomach ailments. Chuchupate (Ligusticum porteri)
is another plant found at relatively high elevations. A stew made
from its roots is drunk for cough and to "reduce the effects of
animal bites." Brugge reports the use of herbs by native shamans,
but on these plants I was not able to gain information.
The amount and varieties of wild plants eaten by the Pimas
are rather meager. Various kinds of greens or quelites (e.g., the
Amaranthaceae and the Chenopodiacaea) are collected in the summer
months when other vegetables are scarce. A tea frequently drunk with
meals is brewed from the leaves and tender twigs of laurel (Litsea
glaucescens). Two kinds of oregano (Hedeoma patens and Lippia Berlandieri) are regularly added to beans. A number of berry types are
eaten, the most important being the capulin. Those Pimas living on
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ranchos in the lover canyons also gather saravike (Proionsciadium
madrense). In the late fall, its tuberous root is dug up and roasted
before being eaten. To these may be added a number of other plants
which only occasionally become part of the Pima diet. The tendency
on the part of the Mountain Pimas has been towards less reliance on
food gathering, and greater dependence on the produce of their own
fields and on foodstuffs imported into the Sierra.
A wild plant very important to the Mountain Pimas is beargrass
(chiefly Noline microcarpa), which the women U3e to weave their bas
kets and sleeping mats. Hats are sometimes made of beargrass, but the
more common material is palm fiber. The latter does not grow in the
Sierra, and must be brought in from the desert foothills to the west
and north. Occasionally, Pimas will make expeditions to places like
Guisamopa in order to obtain palm fiber and sell some of their own
handicrafts and medicinal plants to the HLancos. Two other plants
worth mentioning are nam (Tephrosis nicaraguensis) and stflco (probably
Agave Schottii or A. lecheguilla) which are used to stupify fish.
The former occurs on the sunny slopes of the lowest valleys, while
s<3ko ranges somewhat higher in the same valleys. Numerous small fish
are first encircled in their lairs under large boulders by the
building of stone walls or corralitoa chinked with vegetal material.
The roots and stems of n&i and soko are then mashed and washed into
the trap. This releases a chemical which stupifies the fish and makes
it possible to scoop them out with the hand.
Available precipitation and temperature data are reported
from stations at Mulatos and Y^cora (Hastings 196lj: 7h-7$, l£l-l52).

It is with some risk that this information is applied to the whole
region, inasmuch as it comes only from the western fringe. However,
I do believe, on the basis of reports supplied me by the natives of
other localities, that the following generalizations concerning pat
terns of precipitation and temperature are valid for areas further
east. The average yearly rainfall at Y^cora (elevation: 1652 meters)
is 1071-0 mm. At Mulatos (elevation: l$2k meters), annual rainfall
averages 660.7 mm* In both areas, the seasonal pattern of precipita
tion is very much the same. The heavy summer rains begin in late
June or early July, and taper off in September. October and November
see occasional showers, but the days are otherwise clear and bright.
In December begin the winter equipatas, which are steady, light rains
sometimes lasting several days. The high valleys of Y^cora and
Maycoba will, in most years, receive several snows amounting to a
few inches each. The higher mountains are frequently covered by a
foot or more of snow during December and January. A long dry season
commences in late February, with April (Ytfcora) or May (Mulatos)
having the lowest rainfall of the year. By the time the June rains
begin, the Sierra is usually parched and the Fimas are using their
last reserves of food.
The averages of rainfall are only partly descriptive, for
great variations are likely to occur from year to year. If Pima
economics were adjusted to only the expected means of precipitation,
Pima society could not survive more than a very short time. Total
rainfall at Y^cora in 1957 was 2206.0 mm., while three years later
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precipitation amounted to just 265*5 mm. The standard deviation of
yearly rainfall calculated from available records for 22 of the years
between 1923 and 1961 equals 5UU.9 mm. The recorded extremes at
Mulatos are 119lw3 mm. (1925) and 388.3 mm. (1955)• The standard
deviation for 25 recorded years is 72.2 mm. Equally critical as the
total amount of rain is its timing* Though precipitation over a 12
month period may approximate the average, certain months, usually
March through May or June, may have no more than a trace of rain.
When drought conditions occur in the spring months, the planting of
early spring corn, an important source of income to the Pirnas, is an
impossibility. In the case of Yrfcora, where the pattern of rainfall
is much like that of Maycoba, there have been lit years in the last
three and a half decades when precipitation in June equaled UO.O mm.
or less, an amount so small as to delay summer planting until rela
tively late. There have been at least nine years marked by extensive
crop failures for lack of rain. In a number of others, the yield was
poor.
Variations in mean annual temperatures correlates closely with
elevation. At 1652 meters, Ye'cora averages 12,7 °C, while Mulatos,
which is slightly more than 1000 meters lower, averages 19.1| °C. The
coldest months for the two settlements are December through February,
and the hottest are June through August, The winter months average
6,7 °C at Ydcora and 12.8 °C at Mulatos. The mean temperatures for
the summer months are 18.8 °C and 25.U °C, respectively.
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The Mountain Pima Rancho
With this information about the physical environment as back
ground, I will now discuss the rancho, which is the basic residence
unit of the Mountain Pijnas. The following description, it should be
pointed out, applies directly only to those Pima settlements in the
vicinity of Maycoba. According to information provided by Pima in
formants, the ranchos of Mulatos and Yepachic are quite similar to
those of Maycoba.
The small farms or ranchos. of the Mountain Pimas seldom en
compass more than a few hectares each, most of which is rocky hillside
or hilltop terrain unsuitable for plow agriculture. About two fifths
of rancho land consists of small, arable tracts in the valley bottoms*
This means that a Pima agriculturalist will have, on the average, one
acre which he can work intensively, and four acres which he can
utilize for grazing or hoe cultivation.
The two basic crops of the Mountain Pimas are beans and maize.
The latter is grown almost exclusively in the better fields, while
beans can be successfully raised in fairly rocky soils. 3y rotating
these two crops in the rich valley bottom lands, a Pima can inten
sively cultivate his small parcel of land year after year. The
types of maize most commonly grown, according to Mason and Brugge
(1958s 286), are a long and a short eared variety of chapalotet and
a small eared sweet corn* To these should be added several hybrids
introduced into the Sierra from the Sonoran lowLands, the most im
portant being a type called cajerae. The most widely planted beans
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are Phaseolus vulgaris and a number of hybrids, including the frijol
negro, frijol mantequilla, and frijol vayo. Two varieties of
Cucurbita moschata, called in Spanish sehualca and calabaaa, aire sown
with the maize or planted in hillside majueches (small plots culti
vated with a hoe). Other major crops include wheat and, sometimes,
potatoes. In the small, protected gardens located near Pima dwellings
are grown, in addition to a large variety of flowers, such crop3 as
tomatoes, green beans, chiles, onions, garlic, and any other vegetable
for which seeds can be obtained. In these gardens one is also likely
to find a little tobacco, probably Nicotiana rustica. The number of
fruit trees growing on a rancho is seldom very large, although one
Fima did have an orchard of 2$ young apple trees. Pear, peach and
quince trees are frequently found near Pima habitations, and are
owned as part of the property.
Other income from the rancho comes from the chickens and
turkeys which are often raised, and from the small herds of cattle
that only a few Pimas have. All rancho families desire a pair of oxen
for plowing, but in the Maycoba area less than 30 percent own such.
About 10 percent of the Maycoba Pimas have one or more pigs, and one
person has a dozen goats. Small profits are derived from the rent or
sale of riding and pack animals, usually burros. Only rarely are
Pimas able to acquire a mule or horse. Sheep were formerly raised
by the Mountain Pimas, but are now of little importance.
Pima rancho dwellings are usually two room affairs constructed
by nailing either pine shingling or vertical pine boards over a pole
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framework. Entrance is gained through a kitchen area, which sometimes
is only partially enclosed. To the rear is the main living and
sleeping area. Other houses have just one room with a hearth for
indoor cooking in the cooler months. A number have roofed porches
which serve the purpose of a cook area* In and near the town of
Maycoba, a few Pima families have more substantial houses of adobe.
Several families were found living in one room houses with stone walls
constructed of unshaped sandstone slabs, spalls and river cobbles.
The remnant structures of abandoned stone houses indicate that they
were originally fitted with flat roofs of pine planking covered over
with dirt, rather than with the gabled roofs of shingle and pole con
struction used today. Some of the simplest habitations seen were
brush ramadas with low walls of piled poles or stacked boards. With
one exception, these were just temporary structures meant to be used
only in certain seasons. Rock shelters are also sometimes used as
habitations. Two examples of these occur at Los Pilares. Vertical
planks enclose a portion of one shelter, thereby creating a one room
dwelling entered by a hinged wood door. At another, a small sleeping
area is partially walled by horizontal planking and loosely piled
rocks. The rest of the shelter is used for storage and cooking.
Rock shelters were reported to have been lived in more often in the
past before contention over land became a serious matter*

At Los

Pilares, a number of families regularly moved from one shelter site
to another as some fields had to be fallowed and new ones exploited.
Close by some Pima dwellings are found semi-subterranean, one room
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structures (htfukcrhiiukl) used for basket and bat weaving. Few are
still in use, though the Pima women still manufacture woven articles
(see Mason and Brugge 1953).
The residence unit that works the rancho land is typically the
nuclear family, although to this basic group are sometimes added other
relatives. A widowed parent, a son-in-law, uncle, brother or brotherin-law may become part of the rancho unit on a permanent or long-time
basis. There are also a number of other arrangements which can occur,
but they all have a similar organization. At the core of the group
are the land holding members* This includes, at a minimum, a woman
who performs the domestic chores of cooking, housekeeping, washing,
etc., and at least one adult male who performs the heavy labor of
farming. These two persons may be an unmarried brother and sister,
a widowed parent and unmarried child, a widowed uncle and his niece,
or some other relative pair. One or a few unmarried or widowed kin
may attach themselves to the core group, and children are occasion
ally added through informal adoption. The total membership is never
very large, since the rancho could not support them.
In many cases, some members.of the residence group are absent
from the rancho for long periods of time while they pursue one of the
adjunct occupations open to Pimas. As an example, several of a man's
sons might sign on at a sawmill during the slack periods in the agri
cultural cycle. The wages earned make up for whatever crop shortages
occur, and help finance the next season's planting. So long as there
are jobs available, the sawmill workers may spend only about a third
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of their time on the rancho* They are, however, important members of
the agricultural unit, and consider the rancho to be their permanent
residence#
Rancho sites are, of course, determined by the distribution
of arable land. Most of the terrain is rocky upland country, and only
in a relatively few places are there pockets of soil suitable for plow
agriculture. At these places are located one or more ranchos, the
exact number being primarily dependent upon the amount of available
land. In one area, I counted eight Pima farms (including house struc
tures), but the average is about four. Each grouping of ranchos,
which is itself referred to as a rancho, has a specific name by which
it is known, e.g., El Quipur, Santa Rosa, Los Pilares, Los Alamillos,
El Encinal. Further, the several farming units which make up the
larger rancho have distinctive names. Los Pilares, known for its
pillars of eroded basalt reaching up from a highly dissected valley
floor, is a comples of a number of separate holdings. Some are known
by special terms such as El Aguaje, El Toloache, Mesa de la Cruz,
etc* Although 12 heads of families have rights in the land, these
holdings have been coalesced into six farming units. The individual
farms are between ten and 20 minutes walk from one another, their
proximity being a reflection of the topography.
Because of the rules of Pima inheritance and the practice of
lending land to close affines and compadres (see above), the residents
of associated ranchos share many bonds of kinship. Their mutual
interaction patterns are more intense than are their contacts with
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outsiders* There is also considerable self identification on the part
of a Pima with the larger rancho unit. In view of these facts, I
believe it appropriate to think of a group of ranchos as constituting
a paraje or detached neighborhood when they are spatially close to one
another and share a common designation. The term paraje is used by
neither the Fimas nor the Blancos in the sense that I intend here. It
does have currency elsewhere in Mexico and Guatemala as a term for a
separate cluster of homesteads associated with a town administrative
center.
The third type of paraje, a hamlet of a few households which
control the agricultural plots and have primary rights of
usufruct, is typical of communities of highland Chiapas
(Zinacatan, Oxchuc, Cancue, Chenalho, Tenejapa) and of some
highland Guatemala communities (Chichicastenango, Cantel,
Santiago Chimaltenango), where it is called a canton. In
these examples the paraje or canton is recognized by par
ticular land mark3, but its boundaries are fluid because of
shifting agricultural practices (Hunt and Nash 1967: 2£6).
Hunt and Nash (1967: 2^7) go on to say that the residential paraje,
which is a territorial subdivision of a larger community organized
around a central town, sometimes exhibits a particular kinship struc
ture.
...although primarily a territorially defined rather than a
kinship-defined group, [a. parajej may be identified with an
extended family group. In highland Chiapas, the localiza
tion of descent groups (patrilines) in parajes is found
only in communities with unilateral kinship structure...and
is absent in parajes of bilateral kinship communities....
Whether or not the agnatic descent unit (patriline) is
localized in the paraje does not affect the paraje structure.
The patriline is exogamous, but the paraje is not necessarily
so.
Because of these and other parallels that exist between the Pima rancho
groupings and the Chiapan parajes, I have adopted the latter as an
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analytic term to cover both types of structures. The focus or struc
tural center of many such parajes is the pueblo (town) where formerly
a mission had been established. Examples are Maycoba, Yepachic and
Tutuaca. The detached neighborhoods of a town are scattered in all
directions, and may be anywhere from several minutes to four walking
hours away. Those parajes which are close to the main town will have
stronger attachments to it, as evidenced by more frequent visitations
and fuller participation in pueblo affairs.
The Mountain Pima Town of Maycoba
The formal organization of a Mountain Pima town, including its
relationship to the outlying satellite ranchos, was studied at Maycoba,
Within the confines of Maycoba (Fig. 6) there are just nine Pima
dwellings representing approximately 30 persons. The bulk of the
population permanently resides on the ranchos. From time to time,
the rancho Pimas come to town in order to visit, buy supplies, seek
the assistance of the Pima Gobernador, and attend the major fiestas.
In the mission period before the Blancos assumed control of the pueblo,
the Indian residents were much more numerous. Every Sunday was an
important meeting day, and Pimas came in regularly from the distant
ranchos in order to learn the news of the puablo and discuss any im
portant issues that might have arisen. The mood of these gatherings
is said to have been quite festive. Large amounts of a weakly intoxi
cating corn beer called tesgttino or, in Pima, hifun v^ki were consumed
along with food prepared by the women.
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So far as the present-day Pimas are concerned, the major sym
bols of communal solidarity are the old mission church and the two
santos San Francisco and San Jose' To some extent, the new church,
constructed by the Blancos a little more than a decade ago, has become
important to the Pimas, The mission church, a roofless structure of
melting adobe walls, consists of a large, main chamber with a smaller
and possibly newer room on its north side. The front faces east
toward the plaza. The main chamber is a gathering place for Pimas
when they wish to hold an open forum on pueblo or Ejido affairs. It
is also the site of dances and ritual wrestling matches associated
with the Easter ceremonials. The smaller room, up until seven years
ago, was used to bouse the statue of San Francisco, Wooden beams had
been set upon the adobe walls and over these were laid planking and
shingles. Mason and Brugge (1958s 2U8) tell us that, when the room
still contained the images of San Francisco, the adobe and wood altar
was dressed with many decorations. On the wall were hung several
testimonials to miraculous cures by this santo. My informants said
that there was also an alms box which frequently collected sizeable
donations. The money was used by the Pimas to defray the costs of
fiestas. As the Pima chapel fell into disrepair, the Blancos agitated
to have San Francisco and San Jose moved to their newer church, which
was constructed of plastered adobe anxi-corrugated tin roofing. They
reasoned that the santos would be better protected there. Many of the
Pimas suspected that the Blancos* primary motivation was to gain
access,to the alms money. The Blancos finally accomplished their end
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over the objections of most Pimas. This has provoked great bitterness
in the latter, particularly since they must now request the church
keys from the HLancos whenever they wish to conduct devotions to their
captive santos. One of the few privileges left to the Pimas is that
the sacristan is Indian.
There are only two community wide fiestas when large numbers
of Pimas travel to llaycoba. These are the Feast Day of San Francisco
(October Uth) and Easter. The Virgin of Guadalupe's feast day (Decem
ber 12th) is of lesser importance, and San Juan's day (June 2bth),
which for the Pimas marks the beginning of the summer rains, is cele
brated by ritual bathing and the drinking of tesgtlino at the different
ranchos. The significance of the October J;th fiesta has already been
discussed. This has become a very much secularized affair where
dancing and drinking is the preoccupation of a majority of Pimas.
There is, however, a series of sacred devotions which, ill addition
to the baptisms, confirmations, marriages and special masses said by
the visiting priests, involve the display of San Francisco in pro
cessionals around the town plaza. Preparation of the santo for this
occasion is, for the most part, left up to the Pima women, while the
bearers of the statue are predominantly male Pima volunteers. Other
wise, the organization of religious activities is the responsibility
of the HLancos, and it is they who take the leadership roles, both
sacred and secular.
In regard to Easter, the Pimas have a series of fairly struc
tured rituals performed by groups whose memberships reflect status
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differences in the Pima community. On Wednesday afternoon of Holy
Week, the Pima Gobernador directs the reinstallation of San Francisco
in the smaller room of the mission church. The statue is protected
in the mission church by only a temporary half-roof of thatch and pine
boughs. If there are heavy rains as in 1968, San Francisco stays in
the Blanco church and the Pimas are allowed to carry out their rituals
there. After the statue has been transferred, the young, unmarried
males of the town then organize into the fariseos (Pima ydavliy or
devil). They paint their faces with white clay and pledge to continue
their vigil with the santo until the afternoon of the following
Saturday when ceremonies are brought to a culmination. Leaders of
the fariseos are elected from among the older members, the two most
important positions being the kav (from Spanish cabo) and the 'uusgam.
There is also a drummer and two persons wielding noise making instru
ments called matrakes. Between Wednesday and Saturday afternoon, the
fariseos periodically leave the church (about every two or three
hours) and make the rounds of the Pima houses in town and on the
nearby ranchos where they beg food and drink. Most Pima3 try to keep
ample tesgfiino on hand with which to refresh their visitors. The
fariseos usually start out as a small group, but there is pressure
for all young men to participate. Thus, the fariseos gradually grow
in numbers as more persons volunteer. In some cases, new members are
added through capture. Someone who is reluctant to join may be sur
rounded and held by force while he has his face painted with the
white clay. After this, the initiate seldom withdraws from the group.
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Those more willing to enter the ranks of the fariseos are inducted
before San Francisco in the mission church.
Later in Holy Week, some of the older men join in, and by late
Friday a majority of the Pima males present in the pueblo have become
fariseos. At this time, leadership of the fariseos is taken over by
an older, much respected Pima who carries the title of captain (kaapty
or kaapis). At his direction a Judas effigy is made by stuffing
tattered cloths with straw and adding a comical paper bag head. The
fariseos use the Judas as a partner in their grotesque dances until
he is ritually shot and burned late Saturday afternoon.
Friday evening there is a processional around the plaza com
memorating the passion of Christ. A group of elder male Firaas proceed
in front followed by eight fariseos who carry what is called La Mujer,
a palanquin-like structure made of two poles lashed to a chair. The
chair is covered on three sides and on top with tascate boughs into
which have been stuck popote sprays. Small statues of the santos are
placed inside along with a number of relics and symbolic items. (It
i3 not my intention to give a full account of Pima Easter ceremonies,
inasmuch as the details would fill many pages and are not really im
portant to the main i3sue. I merely want to indicate how participa
tion in these rituals acts as an integrative force among the Pimas.)
Behind La Mujer, the Pima women carry a similar structure known as
SI Hombre. Fariseos stand as guards on both sides of the procession,
while a group of Blanco and Pima women bring up the rear. Several of
the Blanco women carry candles and recite appropriate liturgy from
missals.
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Early Saturday morning, the fariseos use natural pigments to
paint multicolored designs over the white clay on their faces* Host
have their heads covered with red bandanas, but some of the officers
may wear crown-like hats made of colored paper. The captain leads
them out of'the mission church and parades them a number of times
around the plaza. The fariseos return to the mission church, and
then repeat the performance in the plaza. This is done three times.
The fariseos next pair off and stage a comical dance with music being
supplied by Pima and Blanco guitars. They afterwards return to the
small room of the mission church where they hurl pieces of pottery in
the air so that they rain down on spectators and fariseos alike.
After several minutes of this, the fariseos form a line, grab the
waist of the person in front, and perform a sort of weaving snakedance
before the San Francisco. The dance ends when, on a signal from the
Pima Govemador who is directing ceremonies in the church, the
fariseos fall to the ground. Some of the Pima women and young girls
dash forward to whip the fariseos before they can regain their feet.
Following this, the fariseos wrestle one another in the large, main
room. A few Blancos may challenge the Pima leaders and this leads
to a rather vigorous contest. The women then go to the new church
and get the small statue of San Jos^, which they carry into the town
plaza. As the women cross the plaza, the fariseos run in circles
around them until the women reverse their direction and finally
"escape1* back into the church. The women, after replacing San Jose'
on the altar, reemerge from the church and greet each of the fariseos
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as friends. The latter then retire to the Gobernador's house where
everyone is treated to tesgliino. On the way to the Gobernador's house,
the heads of influential Blanco ranching families are called fcom
their houses and there is an exchange of greetings. The Pinas and
Blancos lightly embrace one another while uttering the phrase
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otro aSfo." This is said to be an expression of a wish for the others
continued good fortune and health as in the past year* The Blancos
then accompany the Pimas to the tesguino party and have a few cups
with them.
The final activity of Easter Week takes place on Sunday eve
ning when the young, unmarried Pima men and women gather in a group
for the purpose of visiting the houses of the town, particularly
those of the Blancos, and begging provisions for a party. San Jose7
is carried along by the women, while several of the Pima males bring
their guitars to serenade the families they visit. Each family takes
San Josef into their house for a blessing, and afterwards they place
small gifts of food in sacks carried by the Pima men. These offerings
may consist of a liter or two of beans, a half kilo of coffee, some
sugar, packages of soup noodles, canned goods, rice, maize, a few
onions, candy, cigarettes, etc. The most generous are those who run
the small stores where many Pimas buy supplies. When a complete cir
cuit of the town has been made, San Jos£ is placed in a brush ramada
in front of the new church, and the food is prepared in the plaza.
The young people then consume the food and dance until quite late.
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It should be pointed out that the Blancos of Maycoba have
their own traditions concerning Easter which to some degree parallel
those of the Pimas. For instance, just as the latter have the
fariseos, so the former have their judios, young men dressed in gro
tesque costumes with devil-faced paper bag masks who cause mischief
around the town during Easter Week* They sometimes clown with the
fariseos and sometimes challenge them in the wrestling matches. The
Blancos also create a judas which, like that of the Pimas, is tied to
a burro and led to the outskirts of the town where it is shot, burned
and finally blown apart with a powder charge. The Blanco execution
of their judas is much more spectacular for the great arsenal of fire
arms they employ* The other Blanco rituals associated with faster
concern the women, who conduct prayer services and participate in the
Friday evening processional described above.
One of the most significant aspects of the Pima Easter cere
monies which I witnessed in 1968 was their lack of precise scheduling
and organization. The Pimas themselves were constantly heard to
complain that traditional usages (costumbres) were no longer valued.
Everything got started late, and shortcuts had to be taken in the
ceremonies. Moreover, the number who participated was less than ever
before. The older Pimas harkened back to a time when their observ
ances of Easter were much more elaborate and entirely free of Blanco
involvement. What is interesting about the way in which the Pimas
celebrate Easter is that it reflects so well the larger problems of
social cohesion which they are now experiencing. These problems
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became even more evident when we consider the organization of Pima
government.
There are eight named civil offices in the government of the
Maycoba Piraas. Listed in order of importance these are Gobernador,
Segundo al Gobernador (Assistant to the Governor), Presidente or Comisario del Ejido, Tesorero (Treasurer), Jefe de Vigilancia, Segundo al
Jefe Vigilancia, Juez del Carapo (which may be roughly translated as
Range Marshall), and CompaSSero del Juez del Campo. Whatever can be
said about the responsibilities and authority of the persons holding
these offices, the first and most important fact is that they are
severely limited by the Blanco power structure. Maycoba is a depend
ency of Ye'cora, the cabacera or administrative center of the Ye'cora
municipio (county). The representatives of Sonoran state government
in Maycoba are the Blanco Comisario and his assistant, both important
ranchers* Supposedly, the Blanco Comisario is directly answerable to
the Presidente of Ydcora, but the lack of good communications between
the two towis of Maycoba and Y^cora gives the former some added
measure of independence. The power of the Blanco officials is backed
up by at least lU families with large holdings in the vicinity of
Maycoba. Four of these are influential members of the Yecora commu
nity, and include the Presidente. In Maycoba reside five powerful
families, three of which run small tiendas or stores where the Pimas
buy the supplies that they cannot provide for themselves. Should the
Pimas be denied service in these stores, as has happened, they must
make the two-day round trip to Ye'cora. There are eight other families
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in the town of Maycoba, the heads of which are small ranchers or over
seers of ranches. All of the Blancos possessing land and cattle
employ one or a few Pimas to pasture their livestock, drive them to
market, supply firewood, repair fences, plant crops, and perform a
variety of other jobs. When a body of laborers is needed to repair
the roads or carry out other municipal projects, Pimas are hired from
funds raised by the Blanco community. The dependence of the Pimas on
the Blancos for store goods and sorely needed incomes, not to mention
the threat of naked force which the Blancos are capable of wielding,
insures that the Indian officials will not have the power to implement
decisions inimical to the interests of the non-Indians. In fact, the
selection of candidates for Pima civil offices.must meet the tacit
approval of the Blancos, for without the latter*s cooperation the
officeholders would be totally frustrated in their duties. One case
was brought to
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attention where the appointment seven years ago of

a certain Pima to the position of Comisario del Ejido was blocked by
the Blancos because, according to ray Indian informants, the candidate
had agitated for Pima land rights.
The responsibility of the Gobernador, as seen from the point
of view of the officeholder, i3 to oversee the affairs of the Indian
pueblo. This includes the immediate town of Haycoba and those ranchos
lying within a radius of roughly two or three miles. Most importantly
the Gobernador is the chief spokesman for the Indian community and its
foremost representative to outside groups. Being literate, he is
relied on by the Pimas to keep the census records for the Indian
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population. (Less than one Pima in 30 has had sufficient schooling
to be able to read and write,) The Gobernador is usually the drafter
of their petitions to the Blanoo authorities, and is expected to plead
their case when the issue of Pima land is called into question. When
the HLancos wish the services of organized Pima work groups, the
hiring and handling of the payroll is left up to the Gobernador.
State and federal agencies use the same point of contact with the
Pima3 of Maycoba. The Malaria Control Commission works through the
Gobernador in their programs of disease eradication. Attempts made
by State educational authorities to establish schooling for the Indians
at Maycoba have depended on the cooperation of the Gobernador. A
school teacher was for a short while stationed at Maycoba, The Fima
Gobernador worked with him and, when the teacher left for other em
ployment, the Gobernador was given a temporary salary to replace him.
By the Spring of 1968, the funds had stopped coming from Hermosillo,
the capital of Sonora, and the Pima school was in session only part
of the time. The Federal Department of Agrarian Affairs has long
been interested in the Maycoba Ejido, and has recently contacted both
the Gobernador and the Presidente del Ejido about making a new survey.
The Pima Gobernador is much more Important as a pivotal
figure between the Indian and non-Indian communities than as an
official who handles the internal affairs of the Pimas. The Gober
nador, or his assistant, is sometimes called in to arbitrate domestic
disputes between Pimas. In cases of assault, he tries to see that
compensation is paid the victim and that the aggressor is in some way
•\V

controlled from further violence. The Pimas say that the Gobernador
formerly bad the authority to fine and jail law violators, but this
must now be left to the Blanco Comisario. In matters involving only
Pimas, the Blanco authorities take little interest, which means that
legal protection is not always extended to the Indian population*
Several Piaas voiced great bitterness over the fact that several mur
ders committed by Pimas on members of their own group have gone un
punished because of Blanco apathy.
The functions of the Presidente del Ejido are at present of
minor Importance. So long as effective control of a large portion of
Ejido lands is enjoyed by the Blancos, the office of Presidente is
without much authority. The Presidente is, however, an important
contact with the powerful federal agencies that regulate ejido affairs,
and should Pima land rights be successfully defended in the future,
his will be a very important position. The same can be said, though
to a lesser extent, of the Juez del Campo and the Jefe de Vigilancia.
The Presidente, along with the Juez, is frequently called upon to
help settle questions of land use between Pimas. The Juez del Campo
is charged with investigating accusations of cattle theft, land en
croachment, etc., while it is the task of the Jefe de Vigilancia and
his Comp4nero to apprehend the lawbreakers.
The workings of Pima civil government can be better understood
by considering how the Indian population elects its officers. The
following instance, which took place in May of 1968, was an attempt
to replace a Gobernador who had fallen out of favor with a majority
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of the Maycoba Pimas. The customary term of office is six years, but
the then Gobernador had held the position for seven years and showed
little inclination to resign. The reason for the new election was
that a number of grievances had been voiced against him, the nature
of which I will now discuss.
Most of the dissatisfaction with the Gobernador has to do with
an alleged reluctance on his part to vigorously support the claims of
the Piraas against HLanco encroachments. First, there is the question
of Ejido boundaries. In conformity to Blanco opinion, which is sup
ported by a 190$ map of the Maycoba Ejldo (Fig, $), the Gobernador
holds that some of the outlying ranchos or parajes, Los Pilares for
example, fall outside the Ejido. The inhabitants of these places are
strongly prejudiced against the Gobernador who, they sarcastically
predict, will "next be telling us that we're part of the United
States.11 The Pimas believe that a resurvey of their territory could
result in an amplification of Pima lands. Yet, they also feel that
this may not happen if the Gobernador does not adequately prosecute
their case. A number of individuals have actually accused the Gober
nador of selling to the Blancos plots of Indian land located within
the town proper,
A large lumbering company has expressed an interest in cutting
timber at a stand of pine trees near the paraje of Quipurita, To do
this the company needs the permission of the local Pimas. The Gober
nador claims to have obtained this permission, but a resurvey of
opinion made by other persons showed that a majority of Quipurita
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residents were opposed to the cutting. Some claimed that they were
persuaded to sign a petition (by thumb print) in favor of the lumber
ing operation only because the document was misrepresented. Now there
are rumors that the Gobernador accepted a bribe from the lumbering
company to insure that the Pimas would acquiesce to its exploitation
of Ejido timber.
In June of 1967, a collection was taken among the Maycoba
Pimas for the purpose of sending the Gobernador to Mexico City so
that he might plead the Indian case before the "President of the
Republic." The Gobernador's assistant accompanied him for part of
the journey, but was sent back to Maycoba so that he could obtain ad
ditional funds. Many of the Pimas believe that the Gobernador got no
farther than Esperanza, Sonora where he squandered the money in com
fortable living. The Gobernador's assistant has asserted this to be
true. On several occasions, the Gobernador has traveled to the State
capital in Hermosillo to seek help from charitable organizationsfor
the Maycoba Pimas. His efforts were rewarded on one of his trips
when, after one newspaper publicized his mission, the Red Gross sent
used clothes and food to the Indians of Maycoba. The distribution of
this gift became an extreme sore point with some of the Pimas. Accord
ing to my informants, the Gobernador turned over a small amount of
goods to near relatives and made a profit from the remainder by
peddling it through the countryside. Another charge against the
Gobernador is that he sold to the HLanco school teacher the building
supplies that the Pimas had stockpiled to repair their church. The
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money was retained by the Gobernador. Two recent projects financed
by the ELancos and completed with Pima labor are stringing a telephone
line into Maycoba from Y^cora and repairing the road connecting the
two towns. Many Pimas claim that they were never paid by the Gober
nador, but it is not certain that the employment of these persona was
ever authorized. Other discontents stem from the uneven justice which
some think characterize the Gobernador*s dealings# A near relative
of his is alleged to have committed several murders, but nothing has
been done about it. The Gobernador*s duty is to see that the Blanco
authorities are notified of such crimes and to supply the details.
After reflecting on this matter, one Pima commented that "the lives
of the Indians aren't worth any more than those of the chickens."
Whether or not the accusations made against the Gobernador
are true, it is significant that a majority of Maycoba Pimas are
greatly dissatisfied with their own political leadership. This has
led to factionalism within the Indian community and to the deteriora
tion of their position vis-a-vis the Blancos. Whatever degree of
political cohesiveness the Maycoba Pimas might have enjoyed in the
past, it has now become difficult to mobilize public opinion in order
to achieve political ends. The extent of this disorganization was
well demonstrated when attempts were made to elect a new Gobernador
over the opposition of the man then holding office.
During Easter Week of 1968, a dozen or so of the most respec
ted men of the Maycoba Pima community came together for informal dis
cussions concerning what was to be done about getting rid of the
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Gobernador. Near relatives and supporters of the latter were, quite
naturally, not included in the talks. It was decided that new elec
tions could be rightfully held, since the terms of office for all Pima
officials had exceeded the traditional termination dates. Tentative
plans were made to assemble the Maycoba Pimas later in May so that a
vote could be taken to replace both the Gobernador and the Comisario
del Ejido. On May 3rd, a representative of the federal e.jido authority
visited Maycoba in order to prepare the way for a resurvey of the
Maycoba Ejido which was to be undertaken early in October. (The account
of the visit of the representative or "ingeniero" from Mexico City was
gathered from infomants. The actual attempts to elect new officials
were witnessed by nyself.) A delegation of Pimas took the opportunity
to present their complaints against the Gobernador to the visiting
official, who is reported to have told them that it was their right to
replace an official for malfeasance so long as they held a proper elec
tion. The complaining faction then resolved to call for a popular vote
on the issue to take place on May 12th.
Unfortunately for those desirous of a change in the administra
tion of Pima political affairs, there was not sufficient time between
the 3rd and 12th of May to inform all those opposing the Gobernador of
the impending election. A great many Pimas were at this time widely
scattered in distant towns, sawmills and lowland cities where they were
engaged in wage labor. Some of those who were reached could not arrange
to leave their jobs on such short notice, but they agreed to come a
week later on the 19th of May. Others were simply unwilling to invest
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the time and expense of making the trip to Maycoba. Thus, on the 12th
of May the heads of families present in Maycoba showed a 15:35 ratio
in favor of the Gobernador continuing in office. The distribution of
opinion is partly accounted for by the fact that the blood relatives
and affines of the Gobernador made a greater effort to be in town on
that day. Also, some of those who had previously voiced opposition to
the Gobernador shrank from taking a public stand when it appeared that
their cause would collapse for lack of support.
The following Sunday, the 19th of May, 35 adult aale Pimas
were present in Maycoba who wanted the removal of the Gobernador and
his replacement by someone willing to stand up to the Blancos. The
poor showing was a great disappointment for those who had made the
effort to come, and there was much grumbling about the general apathy
of the Pimas regarding the conduct of their political affairs. Around
11:30 a.m., the Pima electors congregated in the large room of the
ruined mission church to await the advent of the Gobernador, who had
been invited to attend the meeting. His presence, it was hoped, would
lend legitimacy to the proceedings. An hour and a half later, word
came back that the Gobernador had left town for Quipurita, and would
not. be back until late in the afternoon. The meeting was then ad
journed with the understanding that.all would gather again at the church
around 3s00 p.m.
By 4:30 that afternoon, it became obvious that, although the
Gobernador had returned to town, he had no intention of making an
appearance at the church. Therefore, the Comisario called the meeting
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to order. The authority of the Comisario to preside over the election
of a new Gobernador was rationalized from the point of view that he
held the most important political office, since it was federally spon
sored. The fact that he was literate also helped, for someone was
needed to draft the election petition bearing the names of those who
had voted. It is interesting that, by the time of the May 19th meeting,
all talk of electing another as Comisario had ceased, a development
which undoubtably insured his cooperation.
The first to address the assemblage was a literate and verbally
skilled Pirn who emphasized the necessity of remaining steadfast in
whatever decision was made, and not backing down when confronted by the
Gobernador and his supporters. The speaker recited some of the griev
ances against the Gobernador and pointed out the fact that his term had
expired. He then placed the name of the Gobernador's assistant in
nomination for the position of Gobernador. His own name he offered for
that of assistant. It was further suggested by another Pima that the
same slate of e.jidal officers be elected to another term. These nomi
nations were recorded by the Comisario, except that he switched the
nominees for Gobernador and the Segundo al Gobernador. This change was
generally accepted by the Pimas, and for good reason. The modern day
duties of the Gobernador are such that the ability to read and write is
a necessary requireiment. The Gobernador's assistant, although well
liked and trusted, was not literate. Also, he was thought to lack suf
ficient aggressiveness to deal with the Blancos and did not have the
"fine words" with which to sustain his arguments. It is somewhat
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paradoxical that the Pimas had to elect their most acculturated members
in order to protect their traditional culture.
Since all those present were agreed on the nominations, it
remained only to record the names of the electors. The total number
was just 35, the same number "who supported the Gobernador the previous
week. However, some of these votes represented a loss for the Gober
nador, so that the opposition did represent the majority. It was sug
gested that the names of those Pimas who could not attend be added to
the list, inasmuch as they were known "to be in accord with the elec
tion." In this way, the total vote was increased to 58. The petition
was then signed by the Comisario and put in an envelope addressed to
the Presidente of Ye'cora. It was hoped that a certain Pima, who was on
friendly terms with the Presidente, could, obtain an official order for
the old Gobernador to surrender all official records to his successor.
After the meeting had ended, the old Gobernador was presented
with the results of the election. His immediate response was to
declare the whole affair completely illegal. The reasons he gave were
varied and, in at least one instance, contradictory. The Comisario was
said not to have the proper authority to call such an election, since
the governing of the Pima tribe and the Ejido were two entirely separate
matters. The residents of Los Pilares, he asserted, were outside the
Ejido, and not entitled to vote. This so enraged one Pima that he
nearly came to blows with the Gobernador. The latter also maintained
that the election of the new Gobernador required the unanimous assent
of all Pimas. Yet, just a few minutes later he claimed to have been
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supported by a majority of Pimas when it really counted, i.e., at the
time of the ingeniero's visit. Finally, he maintained that he had
never been warned of the election.
The old Gobernador persisted in holding on to his job, even
after the opposition obtained from the Presidente of Yecora a letter
stating that he should surrender all documents to the newly elected
Gobernador. This he. refused to do, claiming that only the officials
at the State Capitol had the power to remove him from office. Of
course, the Pima Gobernador was confident that the Presidente of Ye'cora
would not make any great effort to see that his order was carried out.
As of August 1968, the status of the newly elected Gobernador was still
in doubt. Most of the Pimas were willing to deal with him as Gobernador
but the local Blancos had not indicated whether they would follow the
Pima example.
It should be obvious from the above description of Pima elec
tion procedures that there is considerable confusion about the powers
of the different offices. Essentially, this is because the Pimas have
so little control over their own politics. As an autonomous people, a
relatively more informal decision making process involving all adult
Pima males, and particularly an inner core of respected elders, proved
quite workable. They now maintain contacts with many outside agencies
(local, state and federal) which exercise a great deal of influence
over the Pimas. Focus has shifted from internal politics to external
relations, and there has arisen competition over who are to serve as
the major links between the Pimas and outside groups. This is to be
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expected since anyone in such a position can derive considerable per
sonal benefit. These outside contacts also require a more formal set
of offices with specific duties. The Fimas still have not worked out
this problem, and are not likely to soon achieve a solution unless a
new political constitution is imposed from without.
The Blanco Ranching Community of Yecora
Outside the environs of Maycoba and Yepachic, the largest
concentration of Pimas is at Ye'cora. (it is possible that more Fimas
live in the area of Mulatos, but I have no definite population figures
for this small mining town.) In the ranching town of Ytfcora live
approximately 1J?00 Blancos and just 16 Pima families of Sh members.
Better than a third of these spend most of the year working at distant
sawmills, returning to their houses in Yecora only during the impor
tant fiestas, when laid off work, or when they become "Hi and require
the services of the local doctor. The others are dependent on the
local Blancos for jobs. Seven families usually maintain some kind of
a garden each year, while three families cultivate from one half to a
full acre of maize, beans and squash on ranchos within the Maycoba
Ejido.
The criteria which I have used to establish place of residence
do not conform entirely to those observed by the Pimas themselves.
One family, which lives at least nine months of the year in Y^cora
and derives 85 percent of its income jobs in that town, regards Los
Filares as their real home. There they have a one room house and a
small parcel of land which they cultivate in most years. While at
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Xe'cora, they stay in a structure lent them by a retired American pros
pector. Since they have lived this way for the last 1$ years, I have
included them in the Y^cora census. Another family owns a house in
Ye'cora, but have been absent from the town for almost four yearsB
They are now well established in Ciudad Obregdh, and show little in
clination to return except for a visit. Thus, I have recorded thera
as part of the urban population. Generally, however, a Pima can be
said to reside in that locality where he maintains a house structure
of some kind which he can call his own. A number of Pimas are part
of a mobile labor force, and can be said to live wherever they are
lodged at the moment.
Pima houses, which are of a construction similar to pole frame
structures of Maycoba, are distributed on the southern and south
eastern periphery of Yrfcora (Fig, 7), When the town sawmill was in
full operation a few years back, the eastern side of the Rio Ye'cora
was dotted with crude shacks and lean-tos hastily thrown up by Pima
I

laborers using scrap lumber as building material. Now, there are
eight somewhat more permanent Pima dwellings in this area, one of
these a rock shelter. The houses are all situated on lands left un
used by the Blancos. In the case of the rock shelter, which looks
out on the fields of a Blanco rancher, the ground is plowed right up
to the edge of the overhang so that, during the growing season, the
Pima residents have to enter by a side path. Another seven houses
lived in by Pimas are located within the town proper. Pour of these
are owned by their occupants, who built the structures themselves or,
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Fig. 7 Sketch map of Ye'cora, Sonora showing locations of Pima
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in two cases, paid at least part of the former owner's selling price.
The land on which the houses sit is seldom titled property. The
houses are subject to taxation, and the threat of dispossession is
ever present, since these taxes are seldom paid. A retired American
prospector has allowed Pima families to move into three one room
adobe dwellings which he owns in the hope that he can realize some
rent for their use. To this date, very little rent has been forth
coming. Another Pima rents his house for a few pesos a week from a
Blanco inhabitant of the town, and a Pima woman resides with her
children in an abandoned adobe house near the town's medical clinic.
All of the Piroas of Y^cora, with the exception of a single
family, share common ties through descent and marriage. Here, as
elsewhere both within the Maycoba Ejido and outside of it, the core
of most family groupings is an association of siblings, usually
brothers but also including sisters and sisters' husbands. This
grouping is often widened by the addition of son's wife and their
children or daughter's husband and their offspring. Whenever there
is a budding off from the bilateral family unit, as when a few nuclear
families relocate in a different town or sawmill, the tendency is for
a new association of families to be formed on the basis of the sibling
relationship. Most of the primary interaction patterns occur within
this group and, as will be shown, it is here that the obligations of
generalized reciprocity are most keenly felt.
The two main clusterings of Pima dwellings in le'cora, as shown
in Figure 7, indicate the importance of agnatic relationships. On the
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east side of the river immediately along the road to Trigo and Maycoba,
there are located the residences of three brothers. Two sons of one
of the brothers have also set up housekeeping nearby. On the south
side of Ye'cora live two brothers in close proximity to one of their
agnatic uncles. A half-brother formerly occupied a nearby house, and
a third brother lives about a half mile away to the west.
The Pima residents of Y^cora have not fully been integrated
into the town's socio-political structure. Except for a few who ori
ginally came from Mulatos or Yepachic, they are all former inhabitants
of the Maycoba area, and it is as citizens of this community that they
view themselves* The issues affecting Maycoba continue to concern
them but, as their stay in Y^cora lengthens, there tends to be less
and less direct participation on their part in Pima political affairs.
About eight families have not visited Maycoba for ten years or more.
These are primarily older Pimas whose children have married and moved
away. Host of the younger families still made the effort to have
their children baptized and registered in Maycoba rather than Y^cora.
This means that they must at least attend the October Uth fiesta
every so often. A very few families, only two in the case cited
above, can be summoned to Maycoba on short notice to attend special
meetings not associated with important fiestas. My informants tell
me that in the last decade and a half only two Pimas have had their
births recorded at the Presidencia in Ye'cora.
The Blanco attitude regarding the legal status of Pimas in
and around Yecora varies depending on the particular families in
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question. Those living on the periphery of the town are newer
arrivals (between one and ten years residence time) and live in typi
cally Indian structures which are not on the town's tax roll. More
over, they have established fewer regular client-patrtfn relationships
with the local Blanco employers. The heads of two families frequently
hire out to ranchers living in the area of Yecora, but the primary
occupation of the rest is that of sawmill laborer. These Pimas tend
to be regarded as transients or squatters for whom the pueblo may
perform an occasional act of charity without feeling any further
obligation towards them.
The Piraas living in closer contact with the town Blancos are
more likely to pass as members of the local citiaenry. Generally,
they have resided in the area a longer time. Also they either rent,
own or have the loan of non-Indian type housing* The adult Pima
males are to a large extent dependent on the work that they can get
from time to time in the town itself, while their wives bring in
additional and much needed income by washing the clothes of wealthier
ranching families of Yecora, Two female heads of families regularly
work as part-time domestic servants for one or several Blanco families.
Because their close work relationships with the Blancos make them
appear, at least in the eyes of the non-Indian, to be more acculturated
than the rancho Pimas, they are sometimes classed with the local poor,
i.e., as part of the clase humilde. There are, of course,a number of
Blancos who speak disparagingly of all Pimas. Yet, their definition
of a Pima is more likely to be based on cultural criteria, such as
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how they live, whether they work at non-Indian occupations, or what
language they speak.
The participation of Pimas in Yecora's dominant political,
social and religious institutions is quite minimal. They are totally
outside the political decision making process inasmuch as they do not
vote and are without influence. In fact, contacts with the town's
political officers are avoided except in cases of emergency. The
Pimas are only nominally attached to one or the other of the town's
two best supported religious bodies, the Catholics, who are in the
majority, and the Seventh Day Adventists. Mien old clothes or medical
care are being dispensed at the Adventist mission, the Pimas show up
in numbers, but only one Pima, the husband of a Blanco, claims to be
a regular member. During 1967-68, two children of a Pima mother and
a Blanco father were registered in the Seventh Day Adventist mission
school. Excepting the one Pima who is a declared Seventh Day Adven
tist, all the others assert that they are Catholics. Yet, they seldom
participate in official Church ritual, and belong to none of thelooal
religious sodalities. The important fiestas, such as Easter and the
Feast Day of the Virgin of Guadalupe, the Pimas customarily celebrate
with a few relatives in the privacy of their homes, much as they
would on the small, isolated ranchos. About the only time that the
Pimas use the facilities of the Catholic church is when they obtain
permission from the Blancos to hold a short prayer service for one of
their deceased.
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The segregation of the Pimas is carried right into the ceme
tery. It may be entirely fortuitious, but the spatial distribution
of the graves parallels that of the Pima houses relative to those of
the Blancos. The Pimas have no explanation for this, although they
are quick to point out that one tends to bury a person in proximity
to his kin. The town's juez civil acts as overseer of the cemetery,
and it is he who directs the Pimas to an appropriate site, generally
toward the south and east boundaries (see Fig. 7).
The Sawmill
Besides the Blanco dominated ranching town, a second type of
biethnic community is the sawmill. Two examples are Las Cuevitas and
La Tijera, both relatively small operations which have provided em
ployment for a number of Mountain Pimas over the last four years.
Host of these Pimas originally came from the Maycoba area, although
a few Indians from Mulatos and Yepachic have worked at the mills from
time to time. Tarahumaras and Warihios, Indian groups living to the
east and south of the Mountain Pimas, have also worked at these places
but their stays have usually been of short duration. The length of
time that individual Pimas have remained at either Las Cuevitas or
La Tijera has varied from a few weeks to two years.
La Tijera, the larger of the two sawmills, is located about
12 miles to the northwest of Yecora. During the time that production
was at a peak, 1966 and early 1967, the Pimas are reported to have
constituted approximately 20 percent of a l£0 man work-force. In
December of 1?67, when production was slowing down, there were lU
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Pima nuclear families accounting for 21 laborers. Relatives attached
to these families included four single males, -which brought the total
number of Pima workers to 25>. In July of 1965 at the much smaller
sawmill of Las Cuevitas, which is ten miles southwest of Y^cora, there
were nine Pima families. Most of these left later in the year, and
the mill shut down completely in 1966. Seven families returned to
Las Cuevitas in December of 1967 when work again became available and
layoffs of steady employees began at La Tijera. At both Las Cuevitas
and La Tijera, the number of Pimas relative to the Blancos has tended
to decrease, inasmuch as the former are among the first to lose their
jobs. This trend is later reversed when working hours are so reduced
that only Pimas are willing to accept part-time employment.
The Pima workers at La Tijera and Las Cuevitas can be divided
into three groups of approximately equal size on the basis of subsis
tence and residence patterns. One group comes from the ranchos of
Maycoba. Sawmill work is for them merely an adjunct occupation which
carries them over the difficult period after the produce of their
agriculture is exhausted. The preparation and sowing of their fields
usually keeps them away from the mill during the late spring and
early summer months. In the fall months of October and November, they
are back on the rancho in order to harvest the crops. July and August
are slack periods at the sawmill if the rains are heavy, so that the
rancho Pimas are more likely to seek employment at a sawmill during
the winter and early spring. This group also attends the fiestas of
Maycoba with greater regularity, even when they stand to lose valuable
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pay by being absent from their mill jobs* "When La Tijera and Las
Cuevitas were operating at full capacity, the number of jobs offered
exceeded demands

Under these conditions, a Pima could work for a

short while, return to his rancho, and then a month or so later show
up at the mill confident that a position was awaiting him. As work
becamesscarce, those who took unexcused absences were quickly cut from
the payroll* Consequently, the rancho Pimas were among the first to
be laid off*
A second group of Fimas are those who maintain residences in
Y^cora but work at the sawmills of the Sierra so long as they are
able. Unlike the rancho Pimas, they cannot readily fall back on sub
sistence agriculture when the lumbering camps close down. It may be
possible for a few of these to go into partnership with a relative
who has land to cultivate, but the rest must either rely on the local
Blancos to employ them or travel outside the area in order to obtain
work. Jobs open to the Pimas in the Yecora area are, even in the best
of times, quite limited* For this reason, some of the younger adult
males make the long 165 mile trip to the lowlands around Ciudad
Obregon in order to temporarily hire out as agricultural laborers.
The Ye'cora Pimas who seek employment in the lowlands are very
much like a third group of sawmill workers* The latter are geographi
cally mobile laborers who move tram, job to job, and can be said to
have no permanent residence. Rather, they oscillate between the low
lands and the Sierra, working for a while out of some caropo or colonia
until the heat and the humidity of the Obregdh irrigation district
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drive them back to the mountains. Campos are small settlements of
agricultural workers much like the migrant labor camps in our own
country, Colonias are agricultural towns, a majority of whose resi
dents perform the same sort of work as those of the campos. The fer
tile countryside around Ciudad Obreg<$n is dotted with these two kinds
of settlements.
Six Pima families who were working at La Tijera in November
1967 can be placed in the category of mobile laborers. Prior to their
coming to La Tijera in 1966, they had worked for two years at Las
Cuevitas. Before this, the families of two brothers lived together
in a lowland campo for six years, while another family of a halfbrother had been three years in the same settlement. The remaining
three families had made several trips to the Ciudad Obregcfn area, but
their primary livelihood was earned at mines and sawmills located in
western Chihuahua.
The spatial arrangements of Pima dwellings at these two saw
mills (Figs. 8 and 9) reveal the basic ethnic differences in the popu
lations. The Fimas tend to congregate near each other and away from
the Blancos. It is interesting that Tarahumara and Warihio strangers
that sometimes apply for work at the mills take up residence near the
Pimas. Thus, the critical distinction is between indito (Indian) and
Blanco.
As a general rule, the closeness of kin ties that exist between
Pima families working at these sawmills is reflected by the distances
that separate their dwellings. At Las Cuevitas in December of 1967
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(Fig, 9 ) , the Pimas were grouped in a single cluster# The two dwell
ings at the southern edge of the cluster housed the families of two
brothers. The heads of families residing in the four bouses directly
north included two brothers, the son of their father's brother, and a
brother-in-law. The remaining structure on the west side was being
used by the family of a husbandless Pima woman who was the brother-inlaw's sister.
At La Tijera a month earlier, the following groupings were
recorded (see Fig. 8). Just ea3t of the lumber yard were four Pima
dwellings belonging to three brothers and their half-sister. Farther
east and slightly south was another related family, the mother being
a matrilineal cross-cousin of the half-sister. Two sons of one of
the brothers had their houses on the high ridge to the north of the
lumber yard. Living with one of the sons was his wife's male sibling.
North of them on the same ridge was another pair of houses belonging
to half-brothers. Directly east across an arroyo, a third brother
had a house near that of a agnatic cross-cousin, who was also his
compadre. Just three Pima residences were located west of the ridge
where most of the Blanco population was concentrated. The male heads
of families living in two of these structures were related both as
brothers-in-law and as compadres.
These patterns of residence and kinship do not completely
describe the ways in which the Pima families who work at La Tijera
and Las Cuevitas are related to one another. Because of the small
samples, only the most obvious correspondences between residence and
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kinship could be discussed# The importance of sibling groups seems
apparent, but other principles of descent, affinity and spiritual re
lationship likely have a determining influence on Pima settlement
patterns. In order to demonstrate what these principles are, more
data would hare to be compiled*
The Ciudad Obregrfn Area
When a Mountain Fima decides to seek emplc^yment in the rich
agricultural areas of lowland Sonora, he simply announces that he is
going to Obregoh. Most likely he will not actually visit the city of
Obregtfn, but will obtain work in the countryside where his skills can
be used* There he can set up temporary residence at a campo or
colonia, and become part of a field crew which performs stoop labor
such as tending irrigation ditches, chopping cotton, harvesting crops,
etc. As the need for workers shifts from farm to farm, a Fima may
have to travel some distance to work each day, a pattern which is
facilitated by a fairly adequate rural bus service. The choice of a
campo or colonia is determined by the demand for agricultural laborers,
unless relatives already reside in one of these settlements. Since
several Fima families have established themselves at Los Homos and
Colonia Yaqui, these are favored places for other Pimas to seek em
ployment. A few of the more experienced Pimas will sometimes travel
a circuit of Sonoran towns and cities where the peak work seasons
fall due at different times. For example, they may begin picking
cotton around Navojoa, move north to the cotton fields in the region
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of Esperanza and Ciudad Obregdn, more north again to Empalme, and end
up in the area of Bahia Kino or Hermosillo.
Employment on the large farms of eastern Sonora is for some
of the Mountain Pimas a regular source of seasonal income. Every year
during slack work periods in the Sierra, about 20 or so rancho and
Ye'cora Pimas leave their families behind and walk or hitch rides on
lumber trucks all the way to Obregdn in order to work on the large
farms that surround the City. Another group of Pimas likely to seek
the same kind of work are the mobile laborers who are without a per
manent place of residence. If the sawmills and mines of the Sierra
are not hiring, they move their families to the lowlands.

The

average stay of this group is much longer than that of the Pima who
reside in the Sierra, in some cases lasting as long as six years.
Because a Pima family may remain for a considerable period in
the lowlands and still not be permanently assimilated into its socio
economic structures, it is difficult to identify those who have made
a lasting adjustment outside Mountain Pima society. For iry purposes,
Pima families who have lived three or more consecutive years in the
Ciudad Obrego'fi area (except for possibly a few short visits to the
Sierra), and who consider it their permanent place of residence were
classified as having made such an adjustment.

Of the

persons whom

I knew to be living in the Ciudad Obregdn area in 1967-68, 3J? could
definitely be said to meet these criteria. Among these were three
Pima men who had married Blancos and two Pima women who were the wives
of Blancos.

Hinton (1959: 29) has stated that some 20 families for

merly lived year around in Ciudad Obregdh.
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Pimas residing in the vicinity of Ciudad Obregon, like those
of the Sierra, show a preference for sibling associations. The three
families who are established at Los Hornos are those of two brothers
and a first cousin. The first cousin is also compadre to one of the
brothers. Three other Pima families live at Colonia Yaqui. Again,
the heads of two families are brothers, and the third belongs to a
brother-in-law. So far as X know, only one Pima family lives in the
City of Obregdn, but the wife's male siblings are frequent visitors
from the Sierra.
Continuous contacts have been maintained between the lowland
and Sierra groups. The Obregrfn Pimas frequently receive visits from
their Maycoba and Y^cora relatives in search of work. Conversely,
the Obregdli Pimas try to get back to the Sierra every few years on
important holidays, and at least two persons occasionally send money
to help support parents who have remained behind in the mountains.
Another Pima residing in the lowlands is trying to meet the taxes on
his house and property in Y^cora so that he can continue to have an
economic interest in the community. However, all the members of this
group see their future as being in the lowland cities and towns.
The primary occupation of most heads of families is still
unskilled agricultural labor, but they also work at a number of other
jobs. Some carry a hod or mix cement on construction projects.
Three persons reported having worked as janitors in cantinas, and
another had a steady job in a large market. Most everyone complains
of the competition for jobs, but they are in agreement that their lot
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is much better than it had been in the Sierra. The younger members
of three families, totaling nine children between the ages of six and
twelve, are regularly attending public school. The parents hope that
these students will acquire skills which will insure them a secure
and well paying occupation#
Summary
In this chapter, I have described the predominant patterns
of residence and occupation which characterize the fountain Pimas of
eastern Sonora, First, there are the rancho Pimas of Maycoba who are
chiefly subsistence agriculturalists, and only secondarily wage
laborers. The next group, in order of size, are the Y^cora Pimas,
These depend mostly on wage work with some reliance on agriculture.
The sawmill populations include Pimas from Maycoba and Y^cora, and a
third group which I have called mobile laborers, Pimas representing
these occupational types are sometimes found in the lowlands, particu
larly around Ciudad Obregon. Here are also located a number of Moun
tain Pimas who have established permanent residence in the cities and
towns of the area. Members of these different groups are linked to
one another by close ties of kinship, and they tend to maintain
personal contacts whenever possible.

CHAPTER k
RECIPROCITY AS A FUNCTION OF SOCIAL DISTANCE

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how exchange
relations involving Mountain Pima social groups vary* as a function
of kinship, residence and occupation. My approach will be to analyze
the socio-economic alliances that exist between families who exchange
many kinds of goods, including special favors and hospitalities. It
is hypothesized that these alliances are likely to result in general
ized reciprocity to the extent that the participant families share
close ties of kinship. Another hypothesis to be tested is that these
alliances imply somewhat different obligations depending on the resi
dential and occupational context of the exchange*
Although the concept of an alliance of families is appropriate
for most exchange relations involving only Pimas, transactions between
Piraas and Blancos, which are chiefly of a commercial nature, usually
concern Individuals rather than families. Ethnic identification may
still be an important factor in buyer-seller or worker-employer rela
tionships, but such contracts rarely structure in any significant way
relations between the other members of the principals' families.
Since few of the social linkages that bind Pima families into close
alliances bridge the two ethnic groups, social distance is greater
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and many more cases of negative reciprocity can be expected when Pimas
engage in exchanges with Blancos.
I will follow a scheme of exposition much like that of Chapter
3# The various kinds of communities in which Mountain Fimas reside
are discussed in the same order; the rancho, the paraje, the tradi
tional Indian town of Maycoba, the ranching town of Ye'cora, the two
sawmills of La Tijera and Las Cuevitas and, finally, the lowland
cities and towns, particularly the area of Ciudad Obregdh. The pat
terns of reciprocity exhibited by the Mountain Pimas who live in these
different communities are discussed from several viewpoints. In each
case, the reciprocal exchanges which occur between Pimas is compared
with those that involve both Pimas and Blancos. The exchange paradigm
is also used to analyze the important links between Pima groups living
apart.
It should be pointed out that there is a definite bias in the
data in favor of subsistence activities. One of the basic assump
tions of this study is that subsistence or occupation determines
social interaction.
The Importance of Exchange Relations in Rancho Economics
Complete economic self-sufficiency is unusual for a rancho
family. My estimate (based on a survey of 30 households) is that 70
percent of the Pimas who derive income from agriculture lack one or
more essential items of capital. Because they do not have adequate
land of good quality, most Pimas are unable to produce food supplies
for the entire year, much less realize surpluses that can be sold for
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cash. Others are without draft animals, plows or even seed. In order
to make up these deficiencies, the rancho Fimas must turn to alter
native sources of capital. One strategy is to pool resources with
another family, and to split the proceeds into equal shares. This at
least assures that the available arable land will be put into produc
tion. Another alternative is to strike a bargain with a Blanco
rancher, whereby the Fima agrees to contribute his labor and land in
return for draft animals and seed money. Theoretically, the results
of this partnership are also distributed equally between the Fima and
the Blanco. Due to the land shortage, a majority of the Fimas are
ultimately forced to pursue adjunct laboring occupations. By this
expedient they can earn enough income to carry them through once food
reserves have been depleted. The wages earned by the Fimas also
supply them with the money needed to finance a new crop.
A great many economic activities of the rancho provide oppor
tunities for reciprocity with those outside the immediate family.
The most important activity is the growing of staple crops such as
maize, beans and squash. Of secondary importance are wheat and pota
toes. Each year, when a Fima begins the preparation of his fields,
he must decide whether or not to plant a libre, i.e., without the
assistance of a partner who has rights to half the harvest. If he
lacks necessary capital and still wants to plant a libre, he must try
to borrow from near kin. The possibility of obtaining a free loan of
capital from another Pima is restricted by a number of factors. In
regard to money, those Fimas who are in a position to finance a crop
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of maize or beans cannot afford to do so without realizing a share of
the profits. Thus, one might contribute funds to a partner so that
he can plant on shares (a mediae see below), but not so he can plant
a libre. The loaning of land without interest does occur, however,
within a limited circle of kin, Ky informants reported 1$ such cases
which took place in the four year period between 1?65> and 196?, I
cannot state that this sample is definitely representative of the
total, since undoubtably there were many more land exchanges for which
I have no data. Seven recorded cases concerned the temporary transfer
of land (for one growing season only) between brothers or halfbrothers. Six others involved uncles and nephews, or uncles and
nieces' husbands. In two instances, land was turned over to a compadre for his use, and the remaining case of land transfer occurred
between first cousins. The lending of oxen or mules as draft animals,
which are quite scarce, is seldom found outside the paternal or
sibling relationship.
The need to acquire scarce agricultural factors results in
the formation of temporary partnerships between families who jointly
exploit the land according to a system known as planting a medias.
Usually, just two families are involved, although three may occasion
ally join efforts. Data for 196$ and 1967-68 indicate that, on the
average, ho percent of the rancho families farm part or all of their
holding by the a medias system. However, the actual numbers of
planting partnerships which occur each year tends to fluctuate de
pending on climatic conditions, the availability of outside income,

and the population pressure on the land* During periods of drought,
the Pimas are inclined to seek wage work rather than trying to put in
a crop. Land is taken out of production, and there are correspond
ingly fewer opportunities for planting partnerships to form. In times
of normal or heavy rainfall, wage paying Jobs for Pimas have a posi
tive effect on agriculture. Pimas hire out on a part-time basis so
that they acquire seed money and rent for draft animals. Some choose
to work through the planting season, but provide capital to relatives
for a half interest in the results of their agricultural labors.
When jobs are few, Pimas are forced to seek assistance from the
Blancos rather than from others of their own group, and the incidence
of a medias arrangements between Pima families is low. The ratio of
arable land to the number of Pimas wishing to engage in agriculture
is particularly critical. With the encroachments of the Blancos, the
total amount of land cultivated by the Pimas has decreased, while the
institution of planting a medias has become increasingly important.
Only by sharing resources can many Pima families continue to plant.
Which families get together for the purpose of planting a
medias is determined by the distribution of capital resources and by
the degree of kinship that exists between potential partners. Resi
dential patterns are also important, inasmuch as neighbors are more
likely to cooperate than persons who live at a distance from one
another. How these different factors combine to influence the for
mation of agricultural partnerships can best be demonstrated by dis
cussing a number of specific cases. I will therefore describe the
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planting arrangements that occurred at Los Pilares In 1967 and 1?68.
Data will also be included for a number of other ranchos. The advan
tage of concentrating on Los Pilares is that Pima land tenure has al
ready been discussed for this area (see Chapter 3). Moreover, the
documentation on Los Pilares is the most complete.
Several Pima families which own land at Los Pilares live most
of the year in Yecora where they earn between 70 and 80 percent of
their income working for Blancos. During certain times of the year
when key agricultural tasks have to be completed, e.g., late June and
early July when the sowing of summer corn takes place, the male head
of each family and his older unmarried sons try to be in Los Pilares,
or they enter into an arrangement with a full-time resident of Los
Pilares whereby the latter performs most of the physical labor. One
of the Yecora based families which plants in Los Pilares i3 that of
Leonardo Duarte Ortiz, who has worked his fields on an a medias basis
for the last 1U years. The first 11 years be worked in partnership
with his father and, after the death of the latter, Leonardo planted
with various patrilineal relatives. Leonardo's occupational career,
like that of other Pimas, has also included long periods of work at
several mines and sawmills, as well as employment on the large farms
and ranches of the west Sonoran lowlands.
In 1967, Leonardo lent approximately one and a half acres to
his father's brother Antonio Duarte Rodriguez so that he could put
in a crop of maize and squash. The remaining half acre owned by
Leonardo was put to fallow. Being without arable land, Leonardo
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arranged with the son of his father's sister, Manuel Lau Duarte, to
share in the cultivation and profits of one of Manuel's nearby fields,
which covered about two thirds of an acre* This was convenient for
Leonardo because he could not afford to take leave from his wage
paying jobs in Y^cora in order to plant in Los Pilares. Manuel lived
at Los Pilares throughout the year and was available to do the plant
ing and periodic weeding. He also had the use of a plow and two oxen
which belonged to his father Jos^ Lau Coyote. Leonardo's contribution
was ten liters of seed corn worth 2$ pesos and about a liter of various
squash seeds*

He also gave several decaliters of beans to Manuel,

who turned them over to a nephew Frein Duarte Lau for planting a
medias. The harvesting of the maize crop was supposed to be a joint
effort, but Manuel was away hunting and Leonardo went ahead and picked
his partner's share for him. Each of them realized about five decali
ters on their investment.
The reasons for Leonardo and Manuel getting together for the
purpose of planting a medias were not only economic. The two were
close blood relatives and compadres*

Manuel was also a distant cousin

of Leonardo's wife Amalla. Thus, there existed a number of kinship
bonds between Leonardo's family and Manuel, who was a widower without
living children. Such a relationship may in some cases be sufficient
reason for two persons to plant a medias*

Both Leonardo and Manuel

observed, as did several other Pimas, that it was "good to plant with
one's relatives, even when it's not really necessary."
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The Pima practice of planting a madias is strikingly similar
to another form of cooperation in agriculture, that of the aparcerla,
which has been described by Julian A. Pitt-Rivers (1961: U3) for a
Sierra town of Lower Andalusia, Spain.
In theory it is the co-operation of two men, each of whom has
something to offer, but who lacks either the time or the
material to venture on the undertaking alone. The man who
needs grain to sow seeks a partner rather than pay for it and
risk its loss if the year turns out badlyj the man who needs
labour because he is himself engaged in other work (or
expects to be) makes an aparceri'a rather than pay the money
of a daily wage. So that the system has the aspect of an
insurance policy.... It is nevertheless frequently difficult
to see why a man has accepted to exploit his land in this
way other than to render neighborly service, repay a favor
or cement a friendship. He may well be a partner in an
aparceri!a on his own land, and at the same time upon the land
of another. Moreover, he may also subdivide his share in the
enterprise, bringing in an additional partner.
In addition to his partnership with Manuel Lau, Leonardo
planted on an equal share basis with Frein; Manuel was also a party to
this arrangement, contributing the beans given him by Leonardo. The
latter added another three decaliters worth

pesos. Wage work had

been difficult for Frein to get and, like the other residents of Los
Pilares, he lacked money and opportunity to b\y seed. What he did
have was about two acres of land suitable for beans. Inasmuch as he
regularly assisted his grandfather Jose Lau in planting, the oxen and
plow used by Manuel were also available to him. Thus, Frein sowed the
beans with some help from Manuel, and collected half the crop or 12
decaliters. Four of these he turned over to Manuel as his share. All
three contributed some labor to the harvest, although Frein did most
of the work with an assist from a half-brother. Leonardo's
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participation in the picking, thrashing, and winnowing of the beans
was minimal. Since the partnership involved only Fimas, it was ex
pected that each contractant would work at least a short time in the
fields*
One of Leonardo's strategies in entering into a medias agree
ments with Manuel and Frein wa s to obtain a supply of the three
staples in the Pima diet, viz., maize, squash and beans* The amount
of maize sown on the land of Manuel was insufficient for Leonardo,
who made a third a medias agreement with his uncle Juan Bautista
Duarte Rodriguez, He also lived in Yecora but still owned land in
Los Pilares. Leonardo supplied two decaliters of maize and a small
amount of money so that Juan Bautista could buy provisions for the
time he spent in Los Pilares. The planting was done by Juan Bautista
with plow animals borrowed from a local Blanco rancher, while Leonardo
helped only with the harvesting*
Although they had each planted a small amount of maize a
libre, Manuel and Frein decided to cooperate by putting in another
crop of maize. Lacking good land which had not been recently culti
vated in successive years, they received permission from Jose' Lau to
use one of his fields along with his oxen and plow. The same amounts
of seed and labor was contributed by each partner, and the results
were divided in equal shares. The same arrangement existed between
Jose Lau and his grandson Frein, except that the latter performed
most of the labor.
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It should be pointed out that the quality of land available
to the Pimas for planting is highly variable. Most rancho Pimas have
one or several small strips of alluvial soil which can be cultivated
for three and sometimes four years before having to be left inactive
for a period of one to two years. This is the case if a single crop
such as maize is repeatedly grown in the same field. On the other
hand, if a Pima rotates his crops between maize and bean in alternate
years, he may be able to intensively work the same fields for an in
definite time. There is a preference, however, for growing maize,
since land is in short supply and beans can be purchased at low price.
The long-range effect is to remove land from production and make
planting partnerships more important. In addition to the better
fields which occur in the valley bottoms, many Pimas also develop
hillside or hilltop milpas and bean fields which require swidden agri
culture. The rocky soils are cultivated with a hoe and usually pro
duce only one or two crops before they have to be fallowed for an
extremely long period. Scrub oak is often well established by the
time these upland fields (called in the local Spanish dialect
majueches) can again be profitably cultivated. In Los Pilares 30
years ago, when the Pimas had more land and tended to make greater
use of rock shelters as dwellings, some families would periodically
move to a new residence site along a definite circuit as land exhaus
tion forced them to exploit different fields.
Circumstances changed considerably for the Pimas of Los
Pilares in 1968, and the number of a medias partnerships decreased.
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Opportunities for earning wages were more numerous so that there were
fewer Pimas willing to trade their agricultural labor for financing.
Most already had sufficient savings to finance their own planting.
However, Manuel and Frein did join efforts in sowing several fields
of beans and corn. This worked particularly to the advantage of
Frein who had to be away plowing for a nearby Blanco rancher while
Manuel stayed behind to work at Los Pilares. Antonio Duarte was given
the use of about three acres by his brother Juan Bautista, which
Antonio cultivated along with his two sons Martin and Tiofilo. Martin,
who was married, assisted his father at the rancho» and Tiofilo, who
did not have a wife, hired out to a Blanco rancher. The income of
Tiofilo was put into a general fund, and this was his contribution
to the partnership.
During 196f> and 1966, relatively few a medias agricultural
ventures were formed, but this time the reason was primarily climatic
rather than economic. Hainfall in these two years was well below
average, and many Pimas simply did not bother to invest in a crop*
Those who did plant in 1?6£ suffered losses. When the summer rains
again came too late the following year, many were discouraged from
trying another crop. Moreover, the job situation was very depressed
due to the fact that the ELanco ranchers were also being affected by
the drought and had less need to hire Pimas. Money was difficult to
obtain, and few could btjy seed even if they wanted to plant.
A strong Pima bias for establishing agricultural alliances
with close kin can be seen from an analysis of the total sample of
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2h a medias partnerships. (Instances in which sons, married or un

married, planted with their fathers were not counted as part of the
sample for reasons explained later.) In six instances only brothers
or half-brothers were involved. Either paternal or maternal uncles
collaborated with their nephews in five cases, while first cousins
worked together as partners in three cases. There were two examples
of a father-in-law entering into an agricultural venture with his sonin-law, and the same occurred between brothers-in-law on just one
occasion*

My sample also included just one case where a man planted

on equal share basis with his grandson. The remaining six a medias
planting arrangements involved partners more distinctly related to
each other by consanguineal and/or affinal bonds. However, three of
these partnerships were formed by persons who shared a close social
and spiritual relationship by virtue of the fact that they were compadres.
The importance of spatial proximity as a factor in agriculture
cooperation among Pimas is indicated by the fact that 20 of the 2k
cases cited above occurred between families that owned land in the
same paraje. In three of the other four a medias partnerships, the
persons who collaborated in agriculture lived in separate but nearby
parajes of the Maycoba Ejido.
The elements of reciprocity found in agricultural alliances
are both of a generalized and balanced nature. According to the
strict terms of the contract, each party is required to contribute
equal value in labor, material, or some combination of these. In
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actual fact, a balanced exchange is seldom realized, and often not
attempted. A man who is entirely without resources other than his
own labor can frequently count on one of his near kin, particularly
his brothers and paternal uncles, to provide him with an opportunity
to plant on an equal shares basis. An individual may also contribute
more than his partner as a means of paying off some past favor.
As I emphasized earlier, the parties to these Pima agricul
tural alliances are families rather than individuals. From the point
of view of investment, the resources of the whole family are com
mitted to the effort in almost every case. If the wife has any income
from washing clothes for Blancos or selling crafts like baskets and
hats, this is used to purchase materials for planting. An unmarried
son or daughter might also contribute to the family's finances, and
the former frequently substitutes for his father in the field.
Should a man or his sons have to travel a distance in order to work
for several days on the land of a partner and it is not convenient
for them to return home before their tasks have been completed, they
are lodged by the partner and temporarily become part of his commensal
group. As a rule, both families come together at harvest time, and
frequently share the same domicile. If each partner has a wife, the
hearth is used by turns and the food comes out of separate lardersa
Thus, there are two commensal groups or units of consumption which
cooperate closely in agricultural production.
In order to understand the nature of these a medias planting
agreements it must be remembered that they are embedded in a complex
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of social and economic exchanges. The heads of families most likely
to join together in exploiting the same parcel of land are those who
cany on many other kinds of exchange relations, which also involve
their wives and children. One of these is another variant of agri
cultural reciprocity called planting juntos.
The Spanish term juntos translates as 'together,1 and refers
to the Pima practice whereby two persons trade agricultural labor.
They work side by side in one another's fields performing the same
tasks in each case. An individual's share of the profits is the pro
duce which comes from his own land. Piroas who have adjacent fields
are more inclined to plant juntos because of the convenience of
helping each other. Since the rules of inheritance tend to favor
the male agnatic kin, persons who plant juntos are in a majority of
cases members of the same patriline.
One typical use of the juntos system is to develop majueches.
These lands do not ordinarily lend themselves to a medias planting
arrangements because of their small size. Nonetheless, they require
a considerable investment of labor when there are many large trees
to fell. Two Pimas faced with clearing nearby majueches may agree to
assist each other in order to "make the work go faster.H The same
system of mutual assistance is also used in the large fields of the
valley bottoms. The advantages of cultivating in this way are shown
by the following example recorded at Los Pilares in 1968.
Juan Bautista lent about three acres to his brother Antonio
so that the latter could plant. Not far away, Juan Bautista put in
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a crop of his own, and the two brothers cooperated in preparing and
sowing both fields*

By working together, the total number of man

hours required to cultivate the land was reduced. In the spring, when
the initial plowing was carried out, Juan Bautista obtained the use
of draft animals which belonged to a local Blanco rancher, and these
were also put into service by Antonio. A few months later final
plowing and sowing of maize had to be completed, but the Blanco rancher
reneged on his pledge of mules to Juan Bautista. Fortunately, Antonio
was able to rent oxen from another Blanco rancher in whose employ both
he and his sons, Martin and Tiofilo, often worked. As might be ex
pected, Juan Bautista also benefited from the rent of these animals.
Throughout the growing season, Antonio stayed with his sons at Los
Filares, while Juan Bautista made a number of trips to Yecora in order
to fulfill work contracts for several Blancos, During these absences,
Antonio and his sons looked after Juan Bautista's field. In return,
Juan Bautista oarried food supplies back from Yecora where they could
be purchased most cheaply. At Los Pilares, the two older brothers
and Antonio's sons ate together at the house of Juan Bautista. Cooking
was done by the only woman of the group, Martin's wife, and all con
tributed to a common stock of food. The harvesting, like the various
other tasks of cultivation, was accomplished by Antonio and Juan
Bautista working in consort, with each keeping what was picked in
his own field.
In discussing the variations in planting a medias, it was
pointed out that a man's sons, even after they have married, often
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return to the father's rancho in order to participate in a common
agricultural venture# The same practice was described in Chapter 2
regarding some of the Pima mine workers. Actually, this kind of eco
nomic cooperation is not properly an a media3 partnership, and the
Pimas do not apply the term in such cases. The first difference is
that the kin group involved is always the nuclear family or family of
orientation. The land is owned by the father, but heritable interests
are held by the sons. The financing is done on the same basis as a
madias planting, with each member furnishing some part of the produc
tive resources. Sons not able to do the work of cultivation because
of other job commitments can make their contribution by an investment
of money from their wages. Unlike the a medias arrangement, at least
part of the product is consumed by the whole group together. This
unit of production and consumption is also much more lasting than an
a medias partnership. If necessary, the sons continue to assist their
parents after the proceeds of the harvest have been used up. This may
necessitate taking jobs outside the rancho and sending back some por
tion of their income. Thus, such an association among members of the
same family is fairly permanent and. not subject to realignment each
year.
The analysis of reciprocity among the Mountain Pimas has thus
far treated dyadic and triadic relationships between nuclear families
as though they constituted separate elements in the total exchange
system. This is an inaccurate picture, for these linkages of recipro
cal exchange are not independent of one another. The basis on which
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two families decide to cooperate may be their relation to a third
party. To take just one example of many, Leonardo and Alberto, the
sons-in-law of Leonardo's uncle Antonio, traded labor at harvest time
in early November, 1967* Alberto was working on behalf of Antonio,
who could not himself pick his crop of maize because a Blanco had
hired him to do work elsewhere. For this favor, Antonio agreed to
give Alberto a small share of the harvest. Leonardo had already lent
Antonio the land so he could plant, and the aid he extended to Alberto
was a further extension of assistance to his uncle. What this and
other cases like it demonstrate is that the mutual exchange of agri
cultural resources creates not simple and independently formed associ
ations of a few families each but a large nexus of families among whom
these goods regularly circulate.
Subsistence agriculture is only one aspect of rancho economics,
albeit the most important. Many other items enter into the reciprocity
relationships by which Pima families exchange goods with one another.
The trading of hospitalities has a particularly high social and utili
tarian value. The Mountain Pirnas are extremely mobile within their
own range. The average rancho Pima makes frequent trips on foot
lasting several days or more which take him many miles from home. The
purpose of these trips is usually to earn some extra money, but sup
plies, attend a fiesta or simply to visit. One week an individual may
be planting in his fields, and the next working for a rancher located
a considerable distance away. This may be followed by a stint of work
at a sawmill or a Blanco town. Several times during the year, Pimas

travel to different parts of the Sierra in search of medicinal and
other useful plants. All this moving around would be very difficult
if the Mountain Pimas did not have friends and relatives on whom to
depend for lodging and a few meals when they are away from the rancho.
Most Pimas are willing to provide these hospitalities for their
acquaintances and distant kin on an occasional basis. Between many
families there is an unspoken understanding that each can count on
the other to proffer this kind of help whenever they are in the area.
Such understandings can almost be assumed to exist in cases where
brothers reside in different places. Other persons who customarily
exchange hospitalities are uncles and their nephews, first cousins,
in-laws and compadres. The general rule is that a visitor will stay
with the family to which he is most closely related. When an indi
vidual shows up after a long absence at a household where he expects
to be invited for a meal or receive an offer of lodging, be usually
brings a half kilo of coffee beans, some cigarettes, a bag of candy
for the children, or some other present. If he is to stay a long
time, the guest usually has to help share the costs of his own food,
since the Pimas seldom have a surplus that they can afford to spend
on entertaining#

Repayment in kind for these visits can be and often

is long deferred. Between families which are particularly close both
in terms of kin ties and friendship, there is a high tolerance for
continued one-way exchanges. For instance, in a sibship of three
brothers it may happen that one of them, who is economically better
off than the rest, consistently extends hospitality to the other two
brothers even though they cannot reciprocate.
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The same patterns of hospitality enable the Mountain Pirnas to
maintain the social contacts which are so important to them. Being a
dispersed population, they must do a good deal of traveling even if
they wish to occasionally visit only their near kin. The Pimas are
especially on the move at two times during the year, October the lith
and Easter Week. Many visit the town of Maycoba or drop in at other
ranchos for the purpose of celebrating these important fiestas with
relatives. Finding a place to stay in Maycoba may prove difficult
because so many are in search of shelter. As many as three or four
families are sometimes crowded into a one room house at night. For
this privilege a visiting Pima family will have to pay a small rent
if they are not immediate kin of the householder. However, most Pimas
do find shelter where they can stay without cost, even if it is only
a brush ramada or front porch.
During both of these fiestas, the men gather in small groups
to drink and pass the time. Their wives also visit with one another,
but drinking is not one of their activities. The make-up of these
groups is determined by kinship and generational level. Brothers,
first cousins and compadres associate most readily. At the October
llth fiesta, the rules of companionship demand that each member of the
group spend his out-of-the-pocket money on beer and food for all.
Mescal is also purchased if bootleggers make it available. Money as
such is rarely lent by one Pima to another outside of the nuclear
family, but a direct gift of a few pesos to a compadre is not un
common during important celebrations. When an individual provides
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finances for an a medias planting venture, his contribution is made in
the form of seed and, sometimes, food for his partner. One almost
never turns over cash to another person so that he can do the buying.
The same applies to planting juntos and other kinds of exchanges
described below. In other words, the items involved in reciprocities
among the Mountain Pimas are seldom monetary.
In Chapter 3, the role of Pima godparents at the baptism of
their godchild on October ^th was briefly mentioned. The immediate
obligations of the godparents are quite limited. They sometimes pay
the small fee for registering the child, donate a few candles for
the altar in the church, or give some item of baptismal clothing so
that the neophyte will look more presentable. After the ceremony, the
compadres treat each other to refreshments.
The patterns of drinking and gift exchange are somewhat more
formal during Easter Week. Every family tries to save enough maize in
order to make a large batch of tesqUino, although this may not be pos
sible in really difficult years. The fariseos (see Chapter 3) are
treated to this brew and sometimes given food whenever they show up
at the houses of Pimas begging nourishment. This happens during the
fariseos' vigil from Wednesday afternoon of Easter Week to the morning
of Holy Saturday. The offering of tesgiiino to all visitors is standard
practice. The small drinking groups of Pimas make a concerted effort
at becoming inebriated by toasting one another out of their own stocks.
After the supply of tesgiiino runs out, they buy beer from the Blancos
if they have the money to spend. Again, it is the Pimas with better
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jobs or larger, more productive ranchos that bear most of the expense.
It is the custom for compadres who have not visited together for some
time to exchange small gifts of prepared food such as pots of fried
potatoes or fideo^ a sort of heavy noodle soup seasoned with onions
and a small amount of tomato sauce. These are only some of the special
considerations too numerous to list which the Pimas extend to their
special friends and close kin at the time of Easter and the October
Uth feastday of San Francisco. Without help it would not be economi
cally feasible for many Pima families to celebrate in Maycoba.
Just as the exchange of hospitalities enables the Mountain
Pimas to be spatially mobile, the daily problems of surviving on the
rancho require that many additional kinds of reciprocal giving come
into play. The more a Pima tries to subsist without the wages paid
by Blancos, the greater need he has to exchange goods with his rela
tives and neighbors. The rancho is to a large extent still outside
the money economy. Consequently, it would be difficult for a person
to convert his small increments of non-monetary income into items
which are of immediate value to bis family if there were not others
willing to supply these things through some kind of trade. A family
short of wheat flour may be able to acquire what they need from scane
other Pima by offering, say, wild honey or some herb collected in the
country. By the same arrangement beans can be converted into maize,
maize into shortening, and so on.
Trade on a quid pro quo basis with an immediate balancing of
the exchange can occur between any two Pimas who know each other, but
repayment often has to be put off for an indefinite time and this
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assumes a close relationship between the principals. A hunter who has
bagged a large animal usually distributes the meat among his relatives.
He cannot preserve the whole carcass, but he can exchange the meat
surplus for other more storable goods. Many times the recipients are
not able to give an equal return right away. As an alternative, they
may elect to pay back the hunter by supplying him with a liter or two
of beans from time to time or by providing him an occasional meal.
Deer meat can also be sold to Blancos for about 21; pesos per kilo.
Less salable game eaten by the Pimas include peccary and coatamundi.
Turkeys, bandtailed pigeons and squirrels have too little meat to be
worth marketing. Cattle are sometimes butchered by the Pimas, but
they have greater value as sale animals. A Pima who has received
several kilos of cheese as wages from a Blanco will probably want to
turn a part of it into some other good by giving shares to relatives
who will be expected to reciprocate later. This can operate like a
banking system where a person saves up credits for the future. At
various times, the exchange flows back and forth, and there is seldom
any attempt to achieve an exact balancing of the 'ledger.' Out of 10$
documented cases of balanced reciprocity lasting over a period of a
month or more, 80 percent were concluded within the same paraje. The
principals were, without exception, compadres, affines and/or consanguineal kin. The proportion of the different kinship dyads
(brother-brother, uncle-nephew, etc.) was approximately the same as
for the a medias partnerships. This result stems from the fact that
families which tend to plant together are also often involved in many
other types of balanced reciprocity.
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A point tbat should be emphasized is that balanced and gener
alized reciprocity are processes by -which the Mountain Piroas redis
tribute their scarce resources among themselves. If the rancho Pimas
were unwilling to trade or lend such things as land, draft animals,
plows and so on, almost every family would find it difficult to sur
vive. Complete self-sufficiency is rare. Even the need to procure
what are for us commonly owned objects like a hammar and nails, a
machete, or a pack saddle at some time forces all rancho Pimas to
cooperate with other related families.
One way for a Pima to earn part of bis income is to haul wood
for sale to the Blancos at five pesos a burro load. A good working
burro is hard to come by, and should one's animal die the cost of
replacement is high. Everyone in the Sierra country, both Blancos
and Pimas, quote the same prices. For a sturdy beast which readily
carries heavy loads long distances, the putative sale price is a
hundred pesos*

Others of lower quality are said to cost correspond

ingly lessei Ancsdnts. The problem with trying to buy a good burro is
that they are seldom sold for these prices because of their value and
scarcity. About the only time they are available is when the owner
is in urgent need of money, and then the full amount is required. A
rancho Pima who wants to buy such an animal cannot usually raise the
entire sum, especially if the price asked exceeds what is customarily
regarded as fair. His only hope is if a brother, uncle or compadre
has an extra burro which can be bought on time. (A Pima has the free
use of his father's animals so long as the latter does not need them
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for bis own purposes.) Frequently, a bargain is struck whereby part
of the payment can be made in crops. The amount asked by the seller
is the customarily stated price, which is below what he could probably
get from a Blanco.
Through economic cooperation involving balanced reciprocity,
the rancho Pimas are able to take better advantage of Blanco markets
for their crafts. Baskets and hats woven of palm by the women can
bring in much needed additional income, but the palm fiber is diffi
cult to obtain and many Pima women are often without a supply. A
very few men still make the long trip to the tierra caliente around
Guisamopa in order to bring back these materials. Those who do go
usually have agreements with several female relatives (sisters,
sisters-in-law, aunts, nieces, etc.) whereby they supply the women
with palm fiber and receive half the proceeds from the sale of the
baskets and hats. The Pimas have need for these items also and, if
they are not sold, the persons who provided the palm will be recom
pensed in some other way, with the terms of repayment being quite
flexible.
Because their subsistence margin is small, it is always dif
ficult for the Mountain Pimas to practice generalized reciprocity in
its pure form. Even a modest gift of food or money is regarded as
burdensome if there is little chance of recouping at a later date.
A high degree of social solidarity is therefore necessary before one
Pima will extend assistance to another in an entirely disinterested
way. Those eligible for help in times of real need are the immediate

kin with whom friendly relations have been continuously maintained
over a long period. Seasonal hunger is something to which a majority
of Pimas must accustom themselves. A smaller number of families are
incapable of obtaining adequate sustenance for most of the year, and
it is this group that will receive help from their almost equally
poor relatives. Aged persons with insignificant incomes can count
on their children and grandchildren for some sort of support, usually
in the form of provisions or a little money. In most cases, a man is
inclined to help a brother who has become disabled, or his wife's
sister whose husband has deserted the family. The aid given consists
of whatever food surpluses the donor family might have at the time,
e.g., a half kilo of sugar, a package of soup noodles, a can of fish,
etc. Outside the family alliances of siblings and offspring of sib
lings, free gifts of food repeated over a period of time are much
less common.
Other crises such as birth, illness and death also call for
the exercise of generalized reciprocity. The older women are well
experienced as midwives, and readily assist at the delivery of a
relative's child. Most often an expectant mother need not look out
side her family of orientation for whatever help she needs. Otherwise,
an aunt or female cousin will serve as midwife and, probably, as
temporary cook for the family of the newborn, A Pima's family
alliances are of particular advantage in times of illness. If the
afflicted person lacks one of the herbal remedies such as chuchupate,
matarike or laurel, it will be supplied by a relative. Certain Pimas
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are respected for their knowledge of how to treat physical ailments,
and are consulted by persons with whom they already carry on recipro
cal exchanges. There is no charge for this service, but the Pimas who
are asked for their medical advice gain considerable prestige. Minor
operations like the setting of broken limbs are sometimes performed
by these native experts. Anything more complicated is left to a
Blanco doctor or unlicensed curandero. The cost of medical attention
provided by non-Indians often exceeds the ability of the Pima to pay.
Under these circumstances, the family of the patient can try to raise
the money by petitioning their closest relatives. This course of
action is frequently unsuccessful because most Pimas cannot afford a
contribution, and the only other alternative is to ask charity of the
Blancos in Ye'cora.
The funerary practices of the Mountain Pimas have undergone a
good deal of simplification in recent decades. When they were more
prosperous cattle raisers, the bereaved family would slaughter a beef
and feast a wide circle of relatives and acquaintances both before and
after the burial. The closest relatives, especially the deceased's
offspring and sibling group, donated casket and shroud material, and
helped at every step of the interment, including the work of digging
the grave. If the deceased lived near Maycoba, the burial took place
in the town's graveyard after a short prayer service at the mission
church, where candles and flowers are placed by the same relatives.
Now that the Pimas have lost a large part of their herds, the slaughter
of cattle for the wake is happening less often. Some food is prepared
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for guests even if it is only tortillas and beans, while the men drink
whatever intoxicating beverages they can obtain. There is also a
tendency away from any sort of church ceremony, and the acquisition
of burial materials is posing a greater problem because of the wide
spread poverty among the Mountain Pimas.
The Negative Sanctioning of Reciprocity Violations
Among the Rancho Pimas
The primary sanction against a person violating his obliga
tions in a situation of reciprocity with another Pima is the threat
of being placed outside the system of economic exchanges upon which
one is forced to depend for certain purposes.

Unless a rancho Pima

is completely self-sufficient, he must at least cooperate with hi3
closest cognatic kin. Repeated failure to fulfill the terms of re
ciprocal agreements, whether they are tacit or openly declared,
results in the breaking of family alliances and the full or partial
isolation of the offending party. Conversely, a person who consis
tently meets his responsibilities to other Pimas enjoys the advantage
of being part of a wide network of alliances which can be called into
use whenever the need arises*
Thus far, I have discussed examples of when and under what
circumstances the rancho Pimas enter into explicit agreements to co
operate in their agricultural work. The motivations for these agree
ments are principally economic. Families trade resources in order to
make up what they lack separately. The a mediae type of planting
venture has the widest application, since the partners need not be
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close relatives, although this is most often the case. The two
practices of planting juntos and of lending capital resources such as
land and draft animals on a rent free basis occur within a much
smaller circle of relatives. Associated with these basic patterns of
exchange are many other types of reciprocity which also achieve the
effect of redistributing scarce goods among allied Pima families.
The consequences of not following the rules in these exchanges are
difficult to study for the reason that violations are uncommon and
not easily documented. The social solidarity that exists prior to
the formation of particular exchange relationships helps insure that
the contract will be honored by all parties. When violations do
occur, it is seldom a subject for discussion outside of the families
affected. Only the most flagrant breaches of the rules become gener
ally known, and these do not represent all types of cases.
In six cases where one of the participants in an a mediaa
planting venture neglected to complete bis part of the bargain, the
association was never repeated. Moreover, the offending party was
unable to establish an a medias partnership with any other Pima, and
the possibility of planting juntos with a relative wa3 also ruled

out. In the two instances involving brothers, many other reciprocity
relationships remained in effect, such as the exchange of hospitalities
and the occasional giving of free gifts. However, the risks of taking
a second chance on the brother who had failed as a planting partner
were too great, inasmuch as this would jeopardize a good part of the
other family's income.
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Disputes over land and cattle have always been a source of
serious strain on Pima family alliances. Depending on the gravity of
the issue and the relationship of the disputants, the process of
settlement involves one or several steps. In most instances, the
family heads are able to decide fault and work out just compensation
without outside help. If this does not happen, the issue is sometimes
referred to the Pima officials in Maycoba, A Pima has the additional
option of addressing his complaint to Blanco legal authorities, but
this is unlikely to produce any good effect.
One of the many threats to a Pima's crops are the cattle,
horses, burros and other large grazing animals kept both by the Pimas
and the BLancos, The only permanent protection against the foraging
of livestock is adequate fencing. The Blancos enclose their pasture
lands with barbed wire, but are rather careless about maintaining
the fences which skirt the fields of the Pimas, Early summer is a
time of extremely poor pasturage and, should a Blanco's cows or other
livestock ravage the young corn plants of a neighboring Pima, concern
is felt only by the victim. This forces the Pima to either put up
fences of his own, often an expensive and time consuming task, or walk
the fences of the rancher, making repairs where necessary. The Pimas
who keep livestock are expected to contain them, although this is not
always done. For added security, most Pimas erect some sort of bar
rier to keep out grazing animals, Where Pimas plant in steep-sided
canyons, only the points of access need to be blocked.
When livestock belonging to a Pima extensively damages the
crops of another Pima, some restitution is expected of the former.
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The heads of families get together and decide what is to be done. A
typical settlement is for the person who owned the animals to supply
about half the seed needed for a replanting. If it is too late in the
season for this, a straight settlement of so many liters of corn or
some other staple is made. The possibility of working out the details
of a settlement strictly between the families involved is enhanced by
the fact that they are usually relatives as well as neighbors living
in the same paraje. In a small number of cases, the Pima Gobernador
will be called in to help mediate the dispute, but he can wield little
more than moral authority. Not all disputes are successfully arbi
trated, and about ten percent of the claims go unsatisfied.
A more serious breach of property rights is for a Pima to un
lawfully take the livestock of another. Two informants reported
several instances where persons put the oxen of their neighbors to
the yoke without first asking permission. They were said to have done
this out of desperation for plow beasts, which were unavailable on
either a free loan or rent basis. After being faced with the accom
plished fact, the owners of the animals accepted a payment of rent in
the form of crops. Hard feelings continued for a time between the
families involved, but in almost all cases friendly relations were
eventually reestablished. The stealing of livestock for slaughter or
sale has also occurred. A few Fimas have been known to sell the
entire herds of their deceased parents, including the inheritance of
other siblings... Little was done to prevent the loss of these animals,
most of which were bought by Blanco ranchers at prices well below the
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market level. The Pimas wishing to sell were motivated by a desire
for quick cash so that they could either give up rancho life and leave
the area or have money to spend on mescal and good times. Bty dis
posing of the animals in this manner, they forfeited the rights to
any land that they might have received as part of their patrimony.
Understandably, the siblings who were denied any share of the live
stock did express great anger over the affair. It is interesting,
however, that in two of the three cases that I was able to follow up,
brothers who had quarreled bitterly over the illegal sale of their
parents1 herd were eventually able to resolve their disagreement to
the point where they could again cooperate in planting a medias and
extend help to one another on a generalized basis. One offender con
tinued to show irresponsibility in his reciprocal relationships with
his other brothers, and was for this reason cut off from any further
assistance. As one of the brothers related to me, "he ^the prodigal
siblinj[7 stayed drunk for most of a year on the money given him by
the Blancos for my father's cattle. "When he had spent all the money
and was absolutely broke, he came to me for food and a place to sleep,
I helped him and even gave him seed so that he could plant a medias
on my land. But my brother didn't do his work right. The maize was
planted wrong, he was too lazy to do the weeding, and the crop was a
failure. Now, he can help himself,"
Mien someone steals livestock belonging to a Pima outside the
family, the repurcussions are to an extent dependent upon pre-existing
alliances. Supposing that a nephew were to take a cow f*om one of his
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father's brothers and sell it to a Blanco, the man whose cow was taken
would first try to recover the loss from the father of the culprit#
If it was at all possible for the father to replace the stolen animal,
very likely this would be done. Since the persons involved share a
close bond of kinship, even partial restitution would be accepted by
the victim, provided complete payment was beyond the means of those
making the settlement. Thus, an inferior cow might be substituted
for the one that was stolen, or most of the sale price returned to
the owner. It is also possible that a destitute family suffering
acutely from hunger will slaughter a beef of some relative rather
than risk robbing a Blanco. The likelihood that repayment will ever
be made by those who did the taking is very slight. Nonetheless, a
complaint is seldom lodged with the Indian officials in Maycoba when
the loss is not too great and the disputing families were on good
terms up until the time of the theft. The only recourse for the vic
tim is to take greater precautions in the future in order to prevent
a reoccurrence, such as being more vigilant. The injury is not
quickly forgotten, however, and reciprocal exchanges between the
families involved cease, at least for a while. The theft of several
head of livestock would require the arbitration of the Gobemador or
the Presidente of the Ejido. 'An outside opinion is also often needed
when the parties to the dispute are, at most, only distantly related.
In order for a Pima to press criminal charges, the ELancos have to be
called in, since arrests and investigations are handled through the
officials at Yecora and the Blanco comisario at Maycoba. This the
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Flmas do not want. In order to avoid the intrusion of the Blancos,
there is always pressure applied by the whole Pima community for a
settlement strictly among themselves. Fortunately, serious thefts
are a rarity.
Livestock are replaceable, even if expensive. Land, which is
a more basic resource, cannot ordinarily be bought by a Pima, since
families are unwilling to sell or the asking price is too high. Thus,
once control over a parcel of land passes out of the hands of its
Pima owner due to an illegal seizure, its replacement is a near im
possibility. Such losses are a serious matter, and disputes over
land can escalate to the point where appeal is made to Blanco authori
ties.
With good crop land at his disposal, a Pima has an assured
income, albeit a rather small one. There is great reluctance, there
fore, to relinquish this security by permanently surrendering rights
in the land. This is true even when a Pima decided to pursue a wage
paying occupation or move to another paraje, If a person decides to
leave one or several of his fields unused for a long period of time,
i.e., more than three years, he will give some relative permission to
work his land rent free. By keeping the fields in use, encroachments
by outsiders are prevented. Whenever the absence of the owner is
prolonged, the user has a tendency to depend on these new lands for
the support of the family. If it appears that these use rights will
not be reclaimed any time soon, say for seven or eight years, the
holder of the usufruct may make a number of capital investments, such
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as by erecting a new house, putting up fences, planting fruit trees,
developing a garden, etc. Having made these investments, a person is
liable to assume a proprietary attitude towards the land on which they
stand, and will resist eviction. A majority of Pimas who leave their
fields for several successive years in order to work at jobs that pay
wages never return for the purpose of planting, although some individ
uals have been known to again take up subsistence agriculture after a
hiatus of 20 years. Land which has been placed in the keeping of the
father, a brother, uncle, or father-in-law can be reclaimed without
much difficulty. If this would cause some inconvenience for the tem
porary holder of the usufruct, an a medias partnership can be worked
out so that both parties realize income from the land. Five cases
were brought to my attention wherein families who had loaned their
lands on a long term basis entertained a wish to reassert their rights,
but did not press their claims openly. This was because the claimants'
land needs were not acute, since they had other reserves, were already
planting a medias elsewhere, or had the free loan of land from other
relatives. Oral testimony was given on three cases in which unsuc
cessful attempts were made to recover land that had been placed under
the control of another Pima family. In two instances compadres were
involved, and in the other brothers-in-law disputed over land. No
final resolution was achieved, even though the Pima officials in
Maycoba were asked to intervene. As previously mentioned, one
claimant went so far as to petition Blanco legal authorities in
HermosiHo, and obtained an order for the recovery of his land from
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a compactre. Since there was no local official, Pima or Blanco, wil
ling to enforce the order, it did the holder little good. According
to one explanation, the lack of cooperation on the part of the Gobernador was due to the fact that he was the brother-in-law of the
defendant.
Long-standing enmities between Pimas arising from disputes
over land, cattle and even women sometimes erupt into violent con
flict. Although the underlying cause may be the serious breach of a
reciprocal agreement, the precipitating incident is usually an argu
ment which develops during a heavy bout of drinking. Fights resulting
in only minor damage to the belligerents, such as a bloody nose or
hurt pride, are not matters for official concern. It is up to the
families of the opposing parties to work out their differences. When
a serious injury requiring medical attention is sustained by the
victim of an attack, a claim for the cost of such treatment is lodged
against the family of the aggressor. Appeal may be made to the Gobernador to intercede in the affair, but because be is powerless to levy
legal sanctions independently of the Blancos, the case is sometimes
referred directly to the president of Ydcora. A fine is then imposed
on the guilty party, and a portion of the money collected is used to
pay any medical expenses incurred by the injured person. Some Pimas
lack the courage to approach the Blanco officials in Y^cora and,
unless the Pima Gobernador is willing to make a report, a crime as
serious as homicide may go unpunished*
The disposition of a knifing case involving two Pimas points
up some of the things which tend to discourage appeals to Blanco legal
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authority. At a rancho about ten miles distant from Yecora, a
tesguino party came to an end when a Pima used a knife in an unpro
voked attack on his maternal uncle. The uncle sustained a wound which
needed medical attention. This was reported by the victim's son to
the President of Yecora, Who f\ned the aggressor 980 pesos. Most of
this money went to pay the doctor who treated the wound. Up to this
point, the Pimas involved were satisfied with the handling of the
case, but subsequent developments proved less desirable. For some tirae
a contingent of federal soldiers had been stationed in Yecora, One of
their duties was to round up the firearms that were in the possession
of "irresponsible" members of the civilian population. The knifing
incident was reported by the Blancos to the teniente in charge of the
troops, with the result that three rifles (two .22 caliber arms and
one .I4l-«U0) belonging to the relatives of the victim were confiscated.
The justification given by the teniente for the confiscation was that
acts of vengeance might thereby be prevented. Actually, such an occur
rence was unlikely since accounts had been settled, and the seizure of
the rifles was seen by the Pimas as being totally unjustified. One
Pima was particularly hurt by the loss of his rifle. Meat hunting was
for him an Important source of income.
Reciprocal Relations between the Pimas and Blancos of Maycoba
Not more than one Pima family in five is able in good years to
grow a surplus of crops which can be sold on the market. The other
families either- just get by or must supplement their income with wages
paid by the Blancos. For those in the last category, the part-time
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employment provided by the ranchers is frequently critical to their
survival# At seven or eight large ranches, a few Pimas can find
steady work for about nine months out of the year, and almost all of
the Blancos take on additional Pima laborers during peak work seasons.
The kinds of jobs and rates of pay offered the Pimas set them
them apart as a special occupational group. When it comes to building
stone fences, cleaning out corrals, cutting and packing in firewood
from the hills, driving cattle to market and many other tasks of a
menial sort, the Pimas receive little competition from Blancos* Most
of the non-Indians who reside in the Maycoba area either own substan
tial cattle herds or are employed as overseers by the big ranchers.
A smaller number of Blanco families earn their livelihood by raising
a few head of stock and by planting one or several hectares of land.
Jobs perfoimed by Pimas are almost always disdained by even the
poorest Blancos because of comparatively low pay, which is less than
that received for the same work at other places like Y^cora, and also
because of the stigma attached to jobs ordinarily relegated to the
Inditos.
The economic relationships between a Pima and his patron or
boss are many faceted, and not limited to the trading of labor for
wages. Pimas in the permanent hire of Blancos generally do not have
sufficient resources to be independent agricultural producers. Their
connections with the more powerful ranchers provide them with not only
supplementary cash incomes, but also draft animals and seed for
planting, critical items which could not be obtained in any other way.
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Possibly 70 percent or more of the Pimas who are regularly employed
by Blanco ranchers enter into a kind of a medias planting partnership
with their patrones each year. The terms of these partnerships are
much less to the advantage of the Pimas than if they were putting in
crops with the assistance of relatives. The demands which the ELancos
place on the Pimas are, by comparison, quite harsh. The Pimas seldom
retain as much as half the proceeds, even though they contribute all
of the land and labor. As a defense, they may understate the size of
the harvest in an attempt to receive a greater share of the profits.
In other words, inter-ethnic planting agreements typically result in
negative reciprocity.
One condition of these partnerships involving Pimas and
ELancos is that the planting is always done on the land of the former.
In this way, the Blancos effectively increase the amount of arable land
which they can exploit without having to bear the cost of soil deple
tion, The Pimas may plant in the fields of the Blancos, but only as
hired hands. All of the physical work, from the spring plowing to
the fall harvest, is performed by the Pimas, while the Blancos con
tribute the seed. The plowing is customarily done with the draft
animals of the Blancos, but the Pimas make an additional payment for
this privilege by allowing their fields to be used after the harvest
as pasturage for the Blanco partner's livestock. The increase of
range is of particular value to the Blanco in times of low rainfall
and poor grazing. This arrangement also improves the land but, if
the Pima has animals of his own which need pasturage, the competition
may prove economically disadvantageous.
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A factor which tends to undermine the economic self-sufficiency
of the Pimas, forcing them to seek the aid of Blancos, is the market
price cycle for agricultural products. At harvest, the supplies of
foodstuffs are at their highest and prices are low. Unfortunately for
the Pimas, they cannot afford to withhold any of their surplus from
the market, and may even have to sell next year's seed. Later in the
year when beans, maize and other staples are relatively more scarce
and the prices have adjusted upwards, the Pimas must purchase the food
and seed crops which they earlier had to sell in a buyer's market.
The income from wage work, when it is available, often does not make
up the difference. Consequently, a Pima may turn to his Blanco patrrfn,
who will provide him with the necessities for a high rate of interest.
If the Pima also plants a medias with his patron, as is usually done,
the latter is paid back out of the Pima's share of the harvest. The
procedure, then, is for the Blanco to take $0 percent of the produce
and most of the remainder. For instance, one Pima reported that, out
of fi>0 decaliters of maize and ISO decaliters of beans, all but a
single carga of maize (ten decaliters) was taken by the patron who
had financed the planting. Half the crop was owed as payment for the
B3.anco's investment. Beyond this, the Pima's share was heavily en
cumbered due to advances of food and other supplies that he had
received from the patrdn. What was left did not sustain his family
for very long, and the Pima was soon borrowing again. Such is the
process by which some Pimas become chronically indebted to the Blancos.
Since the ranchers keep adequate stocks of supplies on hand
at all times, advances to the Pimas are both possible and profitable.
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Most loans are made late in the year when prices are high, while
collection occurs when the values of foodstuffs are at their lowest.
The periodic renewal of his debts causes the Pima to become dependent
on his patrdn and perform as a reliable worker. There is the risk,
however, that the Pima will try to hold back more than his alloted
share of the harvest or, if he should decide to entirely escape his
obligations to the patrdh, move out of the area and renege on his
debts. The second alternative is seldom practical.
Sometimes a Blanco agrees to help finance a Pima who is not
one of his workers. This is a higher risk investment, since the
planting partnership is the only economic link which ties the Pima
to the Blanco. The Pima i3 more likely to default, and the Blanco
mu3t ask a greater margin of profit as a result. Usually, the in
vestor requires a fixed payment which may exceed somewhat 50 percent
of the harvest. Also, he provides only seed, and not draft animals.
Although the Pimas are definitely the subordinate parties in
joint agricultural ventures with the Blancos, they do benefit in
several ways. Some Pimas would be unable to engage in agriculture'
if they did not plant a medias with non-Indians. Alliances with
ranchers are particularly to the Pimas' advantage for the reason that
they insure a fairly reliable supply of draft animals. In times of
drought, Pimas without oxen or mules to draw a plow find it quite
difficult to obtain them from either relatives or Blancos, even when
willing to pay rent. The lack of good forage weakens the animals,
and the tendency is to use them only in the owners' fields. However,
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a patrtfn will consent to the use of his animals by a regular Pima
worker-client who he is helping to plant a medias.
The Pima explanation of why the ELancos sometimes refuse to
rent their plow animals to the Pimas is that there exists a con
spiracy on the part of the ranchers to make it difficult for the Pimas
and force them off the land. Supposedly, greatest pressure is exerted
when the Pimas start agitating for their rights in the Ejido, as tjy
petitioning federal authorities in Mexico City, Whether or not this
conspiracy exists I cannot definitely say, but it is significant that
the Pimas believe their explanation to be correct.
The linkage that is established between a Blanco employer and
a Pima worker, both inside and outside of the a medias partnership,
is single purposed and single stranded. The objective of these
associations may be characterized as almost purely economic with each
party trying to derive maximum advantage. The social side of the
relationship is seldom of any consequence. The many kinds of general
ized reciprocity associated with the economic alliances between Pimas,
the trading of hospitalities, free gifts of food, help in time of
crisis, etc., are not ordinarily present when the persons involved in
an exchange belong to different ethnic groups. The fiction of social
solidarity may be perpetuated by the patrdn and his Pima workers
addressing one another in the terminology of the compadraggo relation
ship. Still, it is incumbent upon the Pimas to remain respectful in
their demeanor, while the Blanco is freer to express a familiar atti
tude towards the Pimas. The exchange of courtesies is anything but
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balanced. The number of Maycoba Pimas who can actually count a Blanco
rancher among their compadres is extremely small, only one in a sample
of 25 families. It would appear that relations between the two ethnic
groups are such that there is little opportunity or desire on the part
of the Pimas to establish a vertical tie with their employers through
compadraggo as a means of reinforcing the pre-existing economic re
lationships.
The low incidence of compadrazgo relationships between Blancos
and Pimas is a good indication of the single stranded nature of interethnic contacts. An alliance between two Pimas involves their respec
tive families not just as cooperating units of production. The
individual members of these families interact directly with one
another and engage in a great many reciprocal exchanges. The con
tractual relationship that ties Pima and Blanco together concerns only
these two parties, and closely approximates Foster's dyadic model.
Thus, a rancher who helps a Pima in his planting does not thereby
assume any obligations of reciprocity towards the Pima's family or any
of his relatives.
A sort of 'hostile symbiosis1 seems to characterize most ex
change relations involving Pimas with Blanco ranchers. The hostility
stems from a competition over land and cattle, while the symbiotic
aspect comes from a willingness to trade for what the other lacks.
Pimas living adjacent to the large ranches of the Blancos control some
of the choicest lands. The soils are of alluvial composition and,
being located along water courses, tend to receive adequate moisture
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even in dry years. Their value for both cultivation and grazing is
considerable# If a Pima does not have many head of livestock, he may
work out an agreement with his Blanco neighbor whereby the Pima
obtains the loan of draft animals in return for allowing the Blanco's
cattle access to his fallowed and harvested fields. The Blanco may
also provide a plow and some barbed wire fencing so that the Pima can
protect the areas that have been cultivated. The rancher profits
from this arrangement by increasing his reserve of grazing land, and
the Pima acquires the temporary use of some critical factors of agri
cultural production. Although this appears to be a rather balanced
exchange, it must be pointed out that the Blanco sometimes acts in a
way which the Pima perceives as capricious and in violation of their
bargain. The best that a Pima can hope for is that he will be pro
vided with draft animals on three occasions; late in winter when the
earth should be broken by cross-plowing, early in the spring when the
first maize is planted, and in the summer months of June and July
when the sowing of maize and beans must be completed. Since the
rancher often uses the same animals, the Pijna has to wait his turn.
Should the rancher be late in completing the cultivation of his own
fields, he cannot release his draft animals at the time they are
needed by the Pima, The Blanco may also fear overworking his animals,
or may have competing demands placed on them by several Pimas. Under
these circumstances, he will withhold his oxen, forcing the luckless
Pima to use a pick and digging bar as a means of tilling the soil.
In retaliation, the latter can try to keep the Blanco's livestock from
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his lands, but this is difficult to do. Pimas who have to be absent
from the rancho for long periods cannot protect their holdings and,
even when they are present, continual surveillance is troublesome,
particularly if there is a long fenceline separating their properties.

Lest the impression is given that the Blancos are always de
liberately exploitive in their relations with the Pimas, two points
should be emphasized. First, when a non-Indian engages in negative
reciprocity with an Indian, he is acting in an economically rational
manner, trying to derive the greatest return on his investment.
Secondly, it is also a fact that a number of ranchers have a reputa
tion for reliability, and even a measure of generosity, in their
exchange relations with Pimas. Ranchers whose properties are located
within the traditional territories of the Maycoba Pimas but outside
the legal Ejido grant of 190f>, have little reason to fear that a
settlement of the Pima-Blanco land dispute will affect them. Conse
quently, they are not threatened by the presence of Indians, and are
more likely to have good working relations with them. These ranchers
more frequently offer employment to Pimas, plant a medias on more
equal terms, and can be counted on to 'loan' their plow beasts por
pastura (i.e., for pasturage).
Pima-Blanco Community Relations
Discussion of reciprocities between Pimas and Blancos has thus
far centered on the contracts which link individuals of the two ethnic
groups. There are also highly patterned interaction patterns in which
the Pimas and Blancos confront one another as collective bodies. It
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has already been mentioned that the Pimas represent a labor reserve
for the town of Maycoba. Money for major projects such as extensive
road repair is contributed by the more affluent Blanco ranchers, but
it is the Pimas who must do the work. The Comisario is usually
charged with collecting the needed funds and, as legal representative
of the non-Indian faction in Maycoba, contacts the Pima Gobernador,
whose function it is to round up the workers and pay them once the
job is completed. The use of natural resources under the control of
the Pimas by an organized economic concern, such as a lumbering or
mining company, requires that majority consent be given by the Pimas
holding these rights. Evidently, some of the more populous parajes
or large ranchos have a somewhat independent status within the Maycoba
Ejido. The Pimas informed me that a lumbering company that wants to
cut timber in a stand near Quipurita need only obtain the permission
of those residing in that locality, and do not have to consult all
the Pimas of Maycoba. In any event, negotiations are carried out
through the Gobernador, who will test opinion and draw up the necessary
petitions. So it is whenever contracts affecting the ejidal community
have to be worked out with representatives of Blanco interest groups.
The Pimas must rely on their elected official to act for them. Osten
sibly, all these exchanges, wherein the Blancos deal with the Maycoba
Pimas through their political leadership, are of a balanced character.
Yet, as was indicated in Chapter 3* there are opportunities for the
Blancos to gain an unearned advantage, and indigenous patterns of
sharing, which emphasize giving special consideration to close
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relatives, may also prevent a just distribution of the proceeds of
these exchanges throughout the Pima community.

Besides these formal economic relationships mediated by just
a few persons occupying special statuses, the Pima and Blanco factions
in Maycoba have set patterns of interaction directly involving a large
number of individuals on each side. Some of these patterns were
briefly described in Chapter 3 in reference to Pima ceremonialism#
Both the sacred and secular activities of the Pimas and Blancos during
the two most important times of religious observance, the feast day of
San Francisco on October 2;th and Easter Week, are to an extent carried
out in parallel fashion. There are also points of articulation and
accommodation between the activities of the two groups, which can be
analyzed in terras of the exchange paradigm#
First, a number of facilities must be shared, including the
church recently constructed by the Blancos, the statues of San Fran
cisco and San Josd, and a variety of other relics and paraphernalia,
many of them contributed by the Pimas. For certain ceremonies, i.e.,
the masses and baptisms associated with the October bth fiesta, the
different populations are to a degree integrated and, excepting the
priests and sacristan, fulfill about the same roles. At other times,
members of each group have specialized functions, and their coopera
tion is essential for the conduct of religious service# Thus, it is
the Pimas who, in commemoration of Christ's passion, construct and
then parade portable frameworks bearing church relics around the town
plaza on Good Friday, ttoile the Blanco women also have to be present
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in order to read the proper liturgy and lead the prayers* Other ex
amples of complementary role playing by the Pimas and Blancos are the
fariseo-.judio clownings, the frequent use of Blanco musicians for the
fariseo dances, the participation of both groups in the ritual wrest
ling matches held in the mission church, and so on. The Blancos, as
was mentioned in Chapter

are also expected to provide the younger

Pimas for an Easter Sunday feast and, although the Blancos sometimes
comply with reluctance, this contribution does represent one of the
few acts of exchange occurring between the two groups which satisfies
many of the conditions of generalized reciprocity. Finally, account
must be taken of the fact that the Pimas and the Blancos also conduct
separate fiesta observances which place equal demands on some of the
same facilities. To meet this problem, the scheduling has to be such
that each group has its turn in the use of the new church, the santos
or the plaza. Thus, when the fariseos are gathered in the church for
the initiation of new members or the Pima women are carrying out
special devotions to San Jose*', there is an understanding that the
Blancos will stay away. According to the same understanding, the
plaza is turned over to the fariseos early Holy Saturday for their
dances and ritual harassment of the judas. Later in the day, it is
the Blancos who use the plaza for the comical persecution of their
own judas, while the Blanco women alternate with the Pimas in holding
services in the church. In the case of the Good Friday procession,
the Pima and Blanco women worship together, with the latter taking the
lead in the conduct of the services. Such understandings regulating
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the sharing of facilities constitutes a form of reciprocity which,
setting aside the question of the Blancos1 original encroachments,
appear to be quite balanced. Fran the interest shown by the Blancos
over the "amusing customs of the Indians," it would appear that they
do not regard Pima religious ritual as very threatening, and are
therefore more willing to cooperate when asked.
The Negative Sanctioning of Reciprocity Violations
Between Pimas and Blancos
Just as the Blanco enjoys a dominant position in his exchange
relations with the Pimas, he also has the advantage of being able to
apply more effective negative sanctions as a means of protecting his
interests# Pimas who cultivate with financial help from outside the
indigenous group often face financial disaster if they fail to de
liver half or more of the harvest to their non-Indian partners. Such
actions, if discovered, would not only mean that similar aid would be
unavailable in the future, but all other economic contracts would
probably come to an end as well. By planting with a neighboring
rancher and employer, a Pima is vulnerable to several negative sanc
tions. Seed and draft animals can be withheld the following year.
Whatever cash advances are customarily received against future crop
yields are easily stopped, and the patrcfa-employee relationship can
be terminated without much inconvenience to the Blanco because of the
large labor supply. Moreover, the safety of all future plantings of
the Pima may be Impossible to guarantee against 'accidental' destruc
tion by the rancher's livestock. This does not mean that a Pima will
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always give his Blanco partner the full amount demanded, but what he
holds out must be so small (ten liters or less) as to go unmissed.
Planting agreements with other Blancos are honored for some of the
same reasons. A Pima does not want to cut off a source of credit upon
which he may have to depend in the future. If the Blanco partner is
also a tienda or store owner, a Pima who has not fulfilled his part
of the contract is forced to buy his supplies in the distant town of
Y^cora.
Pima and Blanco have frequently confronted one another on the
issue of land ownership. The ranchers' view of the dispute is that
they have settled largely unused territories and made them productive.
In areas of Pima concentration, as at Maycoba, they claim to have
purchased their holdings from the former Pima owners, and some even
have bills of sale to support their argument. The Pimas, on the other
hand, insist that all land now under the control of Blancos very defi
nitely belonged to particular Pima families, notwithstanding the lack
of fences and large cattle herds which could take full advantage of
the grazing. As for the acquisition of new territories by Blancos
through purchase, the consensus among Pimas is that those who
allegedly sold Indian land had no legal position in these transactions.
Individuals were persuaded by Blancos to take money in exchange for
property in which other Pimas also had an interest. By dealing with,
say, only one of a set of brothers, the Blancos did not have a legal
contract. The relatives of persons who alienated land to the Blancos
further maintain that the properties were only temporarily relinquished
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in return for rent or as a pledge against repayment of a loan, Itie

little threat in this regard, A much more serious situation for the

Blancos, after a period of time, claimed that rights of ownership had

ranchers is the loss of cattle through theft. Such crimes always

been transferred rather than just the usufruct, A few informants

bring on swift legal action, If this were not the case, the via

accused some Pima officials of abetting the Blancos bj giving quasi-

bility of the ranching economy in the Sierra would be seriously

legal approval to these 'sales,1

jeopardized, Thus, every effort is made by the Blanco authorities

The competition over land has decreased in intensity, and the

to apprehend and jail persons engaging in theft of livestock, whether

Hlancos are no longer attempting to expand their holdings by appro,

the culprits be Blanco or Indian, This is in marked contrast to the

priating large tracts of land, However, steady pressure is still

lack of legal protection afforded the Pimas, who are also occasionally

being applied to the Pirns, some of whoa have recently lost a portion

victimized, Admittedly, intervention of the Blanco authorities would

of their grazing lands, Blancos simply incorporated this pasturage

not be welcomed in cases where the issue was between Pima families

when they saw that the Pimas, having reduced their herds through

capable of settling their own affairs, But thefts have been perpe

slaughter and sale, were unable to keep it in production,

trated against the Pimas by others of their own group and ty Blancos

As explained in Chapter 3j final determinations are yet to be
made regarding Ejido boundaries and ownership of the land, The
Blancos presently control the legal processes locally and are in a

for which redress was impossible to obtain due to the weak police
powers accorded the indigenous community and the apathy of the Blancos.
Another allegation of the Pimas is that the ranchers removed

position to frustrate the claims of the Pimas, Hie latter believe

some of their Indian competitors for land by accusing them of stealing

that their decline is being purposely hastened by the Blancos, whom

cattle, sometimes quite falsely, and then summarily administering

they accuse of sporadically withholding draft animals, cutting off

justice vigilante style, If such did occur in the past, it is no

credit, and employing other strategies so that more and more of the

longer done, The ethnic identification of suspected rustlers does

indigenous population are forced to migrate elsewhere, The important

not influence the conduct of the investigation or the lodging of

point is that land is most often a source of negative, rather than

charges, If the suspect is a Pima, his confinement at Sahuaripa,

balanced, reciprocity between the two ethnic groups, with the Hlancos

the administrative center of the Sahuaripa Judicial District, is

having the advantage partly because only they can effectively apply

likely to be of long duration, even if the evidence is so inconclusive

legal sanctions,

that the charges are later dropped, This is probably a socio-economic

Resort to legal sanctions is hardly necessaiy for the Blancos
in disputes with the Pirns ovsr land, since the latter presently pose

class phenomenon, rather than a reflection of the accused's Indian
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status. This Pima has no political influence, and little money for
legal aid or bail.
Status Conflicts Arising from Competing Exchange Obligations
It would seem that the amount of economic assistance exchanged
between rancho Pimas is considerable by any standard. let, a majority
of my Pima informants expressed discouragement over what they felt
was an accelerating decline in the willingness of many to help out
one another. I suggested earlier that some patterns of sharing among
the Pimas provided the means of adapting to an ecology radically
changed by the entry of a more powerful ethnic group. Competition
for resources, particularly land, reinforced the Pimas' need to pool
their factors of production and join efforts in agriculture. Now,
economic cooperation among the Pimas is being impeded by the very
forces that prompted its implementation. The economic position of
the rancho agriculturalists relative to the Blanco ranchers is de
teriorating, and this is leading to an ever greater reliance on out
side sources of income. Those Pimas employed by the ranchers are less
in a position to exchange land, labor and capital with their kin
because similar demands are made by patrones, who cannot be denied.
The result are status conflicts involving persons who, though obli
gated by considerations of kinship to assist their relatives, are
forced to work for Blanco employers either as hired hands or as
planting partners. Other Pimas engaged in part-time wage work often
arrange to finance the planting of a relative in return for a share
of the crop. The former contribute very little of their labor,
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although some direct participation in the work of the rancho is ex
pected, especially at harvest time. But opportunities for earning
wages in the Maycoba area fall short of the demand, and a certain
number of Pimas, about 1$ or 20 in the last few years, must travel
as far as Ciudad Obrego'h in order to obtain employment. Persons
stationed at jobs located a great distance from Maycoba find it dif
ficult to maintain an interest in the rancho economy, and may work
right through one or several agricultural seasons without forming
planting partnerships with Pimas who have stayed at home to cultivate.
This places the wage earners temporarily outside the most important
series of reciprocal exchanges affecting the rancho Pimas. What
begins as an adjunct occupation will become for some a permanent con
dition of employment. The attractiveness of wage paying jobs which
provide several times the income of subsistence agriculture is undoubtably an important factor in causing Pimas to make this shift.
But the push exerted by an impoverished rancho existence is also
strong. Six of ten persons belonging to the occupational group pre
viously referred to as mobile laborers reported in their work histories
that, before going to work for wages, their stocks of land and cattle
had eroded to the point where they could not sustain agricultural
partnerships with other Pimas, nor did they particularly want to do
so*
It may be concluded that shortages in the various forms of
capital brought about by Blanco acquisitions tend to stimulate reci
procity among the rancho Pimas up to a critical point. So long as
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the Pimas can continue to make a living from subsistence agriculture
with only partial dependence on wages, the opportunities for economic
exchange within the indigenous group are great. However, when pri
mary reliance is placed on income sources controlled by Blancos,
adherence to rancho reciprocity patterns is made more difficult, and
violations tend to increase.
As average income from agriculture falls, another complication
regarding status maintenance among rancho Pimas emerges. Those who
persist in the agricultural economy also become less able to support
traditional patterns of expenditure. For instance, the important
fiestas are losing much of their former display. This is because
the Pimas cannot afford to slaughter cattle, give large sums of money
or otherwise provide goods necessary for a proper demonstration of
faith in the santos. The Pimas see the change and profess embarrass
ment over the fact that they are unable to live up to their ritual
obligations. In other words, the adult Pimas are distressed over
their failure to fulfill a status image or ideal of reciprocity in
herited fl*om the not too distant past.

Patterns of Reciprocity Involving the Y^cora Pimas
The economic self-sufficiency of the Y^cora Pimas is much less
than that enjoyed by those living on the ranchos of Maycoba. Without
exception, the Yecora families derive most of their income from jobs
provided by Blancos, while less than half practice any agriculture
other than the occasional sowing of garden crops. The seven families
that do plant on a more or less regular basis need the cooperation of
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relatives residing on the ranchos. It would seem, then, that the
Y^cora Pimas are a transitional group in the process of disengaging
from the traditional economy and moving toward greater integration
into the rural non-Indian occupational structure.
Reasons for the continued importance of Maycoba and its en
virons to the Yecora Pimas were mentioned in the succeeding two
chapters. The desire to have one's children registered

as

baptized

citizens of Maycoba stems mostly from the hope that E^ido land will
someday revert entirely to the Pimas. Beyond economic self-interest,
the adult Pima residents of Ydcora feel strong attachments to Maycoba
as the place of their birth and youth.

Many of their close relatives

still live there, and personal contacts are maintained by visiting
back and forth. As I have pointed out, the time when the yecoratos
are most likely to show up in Maycoba is the October Uth feast day
of San Francisco, although the celebrations associated with Easter
also attract Pimas from many points outside the Ejido. On these
occasions, the maycobenos customarily provide shelter and a small
amount of food to their visiting kin, although so many demands may be
made on their hospitality that preferential treatment is necessary.
The host is most inclined to help the families of his own wife's
siblings. Immediately ancestral and collateral kin (i.e., parents,
grandparents, parents' siblings — particularly father's brothers —
and their offspring) may also receive temporary lodging if room is
available and obligations of reciprocity are already well established
between host and guest. Another class of kin who share the

hospitality of their homes with great frequency are compadres. Al
though it is not mandatory, some small gift of food and tobacco bought
in a tienda in Yecora is usually given by the visiting family to the
family of the host, assuming that contacts between the two are being
re-established after a period of several months or longer. As will
be shown, it may be very much to the advantage of the Maycoba Pimas
when they can obligate their Yecora relatives by providing them with
food and shelter. Should the former have frequent need of visiting
Ye'cora, as many Pimas do, such trips are much less difficult if they
have kin in Ye'cora with whom they can always stay.
A desire to re-establish social and religious contacts with
the parent community is not the only reason that Pimas periodically
make the long trip to Maycoba and its satellite ranchos. The para
mount object is often economic exchange with other Pimas, The rules
governing reciprocal exchange are essentially the same as those
already described for the rancho population. In 1966, a time of
drought, only two families from Yecora planted as Los Pilares. The
number increased to three the succeeding year, and four families cul
tivated one or more fields of maize and beans in 1?68. Over the last
five years, an average of three Pima families have planted at Los
Pilares or at one of the other ranchos such as La Junta. Widowed
Pimas who functioned as independent agricultural producers were
counted as separate nuclear families. When a permanent alliance was
formed between a widowed father and married son so that the two to
gether cooperated as a single production unit, the count was again
one family.
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Reciprocal agreements which enabled the Y^cora-based Pimas to
plant at Los Pilares in 1967 and 1?68 were discussed in the first part
of this chapter when I took up the subject of rancbo economics. De
tails were given on how Antonio Duarte, Antonio's two sons Martin and
Tiofilo, Juan Bautista Duarte, Leonardo Duarte, and Leonardo's brother
Ziquiel cooperated among themselves and with the full-time residents
of Los Pilares for the purpose of sharing scarce factors of production.
A point that deserves re-emphasis is that the Ydcora Pimas generally
have greater access to wage work than the rancho Pimas and, conse
quently, are in a better position to finance agricultural partnerships
in return for land and labor. One of the Y^cora Pimas (referred to
earlier as Antonio Duarte) returned to sow crops at Los Pilares in
1967 and 1968 following a period of 20 years during which he worked
exclusively at jobs for wages. Other Pimas of the same age (53 years)
or older now living on different ranchos in the Maycoba area have
also readjusted to agriculture after having been employed for five to
ten years at mines and sawmills. This indicates that occupational
trends among the Mountain Pimas are not entirely away from traditional
patterns of subsistence.
An interesting aspect of the Ye'cora Pimas* participation in
subsistence agriculture is the involvement of some of the younger
boys. It is difficult for persons under the age of lU or 15 to be
productive members of the family if the father does not himself
engage in agriculture, or has holdings so small that he cannot fully
employ the extra labor. These boys are able to collect firewood for
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sale in the town, but the demand slackens somewhat in the summer and
there are more suppliers than needed. Two families in this position
are able to at least lighten the burden of having to feed these
seasonally unproductive members during several months in the early
summer and early fall. The young boys, five in number, visit the
ranch08 of their relatives where their labor is needed during the
peak work times, as when the crops are sown or harvested. In return
for their presence in the field, the boys are fed and sheltered#
These are not strictly economic bargains, because the amount of labor
contributed by these young workers does not always compensate for the
cost of the food they consume, a fact that occasionally evokes goodnatured comment on the part of their hosts,
While at the rancho, the young Pimas undergo a socialization
experience quite different from that provided by life in Ydcora. Not
only do they learn the techniques of Pima agriculture, they also hunt,
fish, collect wild plants and generally acquire a basic knowledge of
subsistence which will enable them to earn at least part of their
livelihood from these traditional occupations. The young y^coratos
also have an opportunity to internalize the rules of reciprocity, and
to build strong social ties with a wide circle of relatives. Another
important learning situation associated with these working visits to
the ranchos are the contacts which are made with the more traditionally
oriented members of the indigenous community, who generally shun the
Blanco dominated towns. It was my observation that the oral history
and mythology of the Mountain Pimas is most often transmitted by
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older persons to the younger ones in a rancho setting far from the
scrutiny of the HLancos. The other children of Y^cora Pimas have
many of the same learning experiences when they visit the ranchos
with their parents.
Movements of Maycoba Pimas into and through the town of
Ye'cora are considerable, especially during the summer months. These
trips are made, in a vast majority of cases, for an economic purpose.
The Pimas living nearest Y^fcora will, from time to time, want to take
seme product manufactured or gathered on the ranchos and convert it
into staple foods. They can either make a straight trade with other
Pimas in Ydcora, or sell to the HLancos as a means of obtaining money
to buy what they need. The latter course is the usual one, as the
Pima residents of Ydcora find it difficult to keep surpluses on hand
so that they can trade*

The Blancos are rather good customers of

the rancho Pimas, buying such diverse items as axe-handles, baskets
and hats, deer meat, wild honey, condiments and medicinal herbs. The
costs of these products are fairly standardized (one peso for a small
bundle of laurel, eight pesos for a liter of oregano, etc.). No
special relation need exist between buyer and seller, although a Pima
may hesitate to approach a Blanco who is a complete stranger to him.
These products collected in the country are suitable gifts
to the Ye'cora Pimas who host their kinsmen from Maycoba. When a Pima
leaves his rancho to seek employment at one of the sawmills or in the
lowlands, a stop-over is usually made at Y^cora. At this point, the
hospitality previously accorded the Y^cora Piraas by those living on
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the ranch03 of Maycoba is reciprocated. The Pima residents of I^cora,
being a relatively small group positioned along a major migration
route, receive the greater number of visitors more often. Thus, they
entertain many persons (i.e., provide them with a floor on which to
sleep and, possibly, a meager meal of beans and tortillas) even though
the return of these favors is uncertain because the opportunity may
not arise. Under the circumstances, the occasional proffering of a
gift is appropriate. As I have repeatedly pointed out, however, there
is greater tolerance for a one-way flow of hospitality (generalized
reciprocity) between families linked by the same sorts of kin rela
tionships which determine visiting patterns in Maycoba.
The economic importance of exchange relations among Pima
families in Ye'cora is much less than on the ranchos where the possi
bilities for cooperating with relatives in subsistence agriculture
are many. Excepting the small garden-size plots cultivated by some
families, the only source of income for Pimas in this ELanco ranching
town is wage work, but of a certain type. Although the Pimas do not
constitute an occupational class as they do in 24aycoba, some of the
jobs they undertake, such as cleaning corrals, driving cattle to
market and working as domestics, are not much sought after by the
poor, landless Blancos.

For other jobs which require little skill

but a strong back, including work as a plowband, well digger, fence
stringer and carter of firewood, the Blanco employers can always find
persons willing to perform these tasks, non-Indians as well as Indians.
At least this is true so long as the prevailing wages are being paid
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in money. In seasons of scarcity, some Blancos may instead offer
staples at inflated market prices as wages, with the result that only
Pimas will accept employment. Similarly, the poorer residents of
Ydcora belonging to the different ethnic groups are to some degree in
competition with one another for many of the same unskilled positions
at the nearby sawmills. A greater proportion of the jobs are held by
Pimas, as I have indicated, because they remain at the sawmills even
when temporarily laid-off or paid in scrip. The Pimas are simply in
more desperate need of work.
By working for Blancos, the Pima nuclear families function in

Y^cora as units of production largely independent of each other. One
of the few ways in which they can cooperate in terms of subsistence
is for a Pima to use his contacts

(these contacts are

discussed below) in order to obtain employment for relatives. A
rancher with a bean crop to be picked and processed may give the job
to a trusted Pima whom he regularly favors with work. If more labor
should be needed, the hired Piina can contact others of his group and
suggest their names to the rancher. In terms of the kinship ties
that exist between the Ye'cora Pimas, first consideration is given
those who belong to allied sibling groups, viz., one's own, father
and father's brothers, and wife's brothers. Most often additional
Pimas will be added from among these relatives until a full complement
of workers is attained.
Where reciprocity operates most effectively among the Y^cora
Pimas is in the redistribution of income. Within the above mentioned
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sibling groups one is partially protected against the vicissitudes of
wage work. It frequently happens that some of the heads of families
are unable to find employment for varying periods of time. If the
wait between jobs is protracted and rations are in extremely short
supply, a person can turn to others of the same or allied sibling
groups for help. What is given is seldom money, but whatever extra
food items the donor families happen to have on hand at the moment.
The understanding is, of course, that should the positions be reversed
the favor will be repaid. It is also recognized that two families
that receive occasional help from relatives may never be able to re
ciprocate if the husbands have deserted.
Mutual assistance is a notable feature of the alliances some
times formed between a married Pima and his single brother or
brother-in-law. The nuclear family and the added-on member inhabit
the same dwelling, and maintain a common stock of food which is pre
pared by the wife. If either of the wage earners is out of work, the
other helps with his pay. Such an alliance constitutes a unit of
production and consumption organized around a single hearth, much like
similar kin associations found on the ranchos. These cooperative
ventures may continue for several weeks or for several years with the
possibility that they may be re-established a number of times.
It is within these small kinship groups that certain other
needs are also met. From the same close relatives, folk medicines
can be obtained fi-ee and, when the patient becomes so desperately ill
that the Blanco doctor must be consulted,part of the fee can sometimes
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be raised, although cash reserves tend to be so small that this is
never assured. The services of a midwife are provided by any one of
several experienced women within the group, while at death these
allied families contribute towards the costs of the wake and burial
(see example given below).
Two items which are in great demand by the Pimas but difficult
to obtain are the traditional drink of tesgiiino and the Blanco manu
factured mescal. Slightly less popular is commercial beer. These
intoxicating beverages are consumed ill celebration of the various
fiestas, at the birth of a child, at wakes and, generally, whenever
there is an available supply. The making of a single batch of
tesg'uino, about five gallons, requires ten liters or more of maize,
an amount which cannot easily be set aside for this purpose when there
is hardly enough for tortillas. Moreover, a majority of the Y^cora
Pimas plant very little maize, and they have to buy the necessary
ingredients. Mescal must be purchased from bootleggers, whose asking
price will vary between 13> and 2$ pesos a liter depending on the
quality of their product and the immediate risks involved in the
transactions. Beer is less expensive, three pesos a can, but is not
so satisfying in its effects. As a means of insuring adequate quantities of these beverages, informal drinking groups are established
among amiable relatives and friends, who pool their resources in the
buying or making of intoxicants. Not everyone contributes the same
amount on each occasion. The burden of the costs shifts from time to
time as the solvency of the different members changes. The structure
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of these groups is also variable. Generalizations about the structure
of Pima drinking groups is based on two kinds of data. On ten oc
casions I happened to be present, four times by invitation, when heavy
drinking among Pimas was taking place. In addition, I interviewed 12
Pimas with whom good rapport had been established for the purpose of
discovering their usual drinking partners and the rules of sharing*
At the core of these drinking groups are found the same sib
ling alliances mentioned above, and it is these members who show the
greatest permanency of association. Compadre3 are very frequently
drinking partners, while first cousins are also likely candidates.
Other persons are admitted out of friendship, and because they are
willing to allocate a part of their income for such entertainments.
Not every Pima is inclined to spend in this manner. About 20 percent
of my informants purchased intoxicants only rarely, as at the two
major fiestas in Maycoba, although all but one individual readily
accepted invitations to drink at the expense of others. Those un
willing to reciprocate these invitations remain outside the drinking
groups. Nonetheless, they are included among those who are ritually
treated to tesgiiino at Easter time and on the June 2Uth feast day of
San Juan, the date that is said to mark the beginning of the summer
rains.
Exchange Relations between the Blancos and Pimas of Yd'cora
To appreciate the importance of Pima-Blanco relationship in
Y^cora, one must keep in mind that the economic means for reciprocity
among the Pimas derives ultimately from non-traditional forms of work.
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None of the Indian families is self-sufficient within their own group.
All receive employment from the Blancos, and those that practice agri
culture as an ancillary occupation (ancillary in the sense that it
produces a minor portion of the income) finance their crops from
wages. It is not surprising, then, that Y^cora Pimas actively seek
the favors of a patron who has gained the reputation of being a good
employer by paying the going rates to Indians and non-Indians alike.
As of 1968, only four Pima heads of families could be said to have
established such a relationship with a Blanco. The amount of work
given the Pimas did not occupy more than a third of their working
days, but the total time of employment would have been less had it
been distributed among all willing workers. In three cases, the con
tract also included the wife of the Pima, who was faithfully allowed
to do the Blanco's washing at three and a half pesos per one dozen
items of clothing. This much needed income is secure since, should
any of these Pima women stay with their husbands for a month or more
while they cultivate at some rancho or work at a sawmill, they can
expect to be reemployed by the Blanco families once they return to
Ydcora. During their absence, Pima relatives perform in their place
as the regular washerwomen. Outside of these special relationships,
the Pimas have other Blanco contacts who give them washing, but they
do not have exclusive rights to them as clients.
Regarding two of the examples where multiple economic links
exist between the family of a Pima employee and that of his Blanco
patrdn, the social bond of compadrazgo also is present. One Pima
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family actually has three sets of Blanco co-parents. Two couples are
poor neighbors who have only social contacts with their Pima cornpadres.
The other set of Blanco co-parents own a tienda in Ydfcora as well as
extensive ranching properties in various parts, and are in a position
to employ both the Pima and his wife. Also, a widowed Pima living at
Los Pilares has a compadrazgo relationship with the same well-to-do
family. So far as I know, only four Blanco families in Yecora have
agreed to sponsor Pima children in baptism, including two families
who are patrones to their Indian co-parents.
Compadrazgo adds another important dimension to inter-ethnic
relationships. Both the Blanco compadre and comadre, particularly the
latter, take a genuine interest in the Pima family whose child they
have sponsored in baptism. This is shown in the giving of small gifts
to the godchild, such as articles of cheap clothing, or by providing
the parents with an occasional item of food. However, the economic
benefits that accrue to both parties as the result of their continued
association remain of paramount consideration. The Blancos receive
the services of reliable and competent workers, while the Pima coparents know that the fiction of kinship with their employers gives
them job insurance. One Pima candidly admitted that he had estab
lished a closer tie with his patro*n through the institution of com
padrazgo as a means of reinforcing the economic relationship.
The following illustration of how these perduring socio
economic relationships are used by the different parties for their
own benefit should convey a clearer picture of the quality of reci
procity involved. For the last six or seven years, the Catholics of
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Ye'cora have been trying to finish construction on a new and impres
sively large church, which was begun during the time when a large saw
mill operated in Ye'cora.

After the sawmill closed down, the town's

economy suffered and large private contributions to the church
building project stopped. Now, the approach is for the women to
raise funds by selling food and refreshments at church fiestas and
when patriotic celebrations are held in town. Some of the rich and
prestigeous families also give small sums from time to time# When
the total collected reaches a few thousand pesos, more bricks and
cement are purchased, and workers are hired to extend the walls a
couple of feet higher. The building fund is under the supervision
of two women, Sefforitas Velazquez and Castillo, Both are daughters
of prominent ranchers and store owners who employ Pimas with great
frequency, A particular Pima, Jos^ Coyote, is regularly offered the
job as helper to the skilled Blanco masons, principally because he
and his wife have patron-client relationships with the Velazquez and
Castillo families and are compadres to the parents of Se'norita Castillo.
The work pays 20 pesos per day and lasts, on the average, two weeks at
a stretch, Jos^ is paid once the work is done, but does not receive
the entire amount in cash. He is allowed credit at the stores of his
patrones. and a good part of Josh's earnings are withheld in order to
cover the bill. At the end of one 11 day pay period, Jose was to re
ceive 230 pesos, Sefiorita Castillo agreed to act as paymistress and
collect the debt owed the Velazquez store, which came to $70,1$
(pesos). Another $80,10 was taken out of Josh's pay in settlement
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of the Castillo account. Senorita Castillo suggested to Josd' that he
might like to keep a few pesos on account at her father's store,
figuring that this small amount of indebtedness would insure his con
tinued patronage. Jos^ resisted this suggestion, however, and paid
the full sum so that he would be free to buy at the less expensive
store,of Senior Velazquez. The prices charged by Seffor Castillo tend
to be slightly higher on most items because he is not able to buy
wholesale in such large quantities as Sdnor Velzzquez, nor are his
sources of supply from the lowlands as good. Jose' is charged the
standard prices by SdKor Castillo, but he is also offered credit ex
ceeding 80 pesos. Since Jos^ is often without ready cash, he cannot
completely avoid trading at the Castillo store. Clearly, relations
between the Castillo and Coyote families are primarily utilitarian,
even though they share bonds of fictive kinship.
Besides Jos^ Coyote, one other Pima is able to obtain credit
from a Y^cora store owner, who is also his patrdn. None of the Y^cora
Pimas are accorded the special status of 'favored customer,1 as are a
good many Blancos. A favored customer is one

both out of friend

ship and economic self-interest, trades ntoadi-iy at a particular store,
and is repaid for this patronage by receiving heaping measures of
loose goods. The amounts purchased by Pimas are usually toosmall to
warrant the expense of favored customer treatment. The factor of the
Pimas1 separate status as members of a generally denigrated culture
group is difficult to weigh, but the attitudes of the storekeepers
towards the Pimas, as expressed in language and other kinds of be
havior, indicates that the Blancos wish to maintain social distance,
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and this certainly militates against the formation of favored customer
relationships.
On the more positive side, several Ydcora Blancos have a
reputation among Pimas for giving a little extra to their Indian
workers, Sefior Velazquez, for instance, each year uses the labor of
Josdf Coyote, Josefs brother and his uncle to pick and thresh about
four acres of beans. The daily wage is 20 pesos per man plus a bonus
of a few liters of beans held out at the end of a day's work. The
Pimas are also allowed to glean the picked field and threshing area,
and this nets them a few more liters each. The same group of Pima
workers, and especially Jose''s uncle who has known Sefior Velazques
for a long time, are given the opportunity to pick corn, weed culti
vated fields, haul and split firewood, cut pine shingles, drive cattle
to market, and perform many other kinds of wage work for this Blanco
family. Seffor Velazquez also sees that labor contracts for road re
pair are given to some of his favored Pima workers, which he can do
being the father-in-law of the town's Presidente.
The nuclear family and the bilateral alliance of families
remain the relevant social structures in inter-ethnic exchanges when
the Pimas have to approach the legal officers of Ye'cora for some
special service. The responsibility of the town towards its needy
citizens is not clearly specified by statute, but tradition dictates
that paupers can apply to the Presidente for medical and burial bene
fits. Being the administrative center for the Municipio, Ye'cora some
times receives requests from rancho Pimas. The chances that such
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benefits will actually be granted depends on the relationships that
may exist between the applicant and the influential Blanco families
of Yecora. In July of 1968, an elderly Pima and his wife traveled to
Yecora from their rancho near Maycoba so that the woman could get
medical attention for a dislocated shoulder. The doctor was absent
from Yecora at the time, and was not expected back for several weeks.
The Pima couple lacked sufficient funds in order to visit the lowlands
and seek treatment there, so the man went to the Presidencia for the
purpose of begging assistance. The Pima was given a petition that he
could take around to the people of the town and obtain pledges of
money. The Presidente would then match the sum and later collect from
the families who had promised contributions. The Pima couple had at
one time or another worked for two Ydfcora residents who had properties
in the Maycoba area, and these persons pledged the largest amounts,
1$ and 20 pesos. A number of other sympathetic families who knew the

Pimas put themselves down for ten pesos or less. The total came to
55 pesos, hardly enough for bus fare. In the end, the Pima couple
went only as far as the sawmill of La Tijera, where he worked until
the doctor returned to town and could treat the Pima's ailing wife.
Before a Pima family can receive help from the Blancos in
buiying one of its own, three conditions must be satisfied. Not only
do the members of the family need to qualify as extremely poor and at
the same time have connections with prominent persons in the community,
their status as residents of Ydcora must be recognized by the Blancos.
In 1?65 an old Pima called Chico Duarte died in a shack on the east
side of the Rio Yecora away from the town. Chico had moved to Yecora
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six years before in order to work at the mill, as had many other Pimas.
He continued to live there after the mill shut down, but the onset of
infirmities associated with advancing age prevented him from doing
much work. Chico's two sons, who moved on to Las Cuevitas, provided
him with some support. The night of Chico's death a wake was held by
the families of the decedent's brother, nephew, son-in-law and a num
ber of others. The two sons were not expected until late the next
day, and so burial preparations proceeded without them. The following
morning, the son-in-law and his brother, still inebriated from the
previous night's wake, demanded 'from the Blanco juez money to buy
boards and nails to make the coffin. The juez rejected these demands,
remarking privately that the money would probably go for more drink
and, anyway, if the Pimas could afford mescal, they could pay for the
materials themselves. In final justification of his decision, the
juez claimed that Chico was never really a resident of Y^cora, having
squatted on land "en la otra banda," which meant that the town was
relieved of an obligation to finance his burial. The materials were
finally purchased by Chico's brother and nephew, and they were reim
bursed for most of the cost when Chico's two sons finally arrived
from Las Cuevitas. The Pimas were allowed to use the Catholic church
for a short service, and interment took place in the town's cemetery.
When the wife of Chico's brother died two years later, the
event was treated in an entirely different manner by the Blancos.
Virginia Amavisco, the decedent, and her husband Juan fiautista Duarte
had worked part time for several prominent families in Ydbora ever
since they moved from Los Pilares ten years before in order to take
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up residence in a one room house on the townside of the Rio Y^cora.
One of their patronea» Senor Velazquez, provided a shroud of good
quality cloth, and Velazquez's son-in-law, the Presidente, saw to it
that the coffin planks and carpenter's fee were paid for out of the
town's treasuxy. Two Blancas, for whom Virginia had done washing and
other domestic chores, belonged to a religious sodality honoring the
HLessed Virgin, and this group contributed the grave cross and a few
bouquets of flowers. The nails were a gift from Juan Bautista's nephew,
and other relatives provided food and drink for the wake, and helped
in the interment. The usual church service was carried out with some
of the Blancas leading the prayers.
In summary, the nature of reciprocal exchanges between Pimas
and Blancos in YWcora differ in several ways from inter-ethnic ex
changes typical of Maycoba. The former tend to be more balanced,
although there is still some treatment of the Indian population as a
labor pool which can be hired for the less desirable tasks at lower
rates. Another point of contrast is that relations between Pimas and
Blancos in Maycoba are, with a few exceptions, completely economic in
nature, while the two groups in Y^cora are more likely to establish
social relationships with one another calling for some demonstration
of generalized reciprocity. Furthermore, only the heads of families
are directly involved in the vast majority of Pima-Blanco exchanges
in Maycoba, whereas the Yrfcora based families belonging to the dif
ferent ethnic groups interact with one another in terms of multiple
social and economic ties.
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The Negative Sanctioning of Reciprocity Violations
Among the Yecora Pimas
A point I made in regard to the rancho Pimas was that the most
effective inducements to the honoring of reciprocal obligations among
themselves are the economic advantages of continued participation in
such exchanges. Failure to observe the conventions of reciprocity
with other Pimas places one in an unfavorable position for earning a
living and makes it quite difficult to obtain help for the family in
crisis situations. For the same reasons, most Yecora Pimas adhere to
their exchange obligations with other Pimas except that, being rela
tively more dependent on wage work and less inclined to invest in
traditional modes of subsistence, it is easier for them to operate
outside the indigenous system of reciprocity. As it happens, two
Pimas living in Yecora are rarely in touch with their relatives, pre
ferring to interact solely with Blancos as assimilated members of
the community whose Indian background is remembered only by a few
persons, usually Pimas,
Associated with the greater reliance on personal and familial
connections with Blanco patrones is a reduction in the Pima bilateral
family alliances to the core relationships, i.e., lineally and
affinally related sibling groups. Outside these alliances exchange
obligations tend to be ill-defined, and violations are not an easy
matter to decide. The situation is further complicated by the poverty
of the Pima families who, in attempting to cooperate in terms of a
money economy based on wage incomes, find themselves defaulting on
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their responsibilities to kin. Instead of exchanging labor or other
services, one is frequently asked to make a sacrifice of money, and
this may run counter to the interests of the nuclear family if
generalized reciprocity be the mode of giving.
Reciprocity Among the Pima Sawmill Workers
In the previous chapter, I defined three groups which make up
the Pima work force at the two sawmills of La Tijera and Las Cuevitas.
Members of the first groups are Pimas who live on ranchoa of Maycoba,
while the second consists of families claiming Ye'cora as their place
of residence. A third group are the rootless mobile laborers who move
from job to job without establishing permanent residence in any one
place. Reciprocal agreements which make it possible for the Pimas to
oscillate between the sawmills and other Sierra communities have been
described from the vantage points of Maycoba and Y^cora, The next
step will be to discuss the same movements as they are determined by
patterns of mutual exchange that obtain at the sawmills.
The greatest turnover in worker personnel occurs among the
Maycobdfios, Since their intended stay at the sawmills may be several
months or less, married Pimas frequently leave their families behind.
Also, there are more single Pimas from Maycoba seeking jobs at the
mills, and this results in one or two close relatives becoming tem
porarily attached to Pima nuclear families who have set up house
keeping at places like Las Cuevitas and La Tijera for longer periods.
These are the siblings, father-son, nephew-uncle, first cousin, or
compadre alliances already mentioned in connection with the Y^cora
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and Maycoba populations. Where the first three types of relationship
are involved, both lodging and food are usually shared. This may
happen with first cousins and compadres, but four of six documented
cases showed that the attached member shared only a roof with the host
family. Besides these temporary arrangements, an aged parent or
parent's sibling may have a permanent position within the Pima
domestic unit.
Many of the Pima workers have close relatives in each of the
three residential groups, and may seek hospitality from any one of
them. A La Tijera family belonging to the category of mobile laborers
sheltered a resident of Kaycoba, the husband's first cousin, for two
weeks while the latter worked at the sawmill. Two months later, the
family who had given this hospitality was in Maycoba for the October
lith fiesta, and was provided lodging and small gifts of food from the
former guest's father, the husband's paternal uncle. In 1958, a
married resident of Xecora traveled alone to La Tijera where he
labored for three months. During this time, he stayed at the house
of a paternal first cousin whom he had befriended two years earlier
when that cousin was forced to take his wife to Ye'cora for medical
treatment. I could cite many other examples of the inter-community
trading of hospitalities, but the patterns should be sufficiently
clear. Help in the form of food and shelter given by Pimas to their
visiting kin is a manifestation of generalized reciprocity. The
obligation to repay such favors is strong, except that the time of
repayment is sometimes long delayed for lack of opportunity, and there

can occur a continued over balancing at one end of these exchange re
lationships for the reason that certain persons are in a better
position to act as donors# Rarely will someone be refused overnight
lodging by a Pima relative when room is available and that person is
in need.
Seven years ago, a Pima was physically ejected from a Maycoba
paraje for allegedly practicing witchcraft and bringing misfortune on
some of the other Pimas in the area. Fortunately for the 'witch,1 a
brother-in-law living in another part of the Maycoba Ejido provided
him with a place to stay. In August of 1967, the same Pima accused
of witchcraft was allowed to sleep at the houses of families in La
Tijera and Y^cora who believed that some of their relatives had been
his victims. Fear did not appear to be the primary factor that
prompted this generosity, if indeed it was at all important. Rather,
the attitude of the hosts' was that even such a miscreant should be
helped in this minimal way.
The utility of the contacts maintained by families of mobile
laborers with relatives in Maycoba and Y^cora can be judged from the
following data. The heads of five families, who depend exclusively
on wage occupations and are without fixed places of residence, were
asked in June of 1968 how many times they had visited Maycoba or
Y^cora in the previous 15 months and for what purpose they traveled
to these places. All of the families interviewed were present in
Maycoba on October iith, 1967, and three attended the Easter celebra
tions earlier in the year. The two families who did not make Easter
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Week in Maycoba traveled as far as Ye'cora so as to be with compadres
and buy the appropriate alcoholic beverages, which are unobtainable
at the sawmills. The following Easter, all of the families spent
their time in Ydcora because they felt that they could not afford the
extra days away from the job (see discussion of job leave-taking given
below)• The head of one family stayed several days at a rancho out
side of Maycoba where he retrieved a burro he owned and sold it to a
nearby Blanco rancher, while a second laborer visited another rancho
in order to collect money owed on a packsaddle he had sold the pre
vious year to a cousin. The heads of each of these families had, on
the average, made the trip to Ye'cora five times during this 13> month
period to exchange their paychecks for food. The sawmills have their
own tiendas, but buying at these places is more expensive. The saw
mill workers are sometimes paid with ordenes, which can be cashed at
the sawmill stores. The storekeepers buy their ordenes at a discount
on the condition that half the money be used to buy supplies at their
establishments. The largest and best run store in Y^cora, that of
Senor Velazquez, asks the smallest discount (five percent as opposed
to as much as ten percent elsewhere), allows the workers to keep more
of their pay, and charges the lowest prices. All but one of the other
stores in Yecora accept ordenes*

Three Pima sawmill families reported

that they took sick members to Ydfcora so that they could receive,
somewhat belatedly, the attentions of a doctor. Two of these visits
culminated in funerals. Finally, two Pimas made a job switch from La
Tijera to Las Cuevitas, and in the process lodged their families with
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relatives in Y^cora. The same occurred when, two months after this
interview was conducted, three Pima laborers decided to look for work
in the lowlands and later send for their families.
As with the other Mountain Pima populations, much can be pre
dicted about the patterns of interaction among the sawmill families
from the structure of their kin ties. The close association of
families, reflected by the proximity of their dwellings, has already
been described as a function of kinship, particularly membership in
sibling groups linked through affinity and descent. Between families
who are situated close to one another, there is a great deal of in
formal visiting. During the day, the women carry out some of their
chores in parallel fashion, as when they roast and grind coffee at
the same fire, place their mixing tubs side-by-side while preparing
the flour dough to be used in making tortillas, or go together to the
arroyo where they wash clothes and gossip. Should one of the women
temporarily lack an important item to carry out her work, such as a
few spoons of shortening to fry beans, she can obtain what is needed
from the nearest Pima neighbor. The requests are always small and
are often repaid the same day. Evening is the time when the men cir
culate through the neighborhood, visiting the nearby hearths of rela
tives and discussing the day's news. In the course of these visits,
cups of coffee are given guests, and sometimes an added treat is
offered, such as an orange or some sweets.
The relative poverty of all Pima occupation groups makes a
high degree of sharing a very practical concern. The average wage
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paid a Pima sawmill worker in 196? was 23*35 pesos per eight hour day
for a six day week. Detailed yearly income data was provided by three
sawmill workers who labored slightly less than ten months in 1967, a
maximum for all Fimas. A 12 month work-year was prevented by tempo
rary layoffs during unusually heavy snows and summer rains, not to
mention the time devoted to fiesta celebrations. The largest amount
earned was 602li pesos or $1*81.92 (U.S.), with other Pimas earning less
according to their time on the job. The income of Pimas combining
work in Ydfcora with subsistence agriculture is estimated from only
partially complete data on four families to Average $288.00 (U.S.),
or about ten pesos per day. The incomes of the rancho Pimas is quite
variable, but generally less than for those who depend primarily on
wages. Balancing out some of the differences in income between these
occupational groups are the costs of living, which are highest at the
sawmills and lowest on the ranchos. It must also be remembered that
the sawmill Pimas frequently face long periods of unemployment after
the mills have closed down.
There are also many small items which are an essential part
of the Pima's tool kit but which not every family can afford to own.
About half the families have hammers with which to cobble their shoes
or perform simple tasks of carpentry, and good quality nails are
always at a premium. Machetes for splitting off pine shingles are
possessed by somewhat less than a third of the Pima families, and saws
are extremely rare. On the other hand, those who plant all have hoes,
digging bars and scythes, while axes, hand-cranked grinders and
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metates are nearly ubiquitous. Less common are shears and pliers,
tools which most families use at one time or another but must borrow
to do so. The sawmill Pimas, with greater incomes, have an opportunity
to acquire more of these items of material culture, but increased ex
penditures are more likely to take the form of cheap, battery powered
radios, better quality clothing, and a much more ample (if only
slightly more nutritous) diet. These are things which cannot be
borrowed from others, but must be purchased. VJhen a Pima can acquire
a tool through a temporary loan from a relative, he has little reason
to stand the expense of buying it. Moreover, the accumulation and
transportation of a large amount of heavy hardware is impractical for
this very mobile population, which lives part of the time out of
bundles and suitcases.
Hammers, saws, pliers etc., are circulated from family to
family through a complicated network of exchange. These loans are
made only to trusted persons, who are typically close relatives of
the lender. Ety £ar "the greatest amount of sharing occurs between the
families of siblings or of allied sibling groups (22 of

29

cases ob

served). The use of a borrowed item is for a short period, and
assumes that some reciprocation will be forthcoming. A Pima might
borrow a pair of pliers from an uncle and pay back the favor by giving
the uncle a few nails for shoe repair. As is the case among other
Pima populations, such exchanges are linked in a series, and a final
evening up never occurs. One Pima obtained the use of shears from a
cousin, and later gave haircuts to the cousin and the latter's
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brother-in-law. For his services as a barber the Pima was presented
by the cousin's wife with about seven pesos of coffee beans, part of
which was repayment for an earlier gift of darning thread. The ex
change of food is comparatively rare, except in the context of hospi
tality. However, families who are particularly close sometimes share
a perishable food which they have obtained in large quantity at an
unusually cheap price, such as oranges, green vegetables and meat.
I was able to record only three instances of this type of sharing, and
in every case it occurred between brothers or half-brothers.
Interaction Between the Pimas and the Blancos at the Sawmills
The status of the Pimas as an ethnic minority at the sawmills
is preserved in several ways. Most live apart in small clusters, and
have one room dwellings with walls of crude pine waste-slabs. The
Blancos are congregated together, and have obviously better, multiroom houses constructed of fitted boards and glass windows. These
are rented from the mill.
A Pima may work at any one of the many unskilled jobs at the
sawmill (e.g., stacking lumber, pitching sawdust, stoking the steam
engine that drives the saw), but more likely he will be assigned to a
field crew whose task it is to build access roads and fell trees. The
tendency is to place Pimas on the same crews so that they make up a
significant or even a majority of these work forces. When they are in
the majority, the Pimas occasionally joke and otherwise communicate
with one another in their own language, not caring about the Blancos1
reaction. One informant spoke of the Blancos1 seeming incapacity to
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absorb even a few words of the Pima language. This failure he attri
buted to the "thickness of the Blanco skull." "After all," he pointed
out, "we speak their language, don't we?" The Blanco attitude toward
the speech of the Inditos ranges from amusement to indifference.
Outside of these work contacts, there is very little social
intercourse with non-Pimas. At La Tijera, two Blancos with Pima wives
did have strong friendships within the indigenous group. One of the
Blancos earned his livelihood as a peddler, and he regularly dis
counted the ordenes of the Pimas at rates better than could be ex
pected from the storekeepers at the sawmill. Ten or more years ago,
two Pimas had established a compadrazgo relationship with their Blanco
jefes or bosses at mills other than Las Cuevitas and La Tijera. This
relationship did not include the wives of the jefes, and lasted only
so long as the employer-worker contract remained in effect. In 1966,
a former jefe at Las Cuevitas transferred to the recently opened saw
mill of La Tijera. Five Pimas, who had performed reliably for this
jefe at Las Cuevitas, used this contact in getting hired at the new
mill.
If the sawmill Pimas receive discriminatory treatment as a
group, I was not able to establish the fact. It was stated previously
that the Pimas are among the first to be laid off when work becomes
scarce. The reason is that seme of the Pimas, specifically those from
Maycoba, take unscheduled leaves to rejoin their families, plant crops
or participate in fiesta celebrations. When they return to the saw
mill, they are simply not rehired. Such is the policy towards any
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worker, Indian or non-Indian# Only by steadily showing up for work
can one protect his job. This creates a status conflict for the Pimas,
all of whom want to go to Maycoba for the major fiestas, and obliga
tions to relatives may require that they attend, as when they have
been asked to sponsor a child in baptism. But the time needed to make
the trip exceeds the days off allowed by the mill bosses. It was ex
plained by one of the Pimas totally dependent on wage work that he
visited Maycoba "quando la chamba es segura" (when my job is secure).
Otherwise, he goes only as far as Y^cora or stays at the sawmill.
The rancho Pimas, as I have said, are inclined to decide differently.
Possible cases of attempted exploitation were reported by two
Pimas, They were asked to act as mayordomos (crew leaders) for the
pay of an ordinary worker. The offers were turned down for several
reasons. There was no economic incentive to take on the added respon
sibility (although the Pimas thought that a tacit threat of job loss
existed), and the Pimas were reluctant to boss their parientes. Yet,
it was reported that a number of Pimas have in the past taken mayordomo positions at Yecora and elsewhere. The relegation to low paid
jobs, poor housing, the lack of 'special customer1 relations with the
sawmill storekeepers, and other kinds of inferior treatment seems to
be the lot also of the lower class Blancos,
Reciprocity Between the Pima Residents of the Sierra and
the Sonoran Lowlands
At various times during the year, particularly in the late
fall and winter, the Blanco ranchers cull their herds and drive cattle

marked for slaughter down out of the Sierra to towns in the eastern
foothills. From there the cattle are transported by truck to packing
houses in lowland cities. The drive may proceed only as far as Nuri
(approximately 35 miles from Ye'cora), where the roads become much
improved* The shipping point used most often is Tezopaco, which is
about 65 miles from Ciudad Obreg^n. The herding is done mostly on
foot by Pimas and poor Blancos, who are paid 1$ to 20 pesos per day
(it takes two weeks to reach Tezopaco with a large herd of 90 head),
plus three days pay for the return trip to Ye'cora. Once they arrive
in Tezopaco, most of the Pimas turn around and begin treking back to
the Sierra without seeing anything of the city. Three or four Pimas
have the reputation for staying at Tezopaco long enough to leave their
pay in the bars, arJ sme drinking is done by all before returning.
Sometimes a few Pimas organize an expedition to the ObregcSn irrigation
district in order to look for temporary work.
From April through June, cotton growers in the lowlands hire
field bands to irrigate their crops. Thirty pesos are paid for a 12
hour day lasting from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. The hiring of cotton
choppers occurs in May and June at the wage of 2E> pesos a day. Cotton
pickers are in demand from August to early October. The pickers re
ceive ftom .26 to .32 pesos per kilo of cotton, depending on whether
it is the first, second or third picking. Mature workers sack between
120 and l£0 kilos in a day's work. Tomatoes are ripe in June, and
those doing the harvesting are paid on contract (.£0 pesos for each
box), or on a straight wage basis (20 pesos daily). The same rates
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apply to chile verde, radishes and other vegetables. Maize is irri
gated in October (same pay as for cotton), and is harvested in Janu
ary, The workers harvesting maize receive two pesos per sack, and are
able to fill from seven to 1J? sacks a day. A very few persons can
find work as masons' assistants on construction projects in the city.
For this type of labor the daily wage is 25 pesos. In X^cora, a Pima
can earn 15 or 20 pesos a day (see above), but the length of each
work assignment tends to be short, seldom more than a week, and there
may be long layoffs between jobs. Because of the surplus of labor,
good opportunities for finding work in Obregrfn exist only during peak
agricultural seasons.
At least 5?0 Pima men who reside in Y^cora or Maycoba have had
experience working in and around Giudad Obregoii. For the last several
years (1965-68), between eight and ten Fimas have been regularly
traveling to the lowlands every four months or so in search of employ
ment. They sometimes join a cattle drive but, often lacking such an
opportunity, they hitch a ride on a truck or walk the 165 miles to
Obregtfn in four days. Others are more occasional in their visits,
undertaking this difficult trip only when economic conditions in the
Sierra are unusually depressed. Among these would be included the
Pima mobile laborers who go where work is to be found. In the three
month period from June through August 1965, I counted 19 different
Pimas as they passed through or out of Ye'cora on the way to seek work
in the agricultural industries of Obregtfn, Hermosillo and Navojoa.
Some were even prepared to go as far as northern Sinaloa. Nineteen
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sixty-five was a poor year for both growing crops and pasturing live
stock due to a very deficient rainfall. Wage work was scarce in the
Sierra, and many were not bothering to plant. For the same three
month period in 1967, lU Pimas were recorded as making the trip to
the lowland with the intention of staying for a month or more if work
was obtainable. Recovery from the previous years1 drought was not yet
complete, but many more Pimas were staying home to plant. Also, La
Tijera was at that time furnishing work for some of the Pimas. The
count went up in 1968 to 29 Pimas traveling to Obregcfo. This included
three sawmill families who were put out of work when La Tijera ceased
operations. These data are not conclusive, but they indicate that
the temporary migrations of Mountain Pimas into the lowlands is
affected by economic conditions in the Sierra.
The Mountain Pima who makes the trip alone to the Ciudad
Obregdn region is an exception. In the above sample of 62 seasonal
migrants, only nine were unaccompanied by at least one other Pima,
The groupings tabulated according to the number of members were; five
Pimas (1 group), four Pimas (3), three Pimas (6), and two Pimas (9).
Most of the larger groups participated in cattle drives to Tezopaco.
The advantages of traveling with a compaflero are several. Besides
the obvious benefit that such companionship offers in allaying lone
liness and estrangement, joint expeditions are sometimes a help in
making a suitable adjustment to the lowlands. One or another of the
Pimas traveling together may have a contact in the city or in the
campos and colonias of the countryside. This will afford them a
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place to stay temporarily while they assess the opportunities for work.
If not all of the Pima migrants find work, the other(s) will help out
the unemployed until they can establish themselves. Is is to be ex
pected, then, that Pimas would choose as their traveling partners
persons with whom they share close social bonds.
The relationships shared by Pimas who migrated to the lowlands
together were not ascertained in many instances. However, the follow
ing limited data were obtained. Among the eight Ye"cora Pimas who made
at least one trip to the ObregcJn area in the period 1965-68, two were
brothers and regular companions. Another two Pimas making several
trips together were brothers-in-law. The rest went with "primos
hermanos11 (cousins) from the ranchos of Maycoba. Two brothers from
Los Pilares jointly visited the lowlands on frequent occasions, while
another migrant from the same paraje associated quite often with
primos hermanos and compadres from two ranchos east of Maycoba. The
second Pima has also traveled to Obregdn in the company of his
mother's second husband and his maternal uncle's two sens, all of
whom reside in Yecora,
What I know of the reception accorded by Obregcai Pimas to
their relatives from the Sierra is based on relatively few cases.
Colonia Yaqui was mentioned as a favored destination by five Mountain
Pimas who have ties of compadrazgo with two Pima brothers living in
the settlement.

Out of the Colonia are hired a good many field hands,

and the resident Pimas have been willing to assist their compadres
with a few days1 lodging and information about local job opportunities.
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Los Hornos near the Obregtfn Dam and several campos in the vicinity of
Esperanza were mentioned as good places to seek work by a dozen Pimas
who had compadres and "primos hermanos" in these places.
One Pima family of eight, living within the city of Obregon,
provided extensive information on their contacts with Pima migrants
from the Sierra. This family resides in a rented (£0 pesos a month)
two room dwelling located in one of the newer neighborhoods which
shows a great deal of mix in regard to the wealth of the different
families. The house of the Pimas is a wooden affair built against a
brick warehouse and reached by an unpaved alley. In the rear is a
ramada which affords an outdoor meeting place and additional sleeping
area in warm weather.
During the nine-month school years of 1966-67 and 1967-68,
the wife's young nephew (her sister's son) came from Ydcora and
stayed with this family. The boy's mother was not receiving regular
support from her absent Blanco husband, and the care given her child
eased the burden. While in Obregdfi, the boy attended the local pub
lic school, something that he was not willing to do in Y^cora. From
1966 to 1968, other persons attached to the family were the wife's
brother and half-brother. These two were capable of a man's work,
being between the ages of 16 and 20, and contributed steadily to the
family's income. This additional money was critically needed when
the family head was drinking heavily or when the older son was out of
work. At various-^tfees, the half-brothers traveled to other parts of
lowland Sonora to look for work and see new sights, always returning
after a month or so to their sister's family in Obregtfn. Another
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brother of the wife spent most of 1966 with her family, leaving a wife
and child of his own in Y^cora, He went back to the Sierra in the
Spring of 1967, dividing his time between Yecora and the sawmill of
La Tijera. The following May he returned to Obregrfn and the family
of his sister, A month later his wife and child made the trip to
Obregrfn, and stayed with their sister-in-law until separate quarters
could be found. Finally, a resident of Yefcora, a brother and the
family head, stayed two weeks with the family in 1968.
Lowland Pima families who host relatives from the Sierra can
rely on their guests to reciprocate if ever asked. The former are
quick to compare unfavorably the heat and flies of the tierra caliente
with the salubrious climate of the montafias. They frequently speak
of returning to their highland homes for the Easter or October Uth
fiestas, but this is rarely done because of the costs of bus trans
portation and the time spent away from work. Notwithstanding, the
Obregdh Pimas have a continuing interest in the affairs of their
relatives in Maycoba and Yecora. Visitors from these areas are
welcomed for the news they bring from the Sierra, and for the service
they can render in taking messages back with them.

CHAPTER $
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Mountain Pima Social Organization as a
System of Exchange
Marshall Sahlin's (1965) scheme of reciprocity types was used
to analyze patterns of exchange among Mountain Pimas who come from
the Maycoba area of eastern Sonora, Mexico* According to Sahlins,
the form of reciprocity should,have varied as a function of the social
distance separating those engaged in exchange relationships. In more
specific terms, a positive association was assumed to exist between
generalized reciprocity and social solidarity among exchange partners.
The measurement of social distance would have been simpler had the
subject of this study been a population organized into corporate kin
groups. Then the degree of social distance would have depended on
whether those involved in an exchange belonged to the same or dif
ferent corporate groups of even greater inclusiveness, e.g., the
extended family, lineage, clan, and so on. The major social groups
of the Mountain Pimas are definable in terms of kinship, residence
and occupation. To a large extent, these criteria of group membership
are mutually reinforcing, although kinship ties crosscut residence
and occupational boundaries. This is especially true of the com-

padrazgo relationship. All of the adult non-rancho Pimas have
compadres who live within the Maycoba Ejido. A great many Pimas can
219
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also count a number of consanguineal kin in several different Sierra
communities, and persons living in the lowlands frequently have
parents and siblings residing in Yecora and Maycoba. Generally, how
ever, nearness of residence is a correlate of close kinship and
similar occupation.
The basic social unit of this relatively dispersed population
is the nuclear family, and social distance must be reckoned from this
point. The following comparisons with George Poster's conceptualiza
tion of exchange relations in the Mexican village of Tzintzuntzan
will help to illustrate how this is done.
These contracts are essentially dyadic; they bind pairs of
contractants rather than groups. The importance of this
distinction is clear when we remember that in Tzintzuntzan
there are vigorous voluntary associations or institutions
in which an individual recognizes identical or comparable
obligations to two or more people. Each person is the
center of his private and unique network of contractual
ties, a network whose overlay with other networks has
little or no functional significance. That is, A's tie
to B in no way binds him to B's partner, C. A may have a
contractual relationship with C as well, but the fact that
all three recognize comparable*~bonds gives rise to no
feeling of group association. An individual conceptualizes
his relationships with others as a focal point at which he
stands, from which radiate a multiplicity of two-way
streets; at the end of each is a single partner, completely
separate from all the others (Foster 1967: 2l£).
Mountain Pima social organization can similarly be conceptualized as
a complex of exchange networks. Every Pima has formed a unique set
of dyadic contracts with others of the indigenous group but, in
contrast to Tzintzuntzan, these exchange relationships directly in
volve the families of exchange partners. If A establishes a dyadic
contract with B, this has significance for A's wife and children
vis-a-vis the members of B's family. An exchange network among the

Mountain Fimas closely approximates the bilateral family alliance as
described by Wolf {19671 300-301)• These alliances are not bounded
social groups whose members have common obligations to one another#
Each family has a different social position relative to the others,
and participates in a somewhat special set of contractual relation
ships«
Ties of kinship, including ritual co-parenthood, provide a
basis for establishing family alliances. This is not to say that
exchange partners necessarily share a particular kin relationship,
since there is a strategy in forming alliances which takes into con
sideration a number of factors. However, kinship is important, as
the data indicate. Families most likely to favor one another with
acts of generalized reciprocity are linked in several ways. Within
the family of orientation, the different members maintain a close
association so that their own families frequently engage in exchange.
The mode of reciprocity varies between the generalized and balanced
types, depending on the exigencies of the situation. Close coopera
tion in subsistence to the point of sharing incomes and/or factors of
production is particularly characteristic of these alliances. The
free giving of hospitality and help in times of crisis occur between
the same relations. Other kin which show a pronounced tendency to
engage in generalized reciprocity are represented in the uncle/nephew
dyad. Outside these relationships, either husband's or wife's consanguineal kin, such as the offspring of parents' siblings, may be
the recipients of generalized reciprocity if they need emergency
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rations of food or medical care, and they will not be denied hospi
tality in the form of temporary shelter#
The selection of compadres occurs largely within the in
digenous group, with a majority of candidates coming from already
closely allied families. The formation of additional ties through
compadrazgo represents a process of intensification whereby social
distance is further reduced and certain partners are singled out for
greater cooperation in generalized and balanced reciprocity. Being
a very flexible institution, compadrazgo can also be extended to
distant kin and friends, and may even include non-Pimas. In all
cases where both sets of co-parents are Pima, obligations to gener
alized reciprocity are strong. When ritual co-parenthood involves
the two ethnic groups, a more balanced reciprocity is implied and
the content of the exchanges is entirely different.
Unlike the Tzintzuntzan case cited above, the overlay of
these family-centric exchange networks does have functional signi
ficance. V/hen A has reciprocity obligations to B and the latter has
similar commitments to C, this will sometimes lead to a temporaiy
alliance between A and C, an alliance which would not have come about
if the intermediary link provided by B had been absent. A specific
example described in the preceding chapter was the help extended by
a Pima to his uncle's son-in-law at harvest time. This Pima
(Leonardo) lent his uncle (Antonio) land on which to plant a crop of
maize. The uncle allowed his son-in-law to earn a share in the crop
by doing the harvesting. Leonardo was present at the time the maize
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was being picked and, as an additional favor, to Antonio, assisted
the son-in-law,,
Patterns of reciprocity among the Mountain Fimas vaxy accord
ing to the residential and occupational context. On the ranchoa of
Maycoba where subsistence is based on agriculture, exchange relations
between persons of different generations often reflect the Pima
tenurial system. Greater amounts of land and numbers of draft animals
are in the possession of the older Pimas, while the younger adults
are in a position to earn a surplus wage which can be used to buy seed
and provisions. The mechanism of balanced reciprocity makes it pos
sible for closely related Pimas to achieve a proper mix of these
different factors by sharing. The rules of inheritance as they per
tain to land and livestock also insure that the male head of the
family will more frequently be cooperating with his agnatic kin. In
cases where a Pima has only daughters or a surplus of land, the
opportunity exists for a permanent son-in-law/father-in-law alliance
in agricultural production.
Residence upon marriage is neolocal but typically in the same
general area or paraje as the husband's parents. This proximity on
the part of the male patrikin further facilitates their regular inter
action and frequent reciprocity. Thus, considerations of kinship,
tenure, utility and residence make the paraje an important focus of
exchange. Almost all the Pimas have consanguineal, affinal and fictive
r

kin outside the local area as well, and upon these linkages are built
additional contractual agreements with persons in other parajes and
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settlements. In this manner, the exchange networks are expanded to
take in ever larger numbers of Pimas.
Kinship is pervasive as a principle of social organization
among the Maycoba Pimas, whereas voluntary associations are few in
number and weakly formed. X found it difficult to establish whether
there were informal drinking groups with definite memberships,. The
data indicate that such exist, but are made up mostly of kin related
individuals whose families are already observing mutual reciprocity
obligations. Moreover, the gathering together of drinking partners
is to an extent fortuitous, and the temporary composition of the group
varies as certain members must be absent and other persons are allowed
to join in because of their relationships to some of the regulars,
~~

Other voluntary associations are centered in the town of

Maycoba, One group not adequately studied were the local Pima women
who, like their Blanco counterparts, have the responsibility of caring
for the santos and participating as a body in Church ritual. Their
reciprocity functions are to mediate relations between the Pima com
munity and its supernatural patrons. The local Pima men also have
definite roles to perform in the community's religious life. The
fariseos are drawn for the most part from nearby ranchos, although
all the Pimas who claim Maycoba as their birthplace may join. Their
ceremonial duties are carried out on behalf of Maycobenos in general,
and the fariseos are rewarded for this strenuous service with presen
tations of food and drink donated by the different Pima households.
Much less apparent are the prestigious older men who help direct
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ritual activities. These individuals are reported to be important
shapers of opinion, but I was unable to decide whether they consti
tuted an actual social group who jointly deliberated issues. They
were known to me mostly by reputation, and their interaction patterns
were not fully observed.
The formal political structure of the Maycoba Pima community
consists of eight named offices, only one of which carries any real
power, via,, the position of Gobernador, The legal competencies of
the other four officers are clear in principle but vague in practice.
The Gobernador has come to operate as a broker between the Pimas and
various Blanco groups on the local, state and federal levels. This
gives him control over certain funds which come to the Pimas from
outside. Not everyone is satisfied with the Gobernador's methods of
redistribution, but he has conformed to the ethic of sharing with
close relatives. The importance of kinship in the social organiza
tion of the Maycoba Pimas is apparent in the political functions that
have resulted. Those siding with the Pima Gobernador are mostly his
consanguineal kin, while his opponents are non-relatives outside the
Gobernador1s exchange network.
Reciprocity relationships between the Pimas and Blancos of
Maycoba tend to be negative in character, which is predictable con
sidering the extreme social distance separating the different parties.
Exchanges involving the two ethnic groups are further prejudiced by
a competition for land. In securing their own interests, the Blancos
have exploited their position of superior power, with the result that
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bitter feelings have been created on both sides. Yet, the Pimas and
Blancos sometimes find it mutually advantageous to cooperate on a
client-patron basis. These contractual agreements, which represent
a sort of hostile symbiosis, are consumated between individuals rather
than families. This is true even in cases of compadrazgo between
Blanco ranchers and their Pima employees. The terms of inter-ethnic
contractual relationships -having to do with wage employment or plant
ing on shares almost always favor the Blanco. Instances of more
balanced exchange occur during the town's major religious fiestas
when the Blancos can be expected to supply some of the ritual and
material elements necessary to the conduct of the Pima celebrations.
In Ye'cora the Pimas have fewer opportunities for cooperating
in subsistence activities. The small number of families who still
allocate a part of their time to agriculture continue to maintain
reciprocity obligations towards their rancho kin. But a majority of
the Ye'cora Pimas rely entirely on wage work, and their contacts with
Maycobdnos occur mostly in the trading of hospitality. Family
alliances, insofar as they imply a pooling of income or help in times
of crisis, include only very close kin such as father/son or sibling
dyads. This pattern is typical also of the Pimas located at the saw
mills and in the lowlands.
In their dealings with Blancos, the Ydcora Pimas receive some
what better treatment than those who live and work in Maycoba. The
difference is attributable to three factors. First, the two groups
in Ydcora are not opposed on the issue of who owns the land based
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resources. The Blancos are in effective control, and the Pimas
willingly accept whatever employment offered them. The Maycoba
ranchers see their position threatened by the local Pimas, and from
time to time try to force some of the Indians to migrate out of the
area. The offer of employment is either withheld entirely or extended
to just a few dependent Pimas who have land which the patrdn can
profitably utilize through an a medias arrangement. The loan and rent
of plow animals is likewise refused, and store facilities are denied
the Pimas. These policies are aimed particularly at the Indian who
works his land independently of any Blanco association, A second
factor which ameliorates inter-ethnic frictions in Yecora is that the
Pima residents, being essentially wage laborers who exhibit many
characteristics associated with the poorer class of non-Indians,
appear to the Blancos as more acculturated than their rancho counter
parts. And as the X^cora Pimas become less salient as a cultural
minority, the social distance that separates them from their Blanco
patregies is in some slight measure reduced. Thirdly, the unskilled
labor pool is not so large relative to the demand as it is in Maycoba.
This puts the Pimas in a slightly better bargaining position, although
under-employment is still the rule.
Several Pima families have cultivated a close and stable re
lationship with at least one Blanco patrdh. Such relationships are
biased in favor of the dominant party, the Blanco, but not so much
as in Maycoba. Where a particularly warm association exists, the
Blanco will occasionally aid his Pima client through an act of
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generalised reciprocity. This happens in cases of compadrazgo, and
where the patron-client relationship has been long lasting. Moreover,
exchange obligations exist between the various members of the Pima
and Blanco families rather than between just the family heads.
This picture of a more balanced reciprocity must be qualified
in the following way. One of the most significant facts about com
padrazgo ties between Blancos and Pimas is that they rarely occur.
When a Blanco forms such an alliance, he not only accepts certain
limited obligations towards his Indian co-parents but he also sur
renders some of the social distance which separates him from members
of an inferior group. The social aspects of this alliance are of no
advantage to the Blanco since he cannot realize any new prestige by
his status as co-parent to Pimas, and associating with such persons
may have just the opposite effect. The economic remunerations are
also small. A Blanco can always obtain the services of reliable Pima
workers without resorting to compadrazgo alliances. The Pima gener
ally reluctant to seek Blancos as co-parents for the reason that
tangible benefits are few as compared to what can be derived from a
compadraggo relationship with other Pimas. Indian co-parents cus
tomarily extend the kinds of help not proffered by the Blancos, i.e.,
the giving of hospitality and the sharing of income, labor and land.
In the few cases where Blancos have sponsored Pima children in baptism,
they were only one of several sets of co-parents, the others being
Pimas. The Blancos accept into their employment Pimas who perform
well, and this economic arrangement can develop into a perduring
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contract without the additional bond of compadrazgo. It is the ex
ceptional Pima who attempts to strengthen the tie to his patrdn
through the device of fictive kinship, and rarer still is the Blanco
family willing to entertain such a request. Nonetheless, several
Pimas have established co-parenthood with Blanco patr{fries for pur
poses of reinforcing the already existent economic contract, and this
has, to some extent, worked out well for both parties.
As implied by the foregoing discussion of Blanco-Pima com
padrazgo in Y^bora, the Pima never completely lose their Biancoimposed identification as inditos. Many of the Pima families reside
in rancho type dwellings located apart from the town's non-Indian
population. Additionally, all of the Pimas associate more often with
their own kind, and continue to observe certain highly visible cus
toms such as tesgiiino drinking (which leads to public drunkedness).
It is true as a generalization that the Blancos regard the Pimas in
particularistic (ascribed cultural) terms and, consequently, treat
them in a way that denotes the Pimas' inferior social station. This
attitude is evidenced in other ways besides the absence of com
padrazgo between the two groups. For instance, the Pimas are con
sidered a rattier, special occupational group fit for tasks not the
proper work of Blancos, e.g., cleaning out corrals. In another kind
of transaction, the buying and selling at local stores, the status
of 'favored customer' is denied regular Pimal clients, whereas nonIndians, including those from the clase humilde, may be accorded this
distinction.
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Culture group membership per se does not determine hiring
practices or other commercial exchanges at the two sawmills described
above. Pay rates are standardized for each job, and assignments are
made on the basis of the workers' skills. Fimas who come from the
ranchos generally have less tenure than some of the Blancos doing
comparable work, but this is the result of purely economic considera
tions. Layoffs are necessitated by production declines, while those
performing less critical jobs and having poorer attendance records
are the first to go. On the other hand, Fimas for whom wage work is
a full time occupation have a competitive advantage because of their
perseverance through periods of reduced work and their acceptance of
low pay in whatever form it is offered, cash or orden. Some of the
Pima mobile laborers personally known to the mill overseers are among
the first to be granted employment in recognition of past performances,
Pima employees at these sawmills find it impractical to long
confine their social and economic relationships to the mill complex.
That segment of the Indian work force which subsists in part by
planting must withdraw from their wage-paying jobs and return to the
rancho as each task in the agricultural cycle falls due. Others, who
cooperate in agriculture principally by a contribution of their wages,
absent themselves from the sawmills at harvest time, and remain away
so long as the product of their investment will support them. These
two groups attend the Maycoba fiestas with regularity and are slow
in returning to the sawmill. Pimas fully committed to wage work
adjust their holidays to the demands of the job, but they too find
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it desirable to visit relatives in distant towns when the opportunity
occurs#

As for economic contacts outside the sawmill, the full time

laborers frequently show up in Ye'cora in order to cash checks, buy
food and sometimes to seek medical attention. This means that all of
the Pima sawmill workers maintain relations with persons in other
Sierra communities, both Blancos and Pimas. Whenever an Indian
laborer is forced to deal with Blancos, cultural differences again
become Relevant and tend to influence the interaction situation in
the direction of negative reciprocity.
It is only by migrating to the lowland that a Mountain Pima
can shed all vestige of belonging to a denigrated cultural minority.
There he can blend into a heterogeneous proletariat, and temporarily
earn a wage rated as good by Sierra standards. Should he establish
long-term residence in the lowland, he has limited chances of further
improving his economic position, as by acquiring a permanent job in
the city and completely giving up seasonal agricultural work on the
large commercial farms located in lowland irrigation districts. Geo
graphic distance from other Pimas reduces the number of active ex
change relationships which the lowland migrant can continue to observe.
Yet, these relationships may be reinstituted at any time in the future
should individuals wish to visit the Sierra oragain take up residence
there.
Sociability as a Determinant of Reciprocity Type: An Assessment
of Sahlins* Exchange Theory
As I indicated at the beginning of this chapter, a single and
unambiguous measure of social distance could not be developed which
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strongly predicted reciprocity type among the Mountain Pimas. Ex
change partners usually share multiple social bonds based on genealogy,
affinity, fictive kinship, residence, culture group membership, etc.
These different dimensions of social distance are incommensurable in
terms of any metric that can be devised independently of actual
exchange patterns. It would seem that this is necessarily the case
with societies that recognize bilateral descent, lack -corporate kin
organizations, and cannot be stratified on the basis of prestige and
power. Each culture group provides its own definitions of social
distance. If these definitions are largely tacit, it is only by
their translation into social interaction that they become discover
able. Even where degrees of socialability are measurable prior to
the facts of interaction, something that is practicable for those
studying class, caste or corporate group phenomena, the correlation
of reciprocity type with social distance is in itself a trivial
undertaking. Unless we have a basis for predicting both the content
of these exchanges and their likelihood of occurrence, very little
has been said about social relationships.
Although Sahlins inadequately discusses the problem of de
fining social distance, he does recognize the need to investigate
the circumstances under which certain kinds of exchange may be trans
acted. He proposes that reciprocity patterns be analyzed on the
supposition that the ultimate determinants of exchange lie outside
the social relationships involved. Sahlins is again vague about the
nature of these determinants, but indicates that anything affecting
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a group's subsistence base so qualifies* In the succeeding sections
I try to make explicit how adjustments in Mountain Pima exchange pat
terns reflect broader changes in what Sahlins calls the total
cultural-adaptive context.
Some Conclusions about Mountain Pima Acculturation
One of the assumptions made in the introductory chapter was
that the process of Mountain Pima culture change could best be under
stood as a series of adaptive responses to a shifting ecological
situation. The single most important factor in the Pima ecology seems
to have been the competition with non-Indians over the same land re
sources. The competition has forced upon the Pimas new patterns of
land utilization, the adoption of non-agricultural occupations, and
many readjustments in the total network of exchanges by which wealth
is acquired and distributed in aboriginal society.
Contact with the Mountain Pimas was initiated by Jesuit
missionaries in the middle of the 17th century. 3y the 1670's a
system of head missions and dependent visitas was established in the
area and, except for a brief period when some of the Mountain Pimas
rebelled along with neighboring Tarahumara groups (1697-98), relations
between priest and Indian continued unbroken for almost a hundred
years. During this time, the Mountain Pimas assimilated elements of
western European culture which had great impact on their social or
ganization. The Indian economy was expanded and made more productive
through the introduction of new crops, animal husbandry and plow
agriculture. The missionaries tried to reduce the Pimas by gathering
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them into centrally located villages where they could be more affec
tively administrated. This program of resettlement was only partially
successful, for many Pimas preferred rancho life and could not be
persuaded to take up residence in the mission center. The lack of
extensive arable lands at places' like Maycoba probably further im
peded reduction. The resettlement which did occur was to some extent
offset by a high death rate attributable to diseases transmitted from
the Europeans. Wherever the Jesuits became established a majority of
the Pimas were nominally converted to Catholicism and churches were
built. These churches, along with the statues and relics which they
eventually housed, came to serve as powerful symbols of communal
unity. The overt expression of this unity was institutionalized in
the form of religious fiestas organised around the veneration of the
santos. Additionally, Indian political structures were reorganized
into formal offices taken from European conceived models, and we may
speculate that this led to a greater concentration of authority than
was traditionally found in Mountain Pima society.
The first decades of the mission period, as I have said, were
troubled by the uprisings of the Tarahumara which spilled over into
adjacent areas. After this initial difficulty, the missionaries were
in almost continuous contact with the Mountain Pimas until Apache
raiding impelled the withdrawal of almost all Europeans late in the
18th century. Another contact institution which had an undoubted
effect on the Mountain Pimas through most of the mission period was
the mine. Although published records are lacking, we can assume
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that Indian labor was utilized at places like Ostimuri and in some of
the smaller nearby mines. The presence of these important sources of
revenue stimulated the construction of roads, and traffic increased
from the outside. The Pimas were not only introduced to a new form
of labor and probably novel consumer goods, the mines were also dis
semination points for diseases that decimated the indigenous popula
tion.
As Apache raiding slackened in the latter half of the 19th
century, Blancos began moving back into the Mountain Pima area. It
is difficult to say how many European settlers (ranchers and farmers)
were present before the outbreak of Apache hostilities, but they
could be found in the Sahuaripa valley and at Y^cora in small numbers.
Subsequent to the reopening of the Sierra, the influx of settlers
outnumbered miners and missionaries. Under the missionaries in the
17th and 18th centuries, the Mountain Pimas were subjected to a pro
gram of directed culture change. Its implementation was effective in
the establishment of Christianity, the partial reorganization of
Indian settlements, and the introduction of many technological im
provements. Although reduced by disease and disaffection, the Indian
communities remained viable throughout. Exposed villages in the
Sahuaripa and Y^cora valleys later suffered greatly from Apache
attacks, while some of the smaller and more sequestered settlements
like Maycoba fared somewhat better. In the closing decades of the
19th century, a new regime was put into effect by the dominant Blanco
ranchers. The indigenes were no longer given the simple option of
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assimilation as a separate social group. In the broad valleys most
suitable for cattle raising, they were driven from land. It is likely
that some of the Plmas intermarried with Blancos and other Indian
peoples such as the Opata, while the twin processes of detribalization and mestization obliterated their identity as Pimas. A small
number of the more acculturated Pimas may have stayed in the area, but
it is said by the older people whose grandparents pioneered the Ydfcora
valley as ranchers that most of the Pimas moved away. I believe it
highly probably that the sequence of events which destroyed Pima com
munities in these areas is now being fulfilled in Maycoba, and it is
to the latter group that I now turn my attention.
The village of Maycoba was given ejido status in 190$ with an
area of 1756 hectares. Possibly seven percent of the land was allot
ted to Blancos, and the remainder was unassigned. At this time,
large tracts were also claimed by Blancos to the east and west of the
Ejido. Also outside the ejidal boundaries of 1905 were located a
number of Pima ranchos, some of them on lands which had been appro
priated by Blancos. Notwithstanding their exclusion from the Ejido,
the traditional socio-political links between these outlying satellite
ranchos and Maycoba proper continued to be observed by the Pimas.
In the years before the Mexican Revolution, the invasion of
Blancos remained sufficiently limited so that open conflict with the
indigenous population was avoided. Some of the terrain could be ex
ploited by the Blancos without intruding on areas necessary for Indian
subsistence. Where a Pima felt strong territorial pressures from a
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non-Indian, there was still enough reserve land so that internal
migration on the part of the former could solve the problem in most
cases. The indigenous civil and religious institutions remained in
tact, and the Pimas governed their own affairs while tolerating the
Blanco presence.
The Revolution interrupted the trend towards greater contacts
between Blanco and Pima in the Maycoba area, but this was resumed
after peace was again established. In the 19301s, judging from the
oral testimony of the Pimas, Blanco settlement increased markedly
with the result that internal migration was intensified. Land short
age was now a serious problem for the Indians, Residents of ranchos
were being dispossessed by coercive means and their cattle stolen.
Some of those affected obtained the loan of new lands and the use of
plow animals from relatives. Others formed economic partnerships
with kin whereby the landless Indians contributed their labor and
what other income they had to a common agricultural venture. This
kind of cooperation was not something new for the Mountain Pimas, but
the pooling of resources became much more important to their liveli
hood, Underhill (1939: 9U-100 and 211-23U) describes exchange rela
tions among the Papagos of Arizona which are very similar to those of
the Mountain Pimas, Possibly all the rancheria peoples of northwest
Mexico and the southwestern United States exhibited much the same
patterns of land use and sharing.
The mines, and later the sawmills, provided an occupational
alternative for many Pimas, Even families which could easily subsist
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by traditional means would send some of their members to work for the
Blancos as a way of obtaining added income. Ety the late 19^0's, a
majority cf the Pimas had shifted from what Underhill (1939: 201-210)
has called an economy of abundance to an economy of scarcity. Access
to money wages and consumer goods introduced by the Blancos induced
the Pimas to accept a standard of living which their declining agri
culture could not supply. Thus, wage work became increasingly attrac
tive as the Pimas desired more non-Indian manufactures.
Working for pay was not an entirely satisfactory answer to
the economic undercutting of the Pimas by the more aggressive ranchers.
When the mines closed down or men were laid-off, the Pimas returned
to the rancho. Because of the temporary nature of this and other
kinds of employment, subsistence agriculture continued to be the basic
occupation of the Indian population. Throughout their stays at the
mines, many Pimas retained an active interest in the economics of
rancho life either by taking leave from their jobs to plant or by
using a part of their wages to supply a relative with the means for
cultivating his fields. It may be said that both the stimulus of
Blanco competition over land and the attraction of temporary wage
work actually promoted the formation of economic partnerships among
the Pimas. This is still true today, except that the number of per
sons giving up agriculture entirely has in recent years caused co
operation in subsistence to decrease somewhat in importance as an
adaptive response to the Blanco presence.
New mines were developed in the 19l|0's around Trigo, Mulatos
and El Pilar, places close enough to Maycoba to attract a large number
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of Pima workers. Following about eight years in which jobs were more
plentiful than ever before, the mines went into a decline. At about
the same time, the timbering industry began operations in the area,
and Pima encampments quickly grew up on the periphery of each new
sawmill. The rapid changeover from mine to sawmill was welcomed by
many Pimas. Further expansion by the Blanco ranchers made it impos
sible for some of the mine workers to fall back on the rancho econony.
These persons had lost all of their land and were unable to depend on
relatives for assistance. Also in need of work were others from the
ranchos whose subsistence base had similarly deteriorated. In other
words, demographic pressures had reached an acute stage.
For the next 13 years, from about 19ii8 to l?6l, the Pimas
moved in and out of sawmill jobs as one operation closed down and
another began hiring. In between times, a number of Pimas who had
been to the lowlands on cattle drives began seeking temporary jobs
there, and several families established themselves permanently in the
vicinity of Ciudad Obregon. Shortly before the closing of the Y^cora
mill in early 1961, five of the approximately hO Pima families located
there moved to the lowland, while another seven families remained at
Y/cora living on whatever jobs the Blancos provided. My estimate is
that 2!? percent of the Indian workers never returned to rancho life.
Since the late 19^01s, out migration of the Mountain Pimas
has accelerated. More of the younger men from Maycoba are making
tentative work contacts far from home. After a period of oscillation
between rancho and place of employment, a small percentage of these
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seasonal wage workers eventually establish residence near a Blanco
town like Yecora, This signals an important occupational adjustment,
since those quiting the rancho become day laborers who have only a
secondary reliance on agriculture at best. Contract work is more
readily obtainable at the Blanco settlements and, if jobs are scarce
locally, a Pima has easier access to other centers of employment than
if he were on some isolated rancho. The next step in an individual
Pima's acculturation can proceed in one of two directions. By sever
ing relations with other Fimas and acquiring sufficient Blanco cul
ture traits, he may be able to attain non-Indian status and become
fully integrated into the town's Blanco population. But this is a
very difficult achievement requiring considerable time for one's
Indian percentage to be forgotten, A Pima seeking social mobility is
more likely to take up residence in the populous lowland where he can
merge immediately into the lower classes, which already include many
migrants out of the rural hinterland. Before a Pima's adaptation to
the tierra caliente is complete, he often returns to the Sierra when
opportunities for work there are particularly good, but in depressed
times the move is always back to the city or lowland farm.
In order that Mountain Pima migration patterns be seen in
proper perspective, some comparison should be made with the nonIndian population. Following the closing of the Yecora sawmill, half
of the town's 3000 Blanco residents moved away. Possibly 80 percent
of the persons who left originally came from Chihuahua and other parts
of Sonora specifically for the purpose of work at the mill, so an
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immediate drop in population was predictable. However, Ydcora also
lost a number of its native sons, and the exodus has continued up
until the present. The younger people and many older persons see
their future in urban Mexico. Absentee landlordism in both Yefcora
and Kaycoba appears to be on the increase as those who can afford it
leave their ranches to live in Giudad Obregdn for most of the year.
The children of the economically advantaged must continue their edu
cation beyond the sixth grade in Ciudad Obregdn for lack of educational
facilities in the Sierra. It is usually the desire of these students
to pursue professions in the city on completion of high school, rather
than return to Yecora or Maycoba. In the case of large families who
own successful stores or ranches, one or several sons are expected to
take over the business of their father while the other siblings seek
careers in the lowland. As for members of the clase humilde, my
subjective impression is that they are also leaving at a rate exceed
ing that of the Pimas. Some of the poorer Blancos occasionally accept
seasonal jobs on the commercial farms in lowland irrigational districts,
but they more often enter the urban occupational structure as par
tially skilled workers. This the Blancos can do because of practical
training in mechanics, trucking, storekeeping, etc.
Because the Blancos start out with more saleable work ex
perience and have the additional advantage of greater sophistication
in the national culture, geographic and social mobility is much easier
for them than for the Mountain Pimas. Another factor inhibiting the
Pimas from permanently resettling outside the Sierra is their
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dependence on a common system of generalized and balanced reciprocity.
This system consists of many family-centric exchange networks which
are inter-linked so as to form a more general pattern of integration.
As I have emphasized, the individual family can better cope with prob
lems of subsistence, particularly in crisis situations, so long as it
receives assistance from others. Removing oneself from the society
of relatives and friends thus entails certain costs which an already
impoverished people finds diffucult to bear. Some measure of security
can be had by several related families invading the lowland together.
When this results in a long term stay, other Pimas can use these
contacts to establish themselves in similar fashion. Yet, the total
number of Mountain Pimas found residing outside their Sierra homeland
remains quite small.
The Mountain Pimas have been very tenacious in the face of
powerful counterforces, but I do not see how they can persist for very
much longer. Pima society is anchored in Maycoba, and what happens
there will determine its future. Attachment to the land of Maycoba
coupled with the hope that Indian tenurial rights will ultimately be
protected encourages a strong sense of solidarity among the Pimas.
Traditions supporting Indian claims are well circulated, and there is
often optimistic talk about the impending expulsion of the Blancos.
Whether the Pimas truly believe the latter I cannot say. However,
harsh realities will eventually dispell delusion. The Mountain Pimas
are too few in number for the federal government to give their prob
lems priority. It could happen that before final litigation is
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completed the Indian grantees and their heirs will have disappeared
from the Ejido, an outcome that is now being helped along by the
Blancos.
At present writing (Summer of 1969), the military is repairing
the road from Ydcora to Maycoba and extending it to Yepachic, Chihua
hua. Simultaneously, Madera and Tutuaca are being linked up with
Yepachic. When work is completed there will be for the first time a
direct route between the major cities of Sonora and Chihuahua. It is
difficult to project what if any changes will be visited upon the
Maycoba Fimas as a result of this new road and the economic develop
ment that it will likely bring to the Sierra. A year ago, the Pimas
were eagerly anticipating the commencement of the project, believing
that there would be a demand for their labor inasmuch as Pima workers
had been used for local road construction in the past. Now, however,
a large garrison of troops is stationed in Ye'cora, and the tendency
is to utilize their labor on community improvement projects. The need
to occupy the soldiers' time or make work details may deprive many
Pimas of an opportunity to earn good wages.
Plans exist for improving the Sonora-Chihuahua road to carry
commercial traffic, and should this be done land values in Maycoba
can be expected to rise. Easy access to distant markets by truck will
make ranching more profitable, and at the same time spell an end to
the long cattle drive which provided work for the Pimas. A correlate
of higher land values will be greater aggressiveness on the part of
the Blancos towards Indians who still occupy desirable tracts. More
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encouraging are the prospects for a resurgence of mining in areas ad
jacent to Maycoba. The lack of good roads has hampered the exploita
tion of valuable deposits, but this situation promises to change. By
opening the ore rich Ye'cora to Madera region, the new road could
stimulate greatly increased mining activity. The creation of mine
jobs would benefit the Pima economy, provided that the Indians were
employed in significant numbers. As X pointed out earlier, the small
mines presently operating in the area tend to rely on a fairly skilled
labor force consisting of Blancos drawn from the local population or
imported from other centers of mining. The day is past when a Pima
can count on being hired for such work simply because he can wield a
sledge and pick.
In the summer of 1?68, Blancos were negotiating with the
residents of Quipurito, a paraje of Maycoba, for permission to cut a
stand of timber on their land. If the sawmill is finally approved
(and there is much opposition) new jobs will temporarily be made
available to the Pimas. Once the timber is exhausted, possibly in a
year or two, lumbering in the Yecora and Maycoba areas will be fin
ished for some time. Similar work can then be found only in distant
Sierra communities, and the need for migration returns.
Added to the problem of a shrinking land base and the shortage
of supplementary work is the rapid disintegration of Pima social in
stitutions. Lack of confidence in the civil officials, who are
accused of selling out to the Blancos, has led to a breakdown in the
political processes. Self-predation does occur within the Pima
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community as those in positions of authority succumb to the temptation
to seeking personal advantage by collaborating with the powerful
ranchers. Having enjoyed the benefits of Blanco favor, a Pima offi
cial might attempt to perpetuate his authority beyond normal tenure,
even at the cost of a highly disruptive factional dispute. Practical
considerations force the Pimas to maintain formal relations with the
Blancos through elected officials. The tendency is to confer office
on acculturated individuals who have both the verbal and literate
skill to perform this function. It is felt that Indian interests
would be more conscientiously served by culturally conservative Pimas,
but opposition from the Blancos and the limitations of such candidates
conspire to keep them out of office*
Paralleling the disarray of native politics is the decline of
Pima religious organization. The old mission church, the most sig
nificant symbol of Indian heritage in Maycoba, stands delapidated and
without its relics or santos. It is almost totally eclipsed by the
new Blanco church where most of the ceremonies are now held. The Uth
of October fiesta, which has become considerably secularized, is
under the direction of the Blancos. The Pimas conduct their separate
Easter Week observances, even though man;'' customs have fallen into
disuse over the years and the remainder seem to continue under a sort
of feeble inertia.
In view of established trends toward dysfunction in Pima
social institutions, I must conclude that Indian society will disap
pear in Maycoba with the next several decades. Furthermore, I do not
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expect the integration of very many Pimas into the local Blanco popu
lation. The vast majority will of necessity relocate in other com
munities where unskilled laborers are in demand and cultural boundaries
are less difficult to cross. Lowland Sonora should have an especially
strong attraction for the migrant Pimas.
The Study of Inter-Ethnic Conflict on the Contemporary Scene
Julio de la Fuente (1967: 1432) tells us that, with few excep
tions, "Our knowledge of ethnic relationships in Middle America is
generally a byproduct of other objectives rather than of studies
directed toward the end." The present discussion of Mountain Pima
exchange patterns is a good illustration of de la Fuente's point.
Although my original intention was to concentrate solely on the reci
procity system of the Pimas, it quickly became obvious that the re
lationships between Pima and Bianco merited close examination. The
hypothesis that reciprocity type was related to social distance proved
correct, but this fact is in itself trivial unless there is some basis
for predicting both the content and frequency of these exchanges. In
order to make such predictions, additional information is needed about
what Sahlins (l?6f>: 156) calls the "forces of constraint that lie
outside the relations." For the Maycoba Pimas the most pervasive
constraint on reciprocal exchange, whether or not Blancos are directly
involved, is the struggle between the two cultural groups over con
trol of the same environment#
Anthropologists have been inclined to study inter-ethnic
conflict almost exclusively as a historical phenomenon rather than as
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an important feature of the contemporary scene. There are, as I see
it, three main reasons for the heavy reliance on documentary evidence.
In the case of Middle American culture history, the quantity and
quality of information is such that social scientists have readily
exploited its potential. Competitive relations between different cul
ture groups are insightfully discussed in several summary works on
Indian acculturation (Beals 1952 and 1967; Simpson 1952bj and Wolf
1959)> as well as in numerous specialized studies restricted to a
particular subarea or time period (for instance, Aguirre BeltrAi 19l*0
and 1958; Gibson 196k} Spicer 1962} and Wolf 1955a). Some of the best
documentation concerns the dramatic changes in Indian settlement pat
terns that resulted from the encroachment of colonial institutions such
the encomienda, estancia, hacienda and real de mines (Chevalier 1966,
Simpson 1966; West 19U9; and Wolf 1955a). Most of what we know about
Indian resistance to the aggressions of the Blancos comes from mission
records and reports, transactions of legal suits pled before the
colonial courts, and the chronicles of nativistic movements which
erupted into major violence. A great deal of data on Indian uprisings
has been compiled in Casarrubias (1951) and Gonzales Obregon (1952),
while some of the better analytic studies include Edmonson (i960),
Spicer (1962), and Thompson (i960). A less militant strategy of selfperservation whereby indigenous communities developed extremely intro
verted social organizations as a way of insuring their insulation
from threatening non-Indians is described in Beala (1967) and Wolf
(1959).
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Another advantage of the historical approach, besides the mere
availability of data, is that slowly evolving social processes can be
studied in their full cycle, The forced displacement of one culture
group by another has usually been a protracted affair, in some cases
continuing over a century or more. The perspective of history allows
us to observe long-term demographic trends, and to correlate these
trends with complex ecological factors (Cook 19b9a.t 19lt9b; Cook and
Simpson l?i|8j Simpson 19£2a).
By relying on documentary evidence, one also avoids the many
practical difficulties that face anyone wishing to investigate interethnic conflict as an ethnographic problem. Some of the usual methods
such as participant observation and direct interviewing are inappro
priate under most circumstances, so that one must approach the subject
obliquely. This raises a whole series of questions concerning roleplaying by the researcher and the honest treatment of informants.
Since at least two opposing groups are involved in the study, the
difficulty of gaining acceptance and establishing rapport with key
persons is very greatly increased. When only one group can be pene
trated, the result is data bias. Without going into a discussion of
research methods, I will simply assert that these problems can in some
cases be overcome. The reason for undertaking such a study is that
certain kinds of information can be gained in no other way.
With the exception of Gibson's (196'^ study of post-Conquest
Aztec society, historical analyses generally give an inadequate pic
ture of how Indian groups adjusted to the invasions of their
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territories by those who competitively exploited the same natural
resources. Chevalier's (1966) excellent study of land use and society
in colonial Mexico tells us in what ways native peoples were acted
upon by various legal, religious and economic institutions of the

Spaniards, but little is said about Indian counter-responses which
went beyond the petitioning for royal protection. Some mention is
made of land grabbers being frustrated by indigenous communities in
the southern and western highlands, present-day Oaxaca and Michoacdh,
where corporate civil and religious structures introduced by mission
ary priests, along with traditional patterns of communal tenure, were
instrumental in promoting Indian solidarity (Chevalier 1966: 181-200).
Yet, Chevalier does not really explain this phenomenon, and it is
primarily as the result of modem ethnographic studies, especially
those conducted among Indian groups in the highlands of Chiapas and
midwestern Guatemala, that we are able to appreciate these corporate
structures as mechanisms which help maintain both social and terri
torial boundaries (Camara 19$2$ Cancian l?6?j Nash 1958j Wolf 19££b).
In short, direct observation of the micro-processes of culture main
tenance and change is often necessary before we can understand the
broad developments of history.
While most case studies of inter-ethnic conflict pertain to
the highland regions of Oaxaca, Chiapas and Guatemala, there are
numerous other indigenous areas in Mexico where this kind of research
would be very relevant. Persistent hostility characterizes relations
between HLancos and such Indian groups as the Quintana Roo Maya, the
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Yaquis and Papagos of Sonora, axid the Tarahumaras of Chihuahua (de la
Fuente 1967:

)
• These few examples could be greatly augmented,

but I will concentrate briefly on just four Indian populations of the
Sierra Madre Occidental which, like the Mountain Pimas, are faced
with the problem of preventing a Blanco takeover#
Information about relations between most Sierra Indians and
their Blanco neighbors is regrettably sketchy. Regarding the Warihio,
who are located to the southwest of the Mountain Pimas on the upper
Rio Mayo, Gentry (1963: 1U0) reports that,
The presence of the Mexican rancher is now the most aggres
sive change the Warihio has to meet. Certain phenomena are
indicative of a slow reciprocation of cultures,.,. The
great preponderance of culture exchange, however, flows to
the Warihios from the Mexicans as carriers of the aggressive
European culture,#,.
Gentry goes on to say that this exchange has contributed to the dis
integration of Warihio patterns, particularly in "mental culture."
The tuwuris or native fiestas, which are performed in supplication
for rain and in thanksgiving for the harvest, are a basic feature of
Indian community life, but a significant number of disaffections are
occurring due to the "ridicule and skepticisms of the Mexican
rancher," The rate of Warihio culture loss thus varies in direct
proportion to the amount of Blanco contact.
In the lowland towns, as San Bernardo, Macoyahui, and
Chorijoa, the culture hangs spent and dying, a tattered
remanant, being surely engulfed in the newer, stronger
general Mexican culture. Even the Warihios there /sic7 may
not know their own blood and have forgotten their own ances
tral name. With the Warihios in the isolated canyons it is
a little different story, for they occupy a place very few
others want, and it is likely they will hold on for an in
definite period, especially if they keep up tuwuri (Gentry
1963: lla).
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The Warihio area is recommended by Gentry as a fertile field
in which to carry out salvage ethnography. This is a worthy goal, but
advantage should also be taken of the opportunity to study the pro
cesses of culture extinction. The need for both kinds of research is
fairly critical, as Gentry (1963: 1^3) points out.
Precious little remains of indigenous culture in northwestern
Mexico, bub it is more than has been generally suspected.
Much of it will flicker out in our present generation with
the advance of the machine, upon which rides the modern
Mexican exploiter, hotly spurring, like his northern neigh
bor. Roads one by one creep back into the interior for the
trucks to contact more efficiently the virginal resources.
In mineral and woods the Barranca region...is one of the last
great frontiers of Mexico. Our ethnographic field wanes not
from too much desk work, but from too little living with the
great unwritten source book.
Although under severe attack by rapacious Blancos, the Tarahumaras of southwestern Chihuahua are in no immediate danger of
cultural collapse. This very large population of

(Plancarte

195h: 17) compares with the Mountain Pimas in several respects.
Tarahumara settlement patterns conform to the four basic Pima types:
isolated rancho without ties to any larger political body; dispersed
ranchos organized around a central administrative and ceremonial
center, not necessarily a place of concentrated population; fairly
populous towns, often cabaceras municipales, having a large mestizo
segment and an economy based on ranching, mining, lumbering, etc.;
and small family groups temporarily residing in the lowland cities
of eastern Chihuahua but returning to the Sierra for planting (Plancarte 118-19). Like the Warihios and Pimas, Tarahumares who
inhabit the towns are more acculturated to Blanco ways, while
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isolation from such contacts is associated with cultural conservatism.
The immense and rugged territory over which they range allows many
Tarahumaras to retreat from any intensive interaction with non-Indians,
something that is difficult for the more circumscribed Pimas. In
places where Blancos are absent or very few in number, the Tarahumaras
enjoy political autonomy at the local level. A group of associated
ranchos will have its own set of officials with duties and powers
(Bennett and Zingg 1935: 201-209) that approximate those ascribed to
Maycoba Pima officials in an earlier period. The Tarahumara economy
is also like that of the Mountain Pimas, ranging from subsistence
agriculture combined with a good deal of livestock raising to various
kinds of wage labor for the Blancos.
As described by Plancarte (19$h), relations between the Tara
humaras and Blancos mirror the situation in Maycoba. Although some
of the Blancos (referred to as noraguas) are reputed],y fair in their
treatment of the Tarahumaras, the majority are shunned as being un
principled exploiters of the Indians. In the more remote areas where
acquisitive ranchers (chabochis) are the primary representatives of
Mexican culture, Indian removal is the objective of these frontier
settlers.
Para localizar las partes m^s adecuadas para los trabajos
agrjfcolas y pecuarios en el accidentado territorio serrano,
la poblacirfn mestiza sigui<^ el m^todo mis fdcil: despojar
de diversos modos a los indxgenas de sua parcelas (Plancarte 195k'- 62).
The devices by which this displacement is carried out should be
familiar. With the help of venal Blanco officials and sometimes as
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the result of an ill-considered acquiescence on the part of the Tara
humaras, mestizo ranchers have gained a legal foothold in Indian
ejidos. The ranchers, after capturing power through commercial ex
ploitation and intimidation, assign more and more of the better
terrain to their own use, leaving the poorer sections for the Indians.
Another stratagem of the ranchers is to have ^eairable agricultural
and pasture lands declared terrenos nacionales, i.e., unsettled ter
ritory open to homesteading. Once this is done, they can apply for
title on the basis of simply taking possession of the land and putting
it into production. The next step is to remove by any means necessary
the resident Indians, who usually have no recourse but to flee into
the more undeveloped regions of the Sierra. State and federal
statutes provide for the protection of the Tarahumaras, but effective
implementation is thwarted by local power structures which represent
Blanco interests. In remote areas of the Sierra, armed bands some times harass the Indians, going so far as to burn houses and assassi
nate militant Tarahumara leaders. Federal authorities appear to have
embarked on a pacification program by stationing more troops in the
Sierra and improving communications through road building. In fact,
the Y^cora to Madera road construction project has as one of its
objectives better policing for the area. The Maycoba Pimas are aware
of this, and welcome the presence of the soldiers. This presence the
Pimas interpret as a manifestation of federal concern.
The Tarahumaras who work for Blanco ranchers are subjected to
the same sharp practices found in Maycoba. The Indians, who receive
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less pay because of their inferior ethnic status, are likely to fall
victim to debt peonage by accepting loans at high interest rates.
Also like the Pimas, the Tarahumaras are forced into the uneconomical
practice of putting most of their crop on the market at harvest time
and later replacing their stores in seasons of scarcity when prices
are on the rise, particularly for the Tarahumara who is charged extra
by the Blanco tienda owner. Those who remain outside the peonage
system face the prospect of Blanco owned cattle damaging their crops
or having good pasturage enclosed by foreign fences.
Economic adaptations to the Blanco imposed economy are only
partially described by ELancarte (19$h), but the data presented do
indicate a great similarity between the Tarahumaras and Mountain Pimas
in terms of occupational migration and reciprocal exchange patterns.
More also could be said about indigenous community structure as a
factor in resisting Blanco incursions. There is the implication that
the dispersed and loose organiaation of the Tarahumaras contributes to
their political impotency (see also Bennett and Zingg 193f>s lBl-187).
In no case do the Tarahumaras show strong tendencies toward social
grouping, although church fiestas do provide an occasion for large
gatherings in most areas. It is interesting that not all Tarahumara
communities have churches, and the debate over whether one should be
built can be a source of considerable dissension (Bennett and 2int;g
1935: 182).
Most of the Tarahumara have accepted the Christian faith—at
least nominally. A few, however, have resisted the erection
of a oburch in their section and won for themselves the
•title of "gentiles" or "cimarrones." ...there is a struggle
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within the region of Quirare between the Christians and the
gentiles which illustrates the real point of difference.
Six Christians (one is half-Mexican) are trying to form a
sufficiently strong organization to build a church. They
have named their own governor and have built their own jail
and courthouse (comunidad). The gentiles, who form the
great part of the population of the section, resent the
intrusion of the Christians, and stubbornly support their
own governor and use their own comunidad. Aside from the
principle involved, the gentiles fear the erection of a
church would lead to more Mexican contacts. This they wish
to avoid...
Bennett and Zingg go on to say that the church "exerts a strong
socializing force which is notably lacking in the gentile regions...."
However, this socializing force may not be a blessing in the long run.
Blanco settlers are likely to seek residence near a church because of
its central location. Once established, the Blancos can be expected
to attempt a takeover of both the religious structure and most of the
ceremonial organization, actions which greatly subvert the indigenous
social order. Thus, while the presence of a Christian church inten
sifies social bonds within the Indian community, it can become an
Achilles heel for the Tarahumaras whose first line of defense is iso
lation from outsiders.
Sharply contrasting responses to acculturation pressures typ
ify the closely related Cora and Huichol of the southern Sierra Madre
Occidental. These two Indian groups, which number 2000-3000 and
li000-5000 respectively (Vogt 1955* 25l)> occupy a region that straddles
the border separating the Mexican states of Jalisco and Nayarit.
Hinton (1961: 11) estimates the total Cora population to be 7000,
which is probably a more reliable figure. The Cora settlements have
socio-political organizations that Vogt (1955: 25U) characterizes as
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"fairly rigid, well-organized...and characterized by many boundarymaintaining mechanisms which shut them off as much as possible from
the outside world." The principal integrating structure is the civilreligious hierarchy, a system of ranked offices in which all adult
male members of the Indian community are expected to participate.
There are few areas of Cora life which are not guided or
otherwise deeply influenced by the workings of the hierarchy.
In it religion, law, and politics are fused in a common per
sonnel. These legal and religious facets are tightly intermeshed with the economic in the same system; the hierarchy
serves as spokesmen for the kin groups and even as mediators
of family affairs, while organized recreation is limited
almost entirely to hierarchy directed activities. Other
elements of the culture are profoundly affected by the atti
tude of the elders who head the organization, as for example,
the insistence of the principales that Cora rather than
Spanish be spoken whenever possible. One is tempted to term
the hierarchy the nucleus of the formal social organization
(Hinton 1961: 71).
Insofar as the hierarchy plays a crucial part in unifying the Indian
community, it preserves Cora interests against those of the Blancos.
Nosotros £ los vacinos ^x.e., Blancos7 somos contrarios, si no somos
unidos los indios de aqui, van a guitar las costumbres £ todos
nosotros vamos scabar (Hinton lS?6l: 97)*

The Coras of Jesi/s-Maria,

a Nayarit village studied by Hinton (1961), have not been able to
completely exclude non-Indians from their community, but they have
retained control of the land while limiting Blanco residence to a
single barrio or ward. Possessing a tightly bounded socio-cultural
system, the Coras can make the penetration of their territory by out
siders very difficult to accomplish. On the other hand, group co
hesion hinges on the preservation of the civil-religious hierarchy,
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and any disruption in this pivotal institution would cause a major
breach in the Cora defenses.
We have seen how the system is completely incompatible

structurally with patterns of the contemporary Mexican
national society and how the religious orientation of Cora
culture contrasts with that of the materialistic and
thoroughly practical minded Mestizos. Hence, it appears
that there is little possibility that Cora culture in its
present form will be able to adjust gradually to that of
contemporary rural Mexico. Therefore, one can predict
that when the hierarchical village structure is removed or
seriously weakened, the complete collapse of the Cora sociocultural system and the rapid acculturation of the group
will follow (Hinton 1961: 10$).
Unlike the previously mentioned Indian tribes of the Sierra Madre,
the majority of Coras will become acculturated without being pushed
off their land. The mestization of Cora villages does not require a
large influx of Blancos, only a restructuring of social relations#
Both Cora and Huichol villages consist typically of a sparsely
inhabited ceremonial center surrounded by outlying satellite ranchos.
The difference is that the Cora, with their somewhat higher population
density and tighter socio-political organization, can stand their
ground against the Blancos, whereas the Huicholes, who are relatively
more dispersed and without institutions comparable to the Cora civilreligious hierarchy, often find a more appropriate response in with
drawing from contact with non-Indian settlers (Vogt 1955)- Even
though some Huichol leaders have tried to combat the territorial ex
pansions of these settlers, successes have been few due to the much
more effectual coalitions of their opponents,

Benitez (1968: 2 3 — ,

in his life history of a Huichol informant, gives us an excellent
illustration of the nearly insuperable difficulties facing low-status
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Indiana who attempt through bureaucratic channels to establish their
tenurial rights over those of powerful Blanco interests. The local
police are usually in sympathy with the Blancos, and are inclined to
extort rather than protect the Huicholes. Prosperous ranchers in
areas lacking state or federal peace officers frequently support
vigilante bands which exact tribute from the local Indians and repress
any negative reactions. Huichol villages have been known to quarrel
bitterly among themselves over mutual boundaries, a situation which
Blanco ranchers are quick bo exploit by supporting one of the parties
in return for concessions. The Huicholes are also handicapped vis-avis the local Elancos by the inability of elected Indian officials to
muster very many supporters on the most important occasions of poli
tical decision, which is exactly the situation in Maycoba. It would
seem, then, that the Huicholes are facing the same bleak prospects
as most other rancheria peoples of the Sierra.
El cerco de los mestizos que Lumholtz denuncio bace setenta
afios se ha estrechado. De 1895 a 1968 los huicholes han
perdido la mitad de sus tierras. Mientras escribo, los
ganaderos ricos, el clero jalisciense, los invasores,
redoblan sus esfuerzos. La lucha es desiguel (Benitez
1968: 511).
If more were known about the Northern and Southern Tepehuan
or even the upland Mayo of the Rio Fuerte, we would have a much
clearer picture of Indian-Bianco relations in the Sierra. Enough in
formation does exist, however, to at least suggest that a productive
approach to the study of inter-ethnic conflict might be one which
focuses on the competitive strategies of adversary groups. Obviously,
my first assumption is that coherent plans of survival do exist for
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populations in the process of vying for the same scarce resources.
These plans or strategies operate both on the family and community
levels. The description of Mountain Pima exchange patterns was es
sentially an elaboration of the various alternative strategies open
to Pima families who must adjust to the dislocations caused by the
Blanco economy. When viewed over time, a developmental cycle of
strategies becomes apparent. As I have said, the Blanco ranchers
who first entered the Maycoba area were not directly competitive with
the resident Indians as they are today. So long as sufficient land
was available for each population to separately earn a livelihood, a
degree of willing cooperation was possible. A great many Fimas adopted
part-time wage work as an adjunct occupation, something that was
further encouraged by the nearby presence of mines. This augmenta
tion of traditional subsistence patterns, which required increased
,

4

spatial mobility, compelled Pima families to intensify and expand
their bilateral alliances. VJhen Blancos began seriously interferring
with the Indian economy, the reaction of some Pimas was to give up
al.l, wage work and to seek refuge in marginal areas away from Maycoba.
Such a move was not practical for a majority of Pimas, who tried to
compensate for crop and livestock losses by pursuing more wage work.
The critical lack of land resources together with the greater need
for the labor services of relatives and friends stimulated Pima
families to again expand their exchange networks. Finally, even
minimal participation in subsistence agriculture proved impossible
or highly undesirable for the most encroached upon Pimas. The
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alternative was to become part of a mobile labor force which circu
lated from one paying job to the next. Having resigned all involve
ment in subsistence agriculture, these Pimas could afford to reduce
their exchange obligations to just a few closely related families.
The paring down of exchange relationships with other Pimas reached
its extreme when a small number of families moved out of the Sierra
and permanently settled in the lowland. Social, rather than mere
spatial, mobility was their primary object, so that maintaining con
tacts with widely scattered relatives served little purpose. Conse
quently, that part of a family's exchange network which extended
beyond the affinally linked sibling groups was allowed to wither.
Life in the Indian areas of the Sierra Madre Occidental is
regarded by the Blancos as "muy fea" or "muy triste." The isolation
and lack of civilized comforts are disagreeable features, but there
also exist opportunities for a particular kind of entrepreneurship
which attract the most aggressive representatives of Mexican ranching
culture to these frontier-like regions. The immediate goal of these
ranchers is to build substantial holdings in land and cattle, if
necessary by taking from the weaker Indians, For some, ultimate
success comes when they havfe secured sufficient wealth to live as
absentee landlords, residing most of the time in some populous town
or city and returning to the ranch for only a few months out of the
year. In his initial dealings with the Indians, the Blanco rancher
avoids direct confrontations over land rights. Pasturage may even
be rented from the natives and cattle acquired through purchase.
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Whether or not ethnic relations begin amicably, expansion on the part
of the Blancos makes competition with the Indians unavoidable. Some
of his competitors the rancher can handle through economic entrapment,
as when he extends credit to an Indian employee and reduces the latter
to the status of a peon. Since the land is desired more than the
Indians on it, the rancher is not really interested in establishing
patron-client relations with very many members of the indigenous
population. It is his intention to gain control of the land without
incurring permanent obligations to its original owners. The devices
by which this can be achieved, both legal and extra-legal, have al
ready been sufficiently discussed.
The individual family is powerless to prevent this kind of
takeover. It is only through the concerted action of many families
that an adequate counterforce can be mounted. In the well-integrated
communities of the Cora, the balance of power still lies with the
Indians. Cora elected office-holders are recognized by the Mexican
federal government as the authoritative spokesmen in questions of
community land. Because they command both the general support of the
indigenous population and that of the federal government, the Cora
leadership can enforce executive decisions which limit the influence
of the Blancos. Most importantly, restrictions are imposed on Blanco
residence and land ownership. The weak political organizations of
other Sierra tribes has allowed the Blancos to erect rival power
structures, which in some cases have come to be looked upon as the
sole legitimate governments by outside agencies.
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The ascendancy of Blanco influence has been helped by the sub
version of Indian political and religious institutions. Again, the
civil-religious hierarchy of the Coras has proven much more impervious
to attack than the less structured and non-obligatory system of
'office-holding among Indian groups like the Mountain Pimas. In the
latter case, the Blancos have used their economic power to dominate
Indian political affairs. The threat of sanctions, as when Blancos
refuse to hire Indian laborers or lend plough animals, and the cor
ruption of some Pima officials deflects all attempts at reasserting
Indian rights. The careful channeling of Blanco funds through certain
•cooperative1 members of the Indian community also promotes factional
ism. And without a consensus, the Pima leadership tends to vacillate
in its actions. In the area of religion, the Blancos have proceeded
along the same course in usurping the position of the Pimas. After
first setting up parallel structures, they have captured the focal
religious symbols of the Pimas while assuming sole occupation of
key ceremonial roles.
Obviously, the Blancos have developed a very effective set
of community level strategies (concerted plans of action implemented
by representatives of the group) for out-competing the Indian faction.
Simplistically stated, economic power is used first to encourage
dependence of the Pimas on the Blancos, and subsequently to destroy
the cohesion of the Pima community. The now powerless Indians, who
have lost the advantage of group protection, can be easily pushed
from the land. The ultimate aim of the Blancos is population
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replacement, and not merely the acquisition of new territories. Each
time a Pima departs the Maycoba area for the purpose of settling
permanently elsewhere, another legal inheritor of ejido land has been
removed, and the possibility lessens that legal action will someday
be taken against the ranchers.. This emigration represents no dis
advantage for the Blanco since the Pima has only marginal utility as
a wage worker and can be replaced by poor mestizos. The inexorable
trend is towards the wide dispersal of the Mountain Pimas and the
complete fragmentation of their society, X believe that the same
process of community disintegration followed by forced relocation
and rapid individual acculturation is affecting the Tarahumaras,
Warihios, Huicholes and other loosely organized rancheria groups
which must compete with the Kexican ranching econoiry.

APPENDIX A
AN ORTHOGRAPHY FOR THE MAYCOBA DIALECT OF MOUNTAIN PBIAS
The transcription used in this study for the Maycoba dialect
of Mountain Pima is based on a preliminary phonemic analysis carried
out by the author.
The vowel symbols /i, a, o, u/ are pronounced as in Spanish.
The symbol /i/ indicates a high back unrounded vowel. Greater vowel
length is represented by repeating the symbol. A capitalized vowel
symbol (e.g., /l/) indicates whispering.
Syllables with major stress (/) and secondary stress

are

indicated.
The two glides are bilabial /w/ and lamino-alveolar /y/.
•we—n-

The liquids include a lateral alveolar /l/, a palatalized
/ly/, and a flap /r/.
The stops are bilabial /p, b/, apico-dental /t, d/, laminoalveolar /ch, j/, and dorso-velar /k, g/. Additionally, there is a
laryngeal stop, which is represented as /'/in the text and as /?/
in Figure U.
Fricatives are lamino-alveolar /s/, apico-domal retroflexed
/sh/, and laryngeal /h/.
The nasals are bilabial /m/, apico-alveolar /n/, and laminoalveolar /K/m
26h

26$

On the morphophemic level of representation many of these
distinctions do not exist, as between /n/ and /K/, /l/ and /l^"/,
/s/ and /sh/, /t/ and /ch/, /d/ and /j/ (see Hale 1965 on Papago
morphophonemics).
This orthography is not necessarily followed in quoted pas
sages cited above.
The borrowing of Spanish terms into the Mountain Pima dialect
usually involves just a few simple rules of phonetic modification.
The stressed syllable in Spanish remains the same in Pima, but the
vowel is lengthened. All final unstressed vowels are elided. Thus,
Spanish tia ('aunt1) becomes tii, and sobrino ('nephew') becomes
sobriin. There is also the less general r<..,e of changing Spanish /d/
before /r/ to a palatalized lateral /l^/, as in Pima komp^aly for
Spanish compadre.

APPENDIX B
DATA ON THE LEGAL STATUS OF THE MAYCOBA EJXDO
The following information was provided me from the files of
the Departamento de Asuntos Agrarios y Colonizacion through the
courtesy of Luis G. Alcerreca, Eng., Secretary General, The trans
lation from Spanish is mine.
The settlement referred to ^/Haycoba.7 applied for an
allotment of land on April 8, I?li3. The request appears
published in the Official Journal of the Government for the
State of Sonora, on the 9th of September of 19ljl4., in the
terminology of Article No, 217 of the present Agrarian Code
(in former Codes, this Article carries another number).
Article No. 220 states that the publication of the appli
cation is of importance and is necessary, because it has
the desired effect of serving public notice to the owners
of real property situated in an area within a radium of 7
kilometers.
Agrarian and cattle census. This was taken on February
20, 19iUi, according to the disposition in Article No. 232,
which asks for the number of inhabitants in the settlement
and of the heads of households and unmarried people' older
than 16 years of age, this in conformance with Article No.
resulting in UU6 inhabitants of which there were 133
legal persons; there having baen listed in their favor 579
heads of stock - cattle and horses, and 107 heads of minor
stock - goats, lambs and hogs (this information serves to
calculate the grazing land which should be granted).
Study of lands of possible affectation. The same
Article No. 232 decrees that property management, extension
and the various classified areas of the farms situated
within a radius of 7 kms. be studied. Of the topografical
studies carried out, it was found that in the zone of
affectation there is included the 1756.00 hectares known
under the name of the old ejido (common land) of Maycoba,
of which 101.00 hectares have constituted the legal rural
property of the settlement; 122.00 hectares known as being
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private property of 10 persons, Calixto Rodriguez, Dolores
Romero, Emiliano Duarte, Benigno Lau, Martin Galaviz,
Braulio Amado, Jose Sierra, Jose/ Romero, one owned jointly,
and Alfonso and Manuel Coronado; there does not exist a
record of legal adjudication on the part of the government
of those lands of the settlement and 1533«00 hectares that
are in common use. Adjoining are considered available
6971#00 hectares attributed to the old ejido of another
group of people living some U.5 kilometers to the east of
the forementioned and which was named Ejido of the Mulatosj
but besides there not being any record of these lands having
been adjudicated to the mentioned nucleus, neither is there
any reference to their ever having been used; there existing
in turn another settlement formed with the descendants of
the Mulatos, this settlement also known as Mulatos, which
is situated some 30 kilometers from the zone which is
described, where only the Pima Tribe has lived since time
immemorial. For this reason, the people of the Nuevo Mulato
(New Mulatto) applied for a grant to their lands," which in
an area of lj>,680.00 hectares was granted them through a
Presidential Resolution on June 23, 1966, published in the
Official Diary of the Federal Government on September 13 of
the same year.
Federal land3. In order to complete the study of the
grant, the engineer assigned localized an area of 88$3.00
hectares as national property; but of this it was proven
that 1^7•00 hectares belong to 13 individuals, that by
peaceful occupation have acquired rights to protection of
the land by Article No. 66 of the Agrarian Code, through
which 0696.00 hectares are freely disposed.
Judgment of the composite agrarian commission. In the
terms of Articles Nos. 237 and 238 of the Agrarian Code,
the Agrarian Commission issued its judgment on August lo,
19i4i, proposing to establish the ejido with 3926-j>9 hectares,
of which they already possessed 1756.00 hectares as part of
the so called old ejido of Maycob&j and for the benefit of
the 133 qualified persons which the census producedj the
rest taken from federal lands, of which 122.00 hectares are
respected as being private property and should be segregated,
by which I63U.OO hectares were delivered and on August 30,
19UU, the Governor issued his order in the same terms as
the former judgment, this decision having been published in
the Official Journal of the Government of the State, dated
the 9th of the following September, Which in obeisance to
what was ordered in Article No. 2hh, the fore-mentioned
Composite Agrarian Commission ordered it be executed, with
provisional possession being given on May 10, 19^8, the
boundaries of the allotted lands being marked out.
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Report as prescribed by law. Interpreting what was
ordered by Article No. 250, the Delegate upon receiving
the action terminated in the first instance, ordered that
complementary data be obtained and in his report prescribed
by law, which he added to same in order to send it to the
bureau which handles matters for the State of Sonora,
proposes that the decision of the Governor be modified and
that the ejido be established with a total area of 17,223.00
hectares. The request was remitted by the Delegate with
office No. 2307, dated June 10, 1966.
The Agrarian Advisory Body, once having studied the
Request, issued its judgment which approved in the session
on December 1966, proposing definitely granting to the
ejido an area of 17,200.00 hectares of pasture land of
good quality for the 133 people in the census; included
within that area the 1533.00 hectares which were considered
as being communal property of the old ejido of I-5aycoba, and
that there could not be proven as there having been any
former proceeding; 6971.00 hectares which were considered
as being communal to the old ejido of Mulatos, which is
still in the same former condition and 8696.00 hectares of
federal lands, in which knowledge no further attempt was
made to locate the antecedents of those communals, because
in any event, same would be delivered to the settlement,
adding to it the last mentioned area, by which fact the
transaction was hastened.
On that basis, the Presidential Resolution was made on
January 10, 1967* which was issued on March lU, and which
was carried out on October lU of the same year; but which
demarcation of boundaries or limits is still pending be
cause of the work involved and because even though it is
necessary, it is not so essential that it be done immediately.
Observations. Because of the many phases which the
economic, political, and social development of the country
had to go through, the allotment of public lands had diverse
origins. Those of the new areas which are today known as
Communals; those of the first established governments, of
which sometimes antecendants are lacking; of different
personalities of the Revolution, also in which almost
always antecedents are lacking; and lastly, of the Consti
tutional Governments, of which there are complete
statistics.
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